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Twist of fate

Scholarship winners

Violation does not cost
this year's regional golf champion

Murray High, Calloway High
students recognized by PSI chapter
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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
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Wednesday will be sunny
and warmer, with the high in
the mid-70s and light northeast
winds. Wednesday night will
be clear, with the low in the
lower 50s.

MURRAY. KY
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DES sponsors
mock chemical
disaster drill
Tuesday night

Sunny, warmer
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Being prepared

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — The House voiced strong disagreement witn
current U.S. policy toward El Salvador in a largely symbolic vote to
slap 3harp restrictions on military aid to the Central American country.
- --WASHINGTON — The Senate, pulled in opposite directions by
police groups and the National Rifle Association, is nearing a decision
in its clash over a proposed ban on nine semiautomatic assault
weapons.
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration today dramatically
increased its estimates of the cost of rescuing the savings and loan
industry, based on a new forecast that as many as 1,030 institutions
will fail.
JERUSALEM — Palestinians in the occupied territories and in
neighboring Jordan took to the streets in escalating protests over the
massacre of seven unarmed Arab laborers by an Israel civilian.

.•

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger S Times Stall Writer

What would happen if on
November 25, the busiest shopping
day of the year, a chemical spill
occurred east of town on the railroad tracks beside Ellis Popcorn
because a tractor trailer carrying
gasoline crashed into tank cars
loaded with carbon disulfide and
anhydrous ammonia?
For one thing, a poisonous cloud
of gas would hover over part of the
city in minutes. Add to this scenario a strong wind blowing due west,
a crowded elementary school and a
group of exhausted emergency
units having to deal with the problem who had worked the previous
night putting out a major fire.
This imaginary disaster was used
as a table-top exercise Tuesday
night by the Emergency Planning
Committee of the Calloway County
Disaster Emergency Services
(Cont'd on page 2)

_

Bennie Cooper, left, medical and hazardous materials coordinator of the Calloway County Disaster
Emergency Services (DES), Robert Trenholm, center, deputy DES coordinator and Joe Lawrence, coordinator of the Emergency Operations Center study a map of the city used in a chemical disaster drill at City
Hall Tuesday night in the city council chambers. Twenty-five participants represented area industries,
rescue, fire, and police units and other organizations to discuss what to do in the event of a chemical spill
here.
SLOT pboby by Kris Fail

STATE
FRANKFORT — John Brock insists that reports of his campaign's
demise, like Mark Twain's death, have been greatly exaggerated.
LOUISVILLE — A Kentucky man became the first recipient of a
liver transplant in the state when he underwent a combined liver and
kidney transplant in a 13-hour operation at Jewish Hospital.
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky Education Association will ask a
court to strike down a section of the state's new education-reform law
that bans school employees from participating in school board
campaigns.
CATLETTSBURG — A jury sent a message against drug abuse
during pregnancy by convicting a woman of abusing her unborn baby
in an apparent first-of-its-kind case in Kentucky, a prosecutor said.
LEXINGTON — Many legislative candidates across central Kentucky are using the recently approved $1.3 billion tax increase as a
weapon against the state representatives they are attempting to unseat.

SPORTS
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. — Four players from
national champion UNLV and
two from runner-up Duke were
among the 25 players who survived the first cut in assembling the U.S. men's national
[Cam.
The roster will be pared to
15 after a minicamp at Duke
on June 15-17.
Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski will head the tC1111
that will represent the United
States in the Goodwill Games
and the World Championships.

Longest reign as heavyweight
boxing champion
Joe Louis
12 years
(193710 1949)
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By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger S Times Staff Writer

In an effort to improve city
finances and administrative structure, Murray Mayor Bill Cherry has
appointed one of the region's top
money-finders as city planner.
Donald Elias, currently physical
planning director with the Purchase
Area Development District in Mayfield, will replace Mac Fitts as city
planner effective July 1.
Fitts will remain on as the city's
code enforcement officer, maintaining his current salary and most of
his present duties, Cherry said.
Elias, 37, has 14 years experience with the PADD in the operations of transportation, public
administration, management assistance, environmental programs and

community development programs
for regional communities.
His expertise in finding and
accessing money from state and
federal agencies, however, made
him the obvious choice for Murray's needs, according to Cherry.
"Don has been one of the right
hands of the PADD for 14 years,"
Cherry said. "His qualifications
and experience in finding grams
make him one of the best qualified
city administrators in the region."
Cherry said he was also impressed with Elias' qualifications in the
field of solid waste management,
sure to be a topic of much discussion by the city leaders in years to
come.
Elias served as PADD's natural
(Cont'd on page 2)

Arts and crafts
festival slated
for June 2-3 at
Kenlake park
The annual Jackson Purchase
Arts and Crafts Festival will be
held at Kenlake State Resort Park
in Aurora on June 2 and 3.
During the two-day weekend festival, visitors will watch 75 artisans
and craftsmen working at their
trade. The event is sponsored by
the Business Council for the Arts
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
This year's festival theme will
be "A Heritage Celebration."
Cobbs Battery, a Civil War period
artillery unit will be setting up
camp- for the festival with a cannon
and Galling gun on display.
Another fascinating group will be

Donald Elias
New city planner

(Cont'd on page 2)

Farmers eager
to clear debris
in Clarks must
wait for approval

Officers memorial

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger a Times Staff Writer

NEW YORK — Ivan F. Boesky calmly admitted he paid for inside
information with briefcases full of cash as Wall Street's most celebrated felon gave his first public testimony since his 1986 plea
bargain.
•
WASHINGTON — The federal fund that insures deposits at the
nation's 13,200 banks lost money for the second consecutive year as a
result of a continued hefty number of bank failures, the government
•
said.
NEW YORK — Citicorp's credit rating was lowered by another
major debt-rating service, which based its decision on concerns about
the quality of real estate and takeover loans at the nation's largest
banking company.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Calloway farmers eager to begin
river-clearing wort on the Clarks
River are playing the waiting
game.
The newly-formed Clarks River
Floodplain Conservancy District,
set up in February, is still waiting
for permission from state and federal agencies to begin work they
hope will eleviate flooding along
the Clarks River north of Murray,
according to District Chairman
Don Wisehart.
"We're sort of at a standstill
right now," according to Wisehart.
"There's not a whole lot we can do
right now."
The district' has applied for and
must receive the go ahead from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the Kentucky 'Division of Water
before they can begin work clearing trees and other obstructions
from the river which forces water
from its bank during heavy rains.
Wisehart said.
Approval on the district's plans
is expected this summer and work
should begin on the river next
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray Police officer Melodic Jones, a member of the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 23, presents Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler with a Murray Police Department patch during her trip to Lexington to
attend a May 17 memorial service to honor police officers in the state who have been killed in the line of
duty. Following a memorial proclamation by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, a memorial address was given by
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones and a message was given by the President of the Kentucky State Lodge Fraternal
Order of Police Ralph Orms.
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Proposed new govemment-owned corporation
would shelter uranium-enrichment plants
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

political and policy agendas that
have historically affected its
decision-making," the study said.
That would mean freeing the
new corporation from the annual
budget and appropriations process,
and letting it "operate in a
businesslike fashion."
Smith Barney praised the potential of a new laser-based enrichment technology. But it said efforts
to deploy the technology need to

WASHINGTON — The
uranium-enrichment plants in Kentucky and Ohio should be sheltered
from political fallout under the
control of a new, governmentowned corporation, according to a
. .
study by a New York investment
firm.
The study, prepared by Smith
Barney, Harris Upham & Co., said
the corporation should be kept free
•
of congressional and executive
branch interference that now
plagues the enrichment program.
No
The federal Department of Ener- (Cont'd from page 1)
•
gy,
which now runs the enrichment muzzle loaders who will demons•
plants at Paducah, Ky. and Ports- trate the use of the muzzle rifle.
Pe
•
mouth, Ohio, commissioned the
Unique crafts this year will constudy.
sist of painters, jewelry makers,
Department officials favor spin- pottery demonstrations and
ning off the enterprise to a govern- woodworking.
Children will be invited to "SecAAP'
,
ment corporation, with eventual
rets
of a Kentucky Forest" which is
sale of the new company to private
a traveling exhibit donated by the
investors.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., Nature and Conservation Center in
has won Senate passage of a bill Louisville and brought to the festithat would accomplish that. How- val by the Western District of the
ever, Ford's bill to reorganize the Kentucky Division of Forestry in
government uranium -enrichment Mayfield.
Carol Hodges of Murray High School and Leslie Banks of Calloway County High School have been named
The free exhibit features many
enterprise
has died in the House in
recipients of the Mary Alice Trotter Scholarship from the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries
hands-on
activities, including a
recent years.
International. Both students, who plan to attend Murray State University and major in office administracrawl-through area and rubbings of
tion next year. will receive $150 to be applied toward their education. Pictured from left are Hodges'
Ford said Tuesday that the study leaf, bug, bird and mushroom
mother, Martha Norsworthy, Hodges, PSI scholarship committee chairman Marlene Roberts, Banks and
"confirms what I have been trying patterns.
her mother, Janet Banks.
to do all along. For our enterprise
The Kentucky Forest Industries
to remain viable, we must create a Association — a state-wide associcorporation that will permit it to ation representative of Kentucky
operate in a business-like fashion." 1,000-plus forest products manuIn a statement from his Washing- facturers — is sponsoring the exhiton office, Ford said it is impera- bit to show its commitment to and
(Cont'd from page 1)
tive that Congress act on his bill. appreciation for a resource that
"I hope the House of Representa- brings $1.4 billion to Kentucky
spring, according to Wisehart.
for those persons retiring," UnderBy TODD 0. ROSS
tives will soon pass their measure economy each year in timber
wood said.
Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer
In the meantime, the district will so we can put our enterprise on purchases, manufacturing and sales
In other business, the board:
continue to collect a .2 cents per $I sound footing."
as well as untold values in tourism,
After much debate and discus- • accepted bids from two compavaluation tax from district members
Citing
tough global competition, water quality, soil enrichment and
sion. the Murray Electric Board
nies for new street lighting equipwhich should net approximately
study
the
recommended that the wildlife. The Kentucky Department
approved a
wage and
ment for the Spring Creek Oaks
$5,000 next year to be used in the
corporation also receive at least a of Education is also a sponsor.
for fiscal year 1990.
subdivision located on Highway
salryince
clearing work, Wisehart said
Residents are encouraged to
temporary reprieve from demands
The board passed the 7.5 percent 641 South.
bring
a hearty appetite and stroll
the
that
uranium-enrichm
ent
enteraverage salary increase in TuesTennessee Valley Electric SuppOnly district members — landprise pay billions of dollars for pre- down the avenue of foods. A taste
day's regularly scheduled meeting, ly of Memphis, Tenn., was
vious taxpayer subsidies and for of local cuisine, such as barbecue,
said Ron Underwood, superintena`warded a contract in the amount owners with property in the floodpfreshly-made pork rinds, funnel
future environmental cleanups.
dent of the Murray Electric
of $3,096.50 for the fiberglass lain of the river — are affected by
the
tax
cakes,
which
corn dogs and homebaked
is
set
by
the
district's
System.
lighting poles. Power and TeleThe Smith Barney study was
goods
will
be available.
The board also discussed the
phone Supply Co. of Jackson. elected board.
aimed at House opponents of
Due to the popularity of last
notification of increases in with- Tenn., was awarded a contract in
Ford's bill, who have complained
holding rates and benefits, which the amount of S3,850 for 22 street
Board members include Wisehart that it would write off hundreds of year's helicopter rides, they will
became law recently. "The County light fixtures.
as chairman, Joe Dan Taylor as millions of dollars that they say return this year, a spokesman for
Employment Retirement System • rejected an offer to buy propersecretary/treasurer, Joel Thorn, electric utilities should repay the the festival said.
This year's event will run Saturcalls for a slight increase in with- ty located at 207 Cherry Alley in
Lubie Parrish and Don Overbey. federal treasury for public spending
day,
June 2 from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
holding rates for employers and
Murray. The property was offered
that expanded the plants' capacity.
and Sunday, June 3, from 10 a.m.
Despite the wait, other farmers
employees and additional benefits to the electric system by the owner.
Supporters of the government to 5 p.m. Admission and parking
affected by the river's flow — and
overflow — in Marshall County corporation, including Ford, have are free.
have decided to follow Calloway's acknowledged that they hoped the
lead and will meet Thursday night Smith Barney study would help
in Benton to discuss setting up dissolve the opposition of powerful
their own floodplain district which Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.
—Reduced Rates—
41F•tDingell is chairman of the House
would border Calloway's to the
'Special Discounts For Large Producers
A Murray man faces criminal
Energy and Commerce Committee.
north.
mischief charges after he apparentIn the mid-1980s, he was the chief
"Call Lis For A Quote Today
ly vandalized a local fraternity
If approved, the districts would architect of the privatization of
house, according to a report from
extend the clearing work from Conrail.
the
Murray Police Department.
Murray to the McCracken County
Smith Barney's study said the
Jeffrey
Johnson, 21, of 1400
line, more than two-thirds of the recent development of a world spot
Tony Boyd
302 N. 12th
753-5842
Main Street, was arrested Tuesday
river's entire length.
market for enriched uranium has
morning around 10:30 a.m. and
caused utilities to begin canceling
charged with first degree criminal
their long-term supply contracts
mischief, a felony, for his alleged
with the Energy Department. The
involvement in vandalism at the
study cited recent inroads by the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house
Soviet Union.
where he lives, according to police.
The American uranium enterJohnson remains lodged in the
prise "should be insulated from the
Calloway County Jail.
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Murray Electric Board approves
wage and salary increase for 1990

Western Kentucky
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Mock disaster...
(Cont'd from page 1)
(DES). The exercise was part of a
chemical disaster drill sponsored
by the DES in the city council
chambers of City Hall.
Twenty-five participants representing area fire, rescue and police
units, industries and other organizations coordinated what their reactions would be if such a tragedy
occurred.
"The right hand can't afford not
to know what the left hand is
doing," said Bennie Cooper, medical and hazardous materials coordinator of the DES, of efforts to
handle such a disaster.
The participants coordinated a
mock plan which would designate
what each organization would do in
such an emergency. Details such as
who would determine what chemicals were spilled, who would
rescue the driver of the trailer as
well as whether or not the area
would be evacuated were addressed
in the council chambers, which will
serve as the Emergency Operations
Center if a disaster does occur.
Participants were Cooper, Mayor
Bill Cherry, Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weaks,
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins,
Jim liornbuckle, fire chief or the
Murray Fire Department, Joe
Green, director of public safety at
Murray State University, Peggy
Billington, DES director, Dale
Hughes, public works coordinator,
Allen Jones, DES rescue chief,
Robert Trenholm, deputy DES
coordinator, Joe Lawrence, coordinator of the Emergency Operations
Center and other representatives
from the DES, Calloway County
Fire and Rescue Squad, American
Red Cross, Hazardous Materials
TrarriTng Center at Murray State
University, Hutson Ag Service,
Inc., Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation and the Kentucky State Police.
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City planner...
(Cont'd from page 1)
1

resource planner from 1976 to
1979 and helped Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman and Marshall counties
with solid waste management plans
in 1986.
Elias also provided input on
statewide plans for waste management, air and water quality, flood
abatement, railroads, airports, highways and recreational facilities
from 1978 to 1982.
Elias will continue to work with
PADD after July 1 but only as a
representative of the city, he said.
Elias, a native of Cairo, Ill.,
received a bachelor's degree in
business administration from Murray State University in 1975 and
attended graduate courses in business administration at Florida State
University.
He is married to the former
Cathy Duncan of Benton and they
have one daughter, Shannon. They
reside in Murray at 2110
Brookhaven.

One-vehicle wreck
slightly injures
Tennessee woman

FISH & FRIES $2.00'FISH & FRIES $2.00

..11pi.r...f ..11,..litli

"be accelerated" so that cost savings will be realized before the
U.S. enterprise loses most of its
customers to the spot market.
The Paducah plant, which
employs 1,465 people and is run by
contractor Martin Marietta, hopes
to be the site of the new laser technology. The Ohio plant and a
mothballed plant in Oak • Ridge,
Tenn., also are competing to be the
location.

A one-vehicle accident this
morning slightly injured a Buchanan, Tenn. woman, according to a
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's office.
Mary B. Wimberl&, 36, of
Buchanan, Tenn., suffered minor
injuries to her chest and knees after
the car she was driving ran off the
road on U.S. 641 approximately six
miles south of Murray around 8:20
a.m., according to police.
Wimberly apparently ran off the
right side of the road, overcorrected and left the highway on the
left side, struck a culvert, skidded
several feet and came to rest in a
driveway, police said.
No other injuries were reported.

Read the
want ads daily

THE MURRAY

Murray's Family YMCA
announces summer
schedule of programs
The Murray Family YMCA is
August 5-10 at Camp Carson.
offering a wide variety of programs
Additional information concerning
for all age groups this summer.
YMCA Camp Carson is available
"One of our new clases is a Middle
at the Murray Family YMCA
School Day Camp arid we're also
office.
offering our Aquatic Exercise class
Aquatic Exercise: is a fitness
in the morning and evenings for all
program that uses the resistance
ages of adults" announced Rosanne
and bouyancy of the water to
Radkc, director of the Murray Famimprove flexibility. Muscle tone
ily YMCA.
and endurance. Swimming ability
Summer programs include:
is not necessary. This co-ed class is
Kinder Kamp: a twice-weekly
offered to adults ages 18 and older.
class for pre-school children ages
Aquatic Exercise will be offered in
3-5. The Kinder Kamp program is
three four-week sessions throughheld on Tuesdays and Thursdays
out the summer. There will be a
from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. and includes
morning class held from 9-10 a.m.
games, arts & crafts, songs, tumon Tuesday and Thursdays and an
bling, stories, trips and tours and
evening class held from 7-8 p.m.
creative play. There will be three
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Both
four-week sessions offered during classes will begin
on Tuesday, May
the summer with the first session
29.
beginning Tuesday, May 29.
50+ Aquatic Exercise: is a co-ed,
Day Camp: an all-day program
low -intensity exercise class that
for children who have completed
uses the resistance and boyancy of
kindergarten through grade 5. Cam- the water
to improve flexibility,
pers are divided by age groups and
muscle tone and endurance. This is
arc supervised by trained, caring ideal for those
first beginning an
counselors and participate in swim exercise
program or have joint
lessions, games, archery, crafts, aches and pains.
nature study, riflery, values, skits is not necessary Swimming ability
to participate and
and songs, hiking, fishing, trips and enjoy the
benefits.
50+ Aquatic
tours. There will be a four day Exercise
is held on Tuesday and
mini-session of Day Camp begin- Thursday
from 10-11 a.m. Session
ning Tuesday, May 29. Day Camp 1 begins
Tuesday, May 29.
will be held in five two-week sesFor additional information on
sions beginning June 4. Day Camp these
summer programs or to enroll
hours are from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Cam- by
phone please call the Murray
pers may be dropped off as early as Family
7 a.m. and picked up as late as (9622). YMCA at 759-YMCA
The YMCA is a United
5:30 p.m.
Way agency.
Middle School Day Camp: a
unique summer program for youth
who have completed grades 5-8.
This weekly program is offered in
I
six one-week sessions. MondayFriday from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Each
11,
session will offer skill development
in various sports, hobbies and
‘
L*
i
recreational activities, community
service, values clarification and fun
trips and activities with other
young teens. Session 1 begins June
1111111141W.
11.
er./C
ti
)/
Camp Carson: is a resident camp
owned and operated by the Evansville YMCA and located in southBelts and Bagsern Indiana. The Murray Family
A Winning Combination
YMCA will take a group of youth
ages 7-12 to spend the week of

RUCK'S,*

IMAY 21-28, 19901

ANO H

WIN $5000°
in decorating products for your home!

May is National Home
Decorating Month
Now is your chance to win $500
worth of decorating products!! There's
no purchase necessary. Simply visit
our store and fill out an entry form
before the end of May.
Enter this National Home Decorating
Month contest and become one of 10
lucky people to win $500 worth of
decorating products!
Registration deadline is May 31, 1990

Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th St.
753-0839

IMPORTANT!

Buckingham
Ray, Ltd

STORE CLOSED
STORE CLOSED. All day Wednesday, May
23rd, in order to again mark down prices on
every article in every department in our store
creating hundreds of new bargains, rearrange
our stocks and have everything in readiness
for your coming Thursday at 9 a.m. Don't Miss
It' THE FINAL WIND-UPI

USE VISA-MASTERCARD
CASH-CHECK

, LOCATED AT - 970 CHESTNUT - MURRAY

GREAT 8500,000 GOING
OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Be here for THE ANAL WIND-UP Sale.
Another! Important! CUT IN PRICES will create hundreds of now bargains In all departments for Thursday.This is a Sale from end to
end! Nothing reserved - nothing held back.
Thousands of dollars worth of nationally
known and advertised merchandise must and
will be sold. Don't wait any longer. Bring the
family Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Don't
Miss It! THE FINAL WIND-UP!

ALL-FAMOUS NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED BRANDS
ON SALE!

Comm, Kingsridge, Christian Brooks, Arrow, Sero,
Woolrich, Pendleton, Cross Creek, Haggar, Farah,
Thomson, Jay Mar Sansabelt, Koret, Ruff Hewn,
David Brooks, Robe Scott, Echo, Joyce, Regina
Porter, Cambridge Dry Goods, Herman Geist.
Saddle River, Misty Lane, L.A. Directions
AND MANY MOREI
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THURSDAY 9 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
FRIDAY
9 A.M. TIla 9 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M. TIla 6 P.M.

SELLING BEGINS THURSDAY MORNING AT 9 A.M.
REG. TO '62.00

REG. TO '36.00 MEN S

LADIES SKIRTS

REG. TO '49.00

DRESS SHIRTS

J-,e
ades fine SkIS ASSOned Sty e‘-,
,ne makers Out they go `f•..,rsday

LADIES SHORTS

, "0 01 mer s dress sn.rts from bore' make.s
fabrocs Out tney go Thursday at

U`e J"ar-sc,s
::otors Pme fabrics Out 1ney go Thursday a

'12888 '2488 91488

$1388

HUNDREDS-HUNDREDS MORE BARGAINS NEVER MENTIONED!
REG. TO '45.00

REG. TO '58.00

REG. TO '55.00

REG. TO '215.00

MEN'S
SPORT COATS

MEN'S SLACKS

MEN'S JEANS

LADIES SLACKS

One lot better men's slacks from Iamous makers
^ the wanted colors, fabrics. Hurry l at._

One 101 men's popular jeans from most famous
-assets Out they go Thursday at

One 101 lades 'me slacks in ttte better styles
.z.olors by famous makers. Out they go at

$1788

$1688

'2288

C:^e
men S bone' sow. oca., - .he wa-ted
••NOr
et.: by "nos'
e •••., sc. -V

$7888

STORE FIXTURES AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE!
REG. TO '37.00 MEN S

REG. TO '33.00

SPORT SHIRTS

LADIES TOPS

fietle•
PamouS
•Iakers
Good
yleS Hurry' at

9188

LADIES BLOUSES
E ntwe StOck in the better fabrics and COlOrS by famous Run Hewn
Andrew Ha•vey Woolrc, etc OL' they go Thursday a'

DBESST,(ICiS
95
11

9188

One lot ,Adies
tops.
assorted
Styles.
W.e.
makers Out a'

REGULAR '30.00 TO '65.00

Jester. F'eemar'
o
the
better
styles Out they
go at,,

s

REGULAR '38.00 TO '103.00

0
11ESS

88

ANOTHER BIG
CUT IN PRICES!

REGULAR '5810 TO '175.00

LADIES SKIRTS LADIES DRESSES

• ^r1re Stock in the wanted styles. fabrics by Run Heran, Daso
,
vooks Ame tons etc Doc',
r ss T''''..;•sday a'

sir, 4328 $2398
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

E,
t.re stock tarnOuS makers Misty Lane. ReDbeca Thomas, Do S
e .0...••aC etc Flefrer s•r

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

$1818

•

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES
4528

to

$11738
to

ALL SALES 1111140 MESA MANGO!MY!15T COMM'SERVE! ALL ITEMS REV TO PRIM! SALE
REGULAR '25.00 TO '125.00

REG. '54.00 TO '110.00 MEN S

MEN'S SLACKS

DRESS CASUAL SHOES

Entire stock by famous makers Conant. Jay Mar Santabett. P0.0
Thomson, Nagger r af a. WC Out they ;o Thursday at

,nest makers Dester. Freeman Rockport etc m
SIOCk by'
*43 better style; cO.OrS etc Out 'hey go Thursday at

REGULAR '17.00 TO .52.50

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS

re stock famous makers Arrow. 13,41' Seto Polo ,
4
wao'ed styles Out they go Thursdey'
,Pekoe they

smss $un $3598 to $7328 $1188,
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

IZMIR '175.00 TO '440.00

MEN'S SUITS
ANOTNER COT IN PRICES

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

REGULAR '125.00 TO '300.00
"To'

MEN'S SPORT COATS

F nue Stock Regulars s
f-rafrIwiick etc Out they

at

kna

C^f Van Brooks

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

$9988 $28388 $8288
10

"Where professional advice comes free-

4

GREAT
miJ SALE DAYS

USE VISA-MASTERCARD-CASH-CHECK

,K,ngsnege, Ontistran Brooks -.1f/sw
Enloe stock Regulars, shorts longs Ely Corb
Styles febrcs Out they go Thursday *Nes they Last al

MEMBER

FINEST QiLiLITY
MEN'S AND LADIES
CLOTHING
AND
ACCESSORIES

DON'T MISS THURSDAY - ANOTHER BIG CUT IN PRICES STOREWIDE - HURRY!
WE MUST AND WILL SELL OUT OUR ENTIRE STOCK
IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS!

MEN'S SUITS

Stop by our store for a chance to

Meg 3A

THE FINAL WIN114110.!

-e '0101,er s better sues by famous makers
better styles Hurry l In Thursday at

Dick Peyer, manager of the
JCPenney store here for five and
a half years, has been promoted
as manager of the JCPenney
store at Lumberton, N.C., which
has twice the volume of the Murray store. Peyer started with the
firm in September 1963 and has
managed stores in Manhattan,
Kan., Kansas City, Mo., Huntsville, Ala., and Atlanta. He has
been in Lumberton since March
but his family remained in Murray until school closed.
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BIG CUT FOR
IN PRICES!

REG. TO'355.00

Peyer promoted
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Letters to the Editor

Committee announces second
Pearl Harbor Memorial Day
Dear Editor,
To commemorate the. 49th
anniversary of the Japanese attack
at Pearl Harbor, the Pearl Harbor
Commemorative Committee
announces the second annual
national "Remember Pearl Harbor"
Memorial Day. Activities will be at
the Quality Lakeview Inn Convention Center in Clarksville, Indiana,
Friday, December 7, 1990.
The day's activities will be held
in three sessions with the business
session beginning at 10 a.m. There
will be a break for lunch at 11:30
a.m. with the afternoon session
resuming at 12:30 p.m.
At 12:55 p.m. (7:55 a,m. Pearl
Harbor time), the-exact moment the
attack began, there will be a
memorial service to honor all those
who gave their lives on this tragic
"Day of Infamy" and the beginning
of the most devastating war in the
history of the world. The memorial
service will include a short
documentary of the attack as it
happened, recorded by American

Naval photographers and Japanese
Air Force photographers whose
films were confiscated by the
United States Army following the
surrender of the Japanese. The
afternoon session will close at 4
p.m. to prepare for the evening's
reception and banquet.
The evening activities will begin
at 6 p.m. with a news conference
with the special guests and the
reception to follow. The banquet
will begin at 7 p.m. and will
include dinner, featured speakers,
presentation of awards and closing
ceremonies. Tickets for all the
activities, including the banquest,
are S20 and can be obtained by
contacting: Col. George Williams,
ticket chairman, Pearl Harbor Commemorative Committee, P.O. Box
12315, Lexington, Ky. 40582-2315
Sincerely;
Ellis L. McCollum, President
Pearl Harbor Commemorative
Committee
P.O. Box 12315
Lexington, Ky 40582-2315

Poet explains to children how
helping parents will benefit them
Dear Editor,
Kids obey your parents in every
way.
It is not hard to do what they
say.
They always know what is best
for you
and their love for you is nothing
new.
Be sure you make your bed
every day
and always stay near home when
you play!
Mom and dad have enough to do
and they will not settle for less
than the very best for you.

In mom's kitchen there arc
thing's to do!
So always do what she ask of
you!
Dad sacrifices to buy you that
sled!
So make sure your dog is fed!
Work is good for little ones.
Sometimes it can be fun!
When you grow up and have to
work you will say
mom and dad taught me tq work!
Now 1 am glad I did obey!
Sincerely,
Joe Shekel!
405 S. 10th St.
Murray, Ky.

Next time, read his mind, not his lips
President Bush has a serious
problem, but I believe that I have a
solution for him.
His problem is that he wants to
raise taxes. But he doesn't want to
come right out and say so because
he will be accused of being a fibber
for having uttered the memorable
campaign promise: "Read my lips.
No new taxes."
Several of his advisers think he
can talk his way out of the bind by
saying he was misunderstood.
Some want him to explain:
"Gosh, I didn't say anything about
taxes. You see, because I would be
moving to the White House, I said:
'Read my lips. No more Texas.—
Others want him to admit that,
yes, he did make his famous "no
new taxes" promise, but what he
had in mind was merely some sort
of tax exemption for the hearing
impaired, which is why he told
them to read his lips.
And a few want him to- come
straight out and say: "Yes, I did
say no new taxes. But I didn't say
'cross my heart and hope to die,'
so it doesn't count."
But most Republicans doubt that
these strategies, as logical as they
might sound, will satisfy the majority of taxpayers. And they know
that the gloating Democrats, the
mischievous Washington press
corps, and the hard-eyed conservatives will all be chanting: "Nyah,

RO:YKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko
nyah, Georgie is a fibber, Georgie
is a fibber."
In a way, it's unfair. One way or
another, most politicians try to on
us into believing that they won't
raise taxes. If they didn't, they
wouldn't be elected. They assume
that we have the good sense to
know they don't really mean it, but
that we admire them for having the
good sense to lie to us.
And there is evidence to support
that. When Walter Mondale ran in
1984, he stood right up at the
Democratic convention and boldly
told the American people that he
wasn't going to kid us: If we
elected him, he would raise taxes.
So all the pundits ran around
shrieking: "He told the truth, he
told the truth, he's crazy, he's
crazy."
As punishment for telling the
truth, Mondale was trounced,
which he fully deserved for telling
people what they didn't want to
hear.
In contrast, when Bush made his

promise, the pundits smiled and
said: "He lied, he lied, he's smart,
he's smart."
As 'Bush's reward, he was
elected, which he deserved for his
compassion. Knowing that the truth
hurts, he was probably trying to
spare us needless pain.
So is it fair to flail Bush for
simply doing what he thought we
wanted him to do? Make us feel
good for a while?
Remember, by twice electing
Ronald Reagan president, the
majority of voters had made it clear
that more than anything else they
just wanted to feel good, regardless
of the consequences.
If Bush had said,"Read my lips,
I will raise your taxes," would he
have been elected? Well, maybe.
Against Michael Dukakis, Bush
could have gone on TV and
mooned the nation and still won.
On the other hand, there is the
question of fairness. Should the
minority of voters who didn't
believe Bush, or those who failed
to read his lips, have to pay for the
folly of those who did?
That question is the key to my
solution. And the answer is, no, it
isn't fair.
The solution is a compromise.
Yes, taxes should be raised. We
might as well do it soon because
when the full impact of President
Feelgood's savings and loan fiasco

hits us, we'll have to dig down to
the lint in our pockets.
But they should be raised only
for those 47ho eagerly fell for
Bush's "read my lips" line. Or his
"Boo! Willie Horton will get you if
you don't look out" line.
It's easy enough to do. Every
county in America maintains voting records. So any new taxes
should fully apply to those counties
that gave a majority of the vote to
Bush. They put him in, so they
should be required to carry a full
load.
And those counties that didn't
vote for him should be exempt
from any new taxes.
No, on second thought,- let me
take that back. They would receive
some sort of discount. They voted
for Dukakis, so they shouldn't get
off with just a slap, on the wrist.
In fact, on third thought, if taxes
are raised, everybody should have
to pay their fair share. Bush and
the Republicans can't be held
liable. After all, if the Democrats
insist on always running weenies
and nerds for president, they
should live with part of the guilt.
So forget, Mr. President, I don't
have a solution for your tax problem. Maybe you should go on TV
and throw yourself on the mercy of
the American people.
Just say: "Read my lips. I'm in
deep doo-doo."

Students urge residents to consider
local recycling program to help city
Dear Editor,
This letter is written by two 8th
graders at Murray Middle School.
We wanted to get the word out
about our school and helping the
environment. At the present our
school has the regular trash collecting. Everything, recyclable or not,
is thrown into one trash bin. This
concerns us because as everyone
knows this adds up to landfills and
takes years (or possibly forever) to
decompose. Therefore we are proposing this idea, not only for Murray
Middle School, but all the schools
and businesses. Maybe even our
homes! Each school could have a
separate bin or cage for different
recyclable objects such as glass,

plastic, paper,and aluminum. These
bins would be located on the campus where the public could use
them as well. Then collector's from
the centers could come and pick it
up to recycle. Not only would this
help the environment, but it would
also help raise money. This trashrecycling program would benefit
everyone and everything. We
would greatly appreciate any volunteers to help get this program
started. Remember to reduce, recycle, and reuse!
Sincerely,
Noelle Jedan and
Jennie Bell
8th graders at
Murray Middle School

EXCITEMENT BUILDS IN Gi*OLINE ALLEL(..

Today In History

Eighth-grader offers tips, ideas
for residents to save environment
Dear Editor,
I am an 8th grade student at
Murray Middle School..W,e have a
•V nine-week class called environmental science taught by Mrs. Donrq
Keller. Since I took this class, I
have learned so much about the
environment. It amazes me how we
can be destroyinvour planet and
not do anythinglibout ii There are
so many things, little things, we
can do to help the environment.
You would be surprised at just how
much you really can do. You can
recycle aluminum, glass, paper and
plastics and buy things made from
recycled paper. You can turn down
your hot water heater (130), turn
up your refrigerator (38-42), install
low flow aereators in showerheads

PTO officers offer
thanks for local
Teacher Appreciation
Week supporters

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Shell

'—
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)t--Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
5-6-9 (five-six-nine).

OPEN IICK441 2410.16 A DO SAT

Witt SallitALGIBUti

and faucets, reuse grocery bags,
buy Rupp sprays.instead of aerosols, plant trees, set up a carpooling system and try to avoid plastic
packaging.
These are just a few simple
things you can do to help the environment Not only will you be sav—
ing the environment but you will
also save money. This is our
planet, if we don't help savosit, we
the children and future are the ones
who are going to suffer. Adults
aren't the only people who can
help, kids can make a difference. I
think all of us should be willing to
take the responsibility.
Sincerely,
Beth Rose, student
Murray Middle School

OthuDeT

Dear Editor,
We would like to express our
appreciation to all the merchants,
- parents and individuals who
donated gifts, money, food or their
time to the Murray Middle School
Teacher Appreciation Week.
The Teacher Appreciation Week
was coordinated by Marilyn Flickinger and Geneieve Adams. We
want to give them a special thank
you for a successful week.
Sincerely,
1989-90 Murray Middle
School
PTO officers

LOOKING BACK
By JO 13URKEEN

Today is Wednesday, May 23, the 143rd day of 1990. There are 222
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: On May 23, 1934, bank robbers Bonnie
Parker and Clyde Barrow- were shot to death in a police ambush as they
rode inside a stolen Ford Deluxe on a road in Bienville Parish, La.
On this date:
In 1430, Joan of Arc was captured by the Burgundians, who sold her to
the English.
In 1533, the marriage of England's King Henry VIII to Catherine of
Aragon was declared null and void.
Ten years ago: The European Space Agency suffered a setback with the
failure of its "Ariane" rocket during its second test launch.
Five years ago: Thomas Patrick Cavanagh, an aerospace engineer who
admitted trying to sell "stealth" bomber secrets to the Soviet Union, was
sentenced in Los Angeles to life in prison.
One year ago: An estimated 1 million people in Beijing and tens of
thousands in other Chinese cities marched to demand that Premier Li
Pcng resign. •
Today's Birthdays: Bandleader Artie Shaw is 80. Pianist Alicia de Larrocha is 67. Singer Rosemary Clooney is 62. Actress Joan Collins is 57.
The president of Peru, Alan Garcia Perez, is 41. Boxer Marvelous Marvin
Hagler is 38.
Thought for Today: "Tact is, after all, a kind of mind-reading." -- Sarah Orne Jewett, American author (1849-1909).

Ten years ago
Denise Rutherford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Rutherford,
is valedictorian, and Lisa Bazzell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Bazzell, and Dale Finney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Finney, are cosalutatorians of 1980 graduating
class at Calloway County High
School.
The 1980 Murray High School
yearbook has been dedicated to
Mike Miller, special education
teacher, by the Senior Class.
Harold Doran Jr. spoke about
"Inflation - Its Source and Means
of Control" at a meeting of Murray
Civiun Club.
Twenty years ago
Steve White, William Ray Fut-

— By The Associated Press
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tell, Robert Elkins, Stephen
Tharpc, David Hal Bracy, Thomas
Schroader and Richard Schroader
were inducted into the U.S. Army
in the May Draft Call from Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, executive secretary
of Local Board No. 10 of Selective
Service.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Norsworthy,
May 13.
Thirty years ago
F.B. McDaniel had four head of
cattle killed by lightning on his
farm. They were valued at $550.
Hazel Woodmen of the World
Camp 138 presented an emergency
oxygen inhalant to the Hazel Volunteer Fire Departmeni
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Cagle, May
16,
Mrs. Porter Holland presented a
lesson on "Outdoor Cookery" at a
meeting of South Murray Homemakers Club held May 19 at Murray City Park. ,
Forty years ago
Memorial poppies by American
Legion and Buddy poppies by Veterans of Foreign Wars will be sold
here on May 27.
"There is nothing that a printing
office appreciates more than a good
machinist. J.C. Maupin just across
the street comes in mighty handy
when we bend or break something," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Mrs. Vernon Anderson, Miss
Lottye Suitor, Mrs. W.H. Brooks,
Mrs. Ralph Ray and Mrs. Yandal
Wrathersre new officers of Murray
Training School Unit of ParentTeacher Association.
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MURRAY TODAY
Rzppy-Johnston vows solemnized
if

Ms. Diana Lynn Rippy and William Richard Johnston were mai_ried in a spring ceremony at 12:30
p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Armstrong of
Winter Park, Fla., and Ms. Jean
Armstrong of Elizabethtown.
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mr*.
neWayne Johnston of Kirksey.
The Rev. Gerald Owen performed the early afternoon double
ring ceremony.
A program of music was presented by Mrs. Cindy Carroll, pianist and soloist, and Miss Jennifer
Allen, soloist and cousin of the
bride.
The vows were exchanged
&fore an altar decorated with a
large basket of spring flowers with
baby's breath, lace, pearl and ribbon streamers, designed and made
by the groom's grandmother, Mrs.
Odell Donelson.
Bows of yellow satin ribbons
marked the pews.
The bride, escorted to the altar
by her father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
length gown of white satin overlaid
with sheer illusion. It featured a
portrait neckline of sheer illusion
and lace with a applique at the
neckline. Venetian lace trimmed
the bodice and skirt Peek-a-boo
sleeves were in the leg of mutton
style with a chapel length train.
Her fingertip veil of sheer illusion was attached to a band of
pearls and white flowers with
sprays of pearls and lily-of-thevalley. It was caught up in a band
at the back with white satin roses
and pearls. The veil was designed
and made by the groom's mother,
Mrs. Evelyn Johnston..
The bride's cascading bouquet
was of yellow roses, white daisies.
and stephanotis trimmed in lace
and accented with pearl sprays and
pearl and ribbon streamers.
She carfied a handkerchief
belonging to the groom's greatgrandmother for something old;
wore a pearl pendant belonging to
the groom's grandmother for something borrowed; and a garter for
something blue.
Ms. Jean Armstrong, mother of
the bride, was matron of honor.
She wore a tea length dress of royal blue and carried a lace trimmed
bouquet of yellow roses, daisies
and blue bells with yellow, royal
blue and mauve streamers.
Ms. Wanda Moore, aunt of the
bride, was bridesmaid. She wore a
tea length dress of light mauve.
Her bouquet was like that of the
matron of honor.
Miss Brittany Brangers, cousin
of the bride, was flower girl. She
wore a full length white dress with
pouffed sleeves tied with yellow
ribbons. She had a head piece of
yellow, mauve and blue ribbons
and pearl sprays. She carried a
lace-trimmed 'basket with yellow
rose petals.
The groom wore a gray tuxedo
with dark gray bowtie and cummerbund. He had a yellow rose
boutonniere.

Wayne Johnston, fattier of the and punch were also served. The
groom, served as best man. Darren bride's bouquet decorated the front
Johnston, brother of the groom, of the table.
was groomsman. They both wore
The groom's table featured a
gray tuxedoes with yellow rose chocolate cake decorated with a
boutonnieres.
yellow Corvette.
Brandon Brangers, cousin of the
A buffet lunch was served. All
bride, was ring bearer. He was
the tables were covered with yeldressed identical to the groom.
J.C. Jacobs and Michael Jacobs, low cloths overlaid with lace. All
cousin of the bride, were ushers. appointments were crystal accented
The ushers and father of the with brass.
Serving were Mrs. Kathy Manbride wore dark gray tuxedoes with
ess, Mrs. Sue Blakely, Mrs. Brenda
yellow rose boutonnieres.
The stepmother of the bride wore Moore, Mrs. Salena Cook and Ms.
an ivory dress. The mother of the Claudene Darnell. Rice bags were
groom wore a light coral dress. distributed by Salena Cook.
Corsages of assorted spring flowers
After a wedding trip to Gatlinwere worn by the mothers and burg, Tenn., the new Mr. and Mrs.
grandmothers.
Johnston are now residing in
The guest register was attended Murray.
by Tracey Dowdy.
A rehearsal dinner was held at
A reception and buffet followed Louie's Steak House for the wedin the fellowship hall of the church. ding party and invited guests.
The bride's table was centered
Mrs. Odell Donelson, Mrs. Lynwith a three-tiered cake decorated da Morgan and Mrs. Barbara
with yellow and coral roses, Donelson were hostesses for a
flanked with yellow tapers in anti- household shower held at the hoe
que crystal holders. Nuts, mints of Mrs. Evelyn Johnston.

Kathleen Turner will star in show
NEW YORK (AP) - Kathleen
Turner will transfer her smoldering
performance as Maggie in the stage
version of "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof" to the small screen.
ABC said Tuesday that no date
has been set for the start of production. The play will air next season.

Loberger and Powell wedding
vows will lie said on Saturday

Turner. nominated for a Tony for
her role in the Broadway revival of
Tennessee Williams' play, has
starred in such films as "Body
Heat," "Peggy Sue Got Married"
and "The Accidental Tourisi"
The production was among 11
new TV movie projects announced

by ABC.
One will pair Vanessa Redgrave
and her sister, Lynn, in a TV version of "What Ever Happened to
Baby Jane," a dark comedy whose
1962 film version starred Bette
Davis and Joan Crawford as feuding sisters.

Four newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Monday, May 21, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Elliott baby boy, parents, Judy
and Donnie, Rt. 5, Box 1134,
Murray;
Wallin baby boy, parents,
Delores and Timothy, 214 tuvan,
Murray;
Myers baby girl, parents, Sharon
and John, Rt. 7., Mayfield;
Bradley baby girl, parents,
Denise and John, 413 South Ilth
St., Murray.
Dismissals
Thomas Buchanan, Rt. 1, Box
111, Farmington; Mrs. Debra Ray
and baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 178,
Mayfield;
William Rushing, Rt. 6, Box
50B, Murray; Mrs. Leigh Groves
and baby girl, 293 Adams Mill Rd.,
Cadiz;
Mrs. Sylvia Coma!ander, 828
Hurt Dr., Murray; Mrs. Mitzi Parrish and baby boy, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.;
- John Dixon, Rt. 1, Box 13,
Almo; Mrs. Virginia Jones, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Mary Garmon, Rt. 1,
Box 79, Hickman;
Mrs. Irma McNutt, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Moore, Rt 6, Box 194, Murray;
Mrs. Tabitha Wyatt, Rt. 2, Box
75, Benton; Mrs. Zetta Bryant, 116
Bradley Hills Rd., Dover, Tenn.
Expirations
Maurice G. Jones, Box 45, Kirksey; William E. Burkeen, 314
Irvan, Murray.

THEATRES:

Powell, Thom Butler, Steve Walker
and David Wilbanks. John Lee
Fisher will be ring bearer.
Ushers will be Henry B. Thoben
Jr.,-David Ward and Mike Mitchell.
Rachel Cella will be guest book
attendant. Rice girl will be Emily
Moore. Joel Fisher will be photographer. Also assisting will be Mrs.
Ruth Eversmeyer.
Grandparents of the bride-elect
are Mr. and Mrs. James D. Wallace
of Alpena, Mich., and Mrs. Signe
Loberger of West Bend, Mich. Her
great-grandfather is Rudolph Cousineau of Lachine, Mich.
Mrs. Maymie Fields is grandmother of the groom-elect.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Bird On A
Wire (PG-13)

Pretty
Woman (R)
•

glas, 217 Woodlawn, Murray;
Mrs. Elva Key, Rt. 7, Box 676,
Murray; Mrs. Virginia Peters, 609
Elm St., Murray; Mrs. Mary Foy,
512 Broad St., Murray.
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Read the
want ads daily

HOLESALE
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, May
22, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Adams baby girl, mother, Teresa
Moneymaker, P.O. Box 80, Grand
Rivers;
Shipley baby girl, parents, Debra
and Michael, Rt. 1, Box 276,
Murray.
Dismissals
Tommy Calhoun, 181 New Hope
Rd., Cadiz; Harold Hopper, Rt. 1,
Box 232, Almo; Larry Stubblefield,
RL 1, Almo;
Mrs. Ruby Dixon, 505 North
First St., Murray; Mrs. Tammy
Graves and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
18A, Hazel;
Mrs. Patricia Kinsland, RI 2,
Box 70, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Johnnie
Oliver, 1919 Bush Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Luann Clendenen, Rt. 2,
Box 50, Murray; Mrs. Dulcie Don-

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

.1 Rent your movies • at the movies::
•

•
•
•
•
•

Babies, dismissals listed

Mr. and Mrs. William Richard Johnston
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Jo Butkeen, editor

The wedding of Miss Lynne
Dawn Loberger and Gregory Paul
Powell, both of Louisville, will be
Saturday, May 26, at 2:30 p.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and .
Mrs. Gordon J. Loberger of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs Lee H. Powell of
Louisville.
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor of First Presbyterian
Church, will perform the
ceremony.
Music will be presented by Eleanor Brown, organist, and Amanda
Sims, soloist.
Mrs. Susan Fisher will be matron
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Leslie Loberger, Trisha Fuhrman
and Rhonda Brunson. Alicia Moore
will be flower girl.
Henry R. Snyder IV will be best
man. Groomsmen will be Jeffrey

Mri

23, 1990

306 Main St.

759-4979 •
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Billings and Marshall wedding planned Hobbs and Keel wedding planned July 7
V

64'44Vititimiat

a

Event
Church
p.m., R
p.m. an
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill A. Billings of
Rockwood. Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Abbe
Michelle, to Victor T. Marshall,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Marshall of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruby Sartin of
Rockwood, Tenn., and of Mrs.
Nancy Lowe and the late Sedley
Lowe of Crossville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Marjorie Barnett and the
late O.W. Barnett, and the late Mr.•
and Mrs. Carl Marshall, all of
Murray,
Miss Billings is a graduate of
Rockwood High School and the
University of Tennessee at Knoxville. She is a marketing executive
with WLAC Radio.
Mr. Marshall is a graduate of
Murray High School and Murray
State University. He is vice president of Marketing and Development for Restorations, Inc.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. July 21, at 7
p.m. at Woodmont Christian
Church. Nashville, Tenn.

•

Jennifer K. Hobbs of Rt. 3, Benton, and James I. Keel have
announced their approaching
marriage.
Ms. Hobbs is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Sanders of Benton. She is employed by Bank of
Benton.
Mr. Keel is the son of Max Keel
and Mrs. Marge West of Murray.
He is employed by Pitney Bowes
Gorpcntion.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, July 7, at
6:30 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist
Church. The Rev. George Culp will
perform the ceremony.
A reception will follow at South
Highland Country Club, Mayfield.
All friends and relatives are
invited to atted.
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Jennifer K. Hobbs and
James I. Keel to marry
Abbe Michelle Billings,
fiancee of Victor T. Marshall
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Singles will meet on Thursday

Crutchfield reunion Saturday

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, May 24, from
7:30 to 9 p.m. to play Pictionary at Barry Michie's house. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

A reunion for Crutchfield School will be Saturday, May 26, at
Columbus-Belmont State Park, Shelter D near the museum. This is for all
persons who have ever attended or taught at Crutchfield School. Each one
should bring a basket lunch, complete with utensils and drinks for the
lunch to be spread at 12 noon. For information call Louise Herron Watson, Pauline Waggener, or Eugene Waggoner.

Murray Country Club will have its weekly catered dinner on Friday,
May 25, with serving starting at 7 p.m. For reservations call Debbie Williams, 753-8116.
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Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, May 25, at 1:30 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or An Ingle R.N., 762-1100.

Hazel Trash Pickup in the city of Hazel -Will be Thursday, May 24,
starting at 8 a.m. Pickup will be made one time only on each street, accoring to Hazel Mayor Bill Hudson. Residents are asked to note that no garbage and no brush over six feet long and six inches in diameter will be
picked, Hudson add. For more information call Mayor Hudson at
492-8220.

Kinder Kamp to start May 29

Federal retirees to meet Friday

Registration is being taken for the YMeA.Kinder Kamp Summer Sessions. Kinder Kamp for pre-school children, ages 3 to 5, will be held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. There will be three fourweek sessions beginning May 29. The Kamp will consist of games, tours,
trips to the park, songs, water play, values, arts and crafts, alphabets, tumbling lessons, creative play and story hour at Calloway County Public
LibaFy. For further information call the YMCA at 759-YMCA.

Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will have a luncheon meeting on Friday, May 25, at 11:30
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Delegates attending the state convention at Lexington will make their reports. All members and interested federal retirees
or those planning to retire soon are urged to attend, a chapter spokesperson said.

Preliminary interviews
will be at various times

Parents' Night Out at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church Will
not be held Friday, May 25, because of graduation and other conflicts.
The next Parents' Night Out will be Friday, June 8.

Kentucky's Mrs., Miss, and Miss
Teen of the year will be holding
preliminary interviews at the following locations:
May 25 - Louisville, 6 to 9 p.m.,
Holiday Inn South-West, 4110
Dixie Highway;
May 27 - Covington, 2 to 5 p.m.,
Holiday Inn Riverfront, 60 West
Third;
• June 1 - Lexington, 6 to 9 p.m.,
Holiday Inn North, 1950 Newtown
Pk.;
June 2 - Prestonsburg - I to 4
p.m., Holiday Inn, 575 W.S. 23
South;
June 3 - Somerset, 2 to 5 p.m.,
Holiday Inn, 606 South HWy. 27.
The age groups for each category
are: Mrs. - over 21 and married at

Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday, May 24. at 7
p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Janet Kenney, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Parkinson's Group will meet

A
0 0
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Trash pickup to be Thursday
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SATURDAY & MONDAY SPECIALS
May 26 & 28

•

Winter Coats

Short

TN, Med. $3
•
.
, Long "
J

Short s2", Med. '3", Long 65N

Alt Weather Coats

'Weather Treatment '1

OUTHERN
‘,JTYLES

z

Laundry & Dry
Cleaners

-WASH & FOLD SERVICE AVAILABLE"
Mon.-Fri. 7-6, Sat. 7-7, Sun. Closed
Be!-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

If You're Over 40.
You've Got A Choice:

VARILUX OR.BIFOCALS
•
•

‘4#

Varilux: Clear. natural vision
opthout distorting lines

Parents' Night Out cancelled

extra

Mak:Disturbing, obvicuS
line, limited vision

'fse

Varilux eyeglass lenses are clearly better than.
bifocals. Unlike bifocals, Varilux let you see Clearly at
all distances Up close, to make small print a breeze
In-between, to clear up things at arm's length And
far away, to easily read that street sign down the
road And Varilux does it all naturally, without disturbing age-revealing lines or little -windows
Call or come in soon for a free Varilux demonstration You'll not only like the way you see, you'll like the
way you look!

Summers 7-0Ptical
Olympic Plaza

vARiLux

753-7063

least one year; Miss - 18 to 29; and
Miss Teen - 14 to 17.
The preliminary finalists from
the interviews will compete in the
state pageant Sept. 8 and 9 in Lexington. There will be a total of over
$10,000 in prizes to be awarded at
the state level. The winners of the
state pageant will fly to New
Orleans to compete in the nationally televised nationals in 1991.
Entry foints and rules can be
obtained at the pageant registration
desk the day of the preliminary.
The fee for the preliminary round
is $25.
No blue jeans, shorts or pants
are to be worn to the interview.
For more information, contact
KD Pageant Productions, Inc.,
1-513-254-7888.

Coldwater Church of Christ

ANNUAL HOMECOMING SERVICE
Sunday, May 27th
Speaker:
John Hoover
Bible .Study
Morning Worship
Dinner On The Ground
Congregational Singing
Evening Worship

10
11
12:30
2:00
6:00

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

"Everyone Welcome"
Nursery Available
Hwy. 121

Humane Society plans meeting
Golf tournament to be at Oaks
The annual Couples Belles & Beaux Golf Tournament will be Saturday
and Sunday, May 26 and 27, at Oaks Country Club. All tournament slots
are filled for this special annual event, a club spokesperson said.

Gospel singing at Independence
A gospel singing featuring The Neighbors will be Saturday, May 26, at
7 p.m. at Independence United Methodist Church, located east of AlrnO
off Highway 464. The public is invited to attend, a church spokesperson
said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Janie Marie Mason and Jimmy Dale McKinney, both of Kirksey,
from Community, Mayfield; Adolphus Sheridan of Hazel and William
Wallace of Murray from Western Baptist, Paducah,

Washer:

EXCLUSIVE!20 LB. CAPACITY
NEW GENERATION
hp motor
LAUNDRY PAIR

-Erclusrye NI
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posloon war temperature con
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-White Oura 10^
.11(110 vrarrarty

Dryer:
•70 cu ft dryer dtum
4termane4 press cycls
-Fluff cycle
-Air host drying system
-Timed dry cycle
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Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
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Community events listed
Wednesday, May 23

Thursday, May 24

Thursday, May 24

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Mass a 7
p.m., RCIA potluck dinner at 6
p.m. and Rosary Recital at 6:30
p.m.

Golden Age Club is scheduled to
meet at 11 a.m. in social hall of
First United Methodist Church.

Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, Si Leo's Catholic
Church.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 Lm.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir
and Council on Ministries at 7:30
p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Brotherhood,
Baptist Women, Acteens, RAs,
GAs and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Mid-Week service at 7 p.m. and
Weekly Workers' meetig at 8 p.m.

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
building.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Hazel Trash Pickup will start at
8 a.m. in the city of Hazel. For
information call 492-8220.

Murray City School District
Wide Breakfast will be at 8:30 a.m.
in cafeteria of Murray High
School.

Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a breakfast at 9 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
Founders' Day Dinner of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha, International will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Brass Lantern at
Aurora.
"Ole Highland Park" reunion
will be at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn. For information
call Paul Redden, 753-7643.

Events at First Baptist Church
Ladies of Paducah Support
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Mission Trip Youth Choir Group (Life After Divorce Is EetuRehearsal at 5:30 p.m.; Children's , ally Sane) will meet at 7 p.m. in
Choirs Awards Program and Klay- Western Baptist Hospital Radiation
mata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Therapy Center, Paducah. For
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
information call 1-575-2176.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Worship Committee at
6:30 p.m. and Choir practice at 7
p.m.
Brocks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will have a service
to honor the graduates at 6:30 p.m.
with a social hour to follow.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:30
p.m. and regular meeting at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
Thursday, May 24
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Community CPR Instructor
Course will be at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational School. For
information call Red Cross Chapter
office, 753-1421.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Michie
home. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Ladies' Fun Night will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Open meeting of Narcotics

Report cards will be issued
between 10 and 10:30 a.m. at Murray High School.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Masses at 12
noon and 7 p.m.; Legion of Mary
at 9:45 a.m.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Paul Newman
will be seen
in TV clips
MIAMI (AP) — Paul Newman
has developed five new varieties of
salad dressing for Burger King and
will be seen in the fast-food
chain's TV commercials beginning
today.
The ads feature clips of Newman
undressing in such films as "The
Sting," "The Prize" and "Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof," and advise
viewers: "For years, you've seen
Paul Newman undressing. Now you
can see Paul Newman dressing."
Burger King will offer the new
dressings alongside the actor's
original Newman's Own Oil &
Vinegar at its 6,000 restaurants.
"This all-natural product will
help 'shake up' awareness of our
salad line," said Gary Langstaff,
executive vice president of marketing for Burger King.
Newman donates profits from his
food company to charity.

New Summer Arrivals
• Sportswear
• Dresses
• Shorts
• Tops
• Slacks

Shelia Duncan Group of First
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 9:30 a.m. with Joetta Kelly.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Seven Wonders of the Universe at
10 , 1, 2 and 3 at Golden Pond
Planetarium.

p
orLee's Pools & Spas f
Lee Styers, Owner

.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

marriage. The other bride then
completed "the seven steps" with
the second bridegroom, the paper
said.
When they lifted their veils, the
brides discovered they had married
the wrong men.
But village elders said that "the
seven perambulations around the
sacred fire" were final and there
could be no exchange of spouses,
the paper said.
Most marriages in rural India are
arranged, especially among Hindus
who comprise 82 percent of India's
880 million people.
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Pace Shock

Vve.$sp‘e 90A i Lb. Bag $1.99
2 Lb. Bottle $3.99
106k°

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Brides pick wrong grooms
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Two Hindu brides, their vision
obstructed by long veils, married
the wrong men — giving new
meaning to the expression "Love
is blind."
The Times of India said today
that two marriage parties arrived at
the same time Tuesday in Patan
village in the central Indian state of
Madhya Pradesh.
The ceremonies were rushed, and
the long veils obscured the brides'
vision, preventing them from picking out their true fiances, the report
said.
Following Hindu tradition, one
bride circled a fire with a bridegroom seven times, sealing the

PAGIE -7A

4P/3 Lb. $18.97
Pace 3" Tablets
$53.97
Tablets
Free
4
of
bonus
153/.1 lb. plus a
New HTH Duration Long Lasting
5/. Lbs. $13.95
Skimmer Sticks
9 Lbs. $29.95
Pace Sticks
1 Qt. $7.95
HTH Algaecide
45 Lbs. $135
Bromine Tablets
Your Full Service Pool Store
21 years of quality built residential pools
& specializing in commercial pools
3 Locations To Better Serve You
Pool & Patio
4946 Reidland Rd. 110 County Park Rd.
106 North 4th
Hwy 60 West Aaoss From Loves
Hwy. 62 East
Murray. KY 759-1911
442-8827
898-6333
04*
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FREE SAMPLES
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Turkey Breast
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Lunch Meat

1.79

Hickory Smoked, Oven
Roasted or Honey Roasted
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Martha Butterworth shows the Kentucky Colonel certificate and pin
she received at the Master Farm Homemaker awards banquet while
seated at the bar in the kitchen of her home.

Jackie and Martha are pictured in front of the fireplace in the dining
room of their home.

These are just a few of crafts that Martha Butterworth has made for
her home and friends.

I•
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Martha Butterworth is pictured beside a wall cabinet made by her
father, Raymond Story, which is on the screened-in back porch.
This oak table is in a bedroom of the Butterworth home.
The
belonged to Jackie's paternal grandparents, the late Mr. and table
Mrs.
Luther Butterworth.
Jackie and Martha Butterworth prepare to enter the log cabin constructed from tobacco barn logs located northeast of their home. The
cabin is filled with primitive antiques.
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Another special furniture piece in the Butterworth home is this New
England refinished ice chest.
;kw

Martha Butterworth is shown in her special designed
kitchen.

did
A special item in the entrance hall of the Butterworth home is this
wall telephone from the home of Mrs. Butterworth's parents, Raymond Story and the late Justine Wrather Story.
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Martha Butterworth shows this special buffet in the dining room
which belonged to her maternal grandparents, the late Mr. and
Mrs.
J.O. Wrather.

Martha (Clarkie) Butterworth feeds grass to their baby colt
in the
pasture field behind their home.

Of special interest on the screened-in back porch is this table made by
Jackie from a wagon wheel, and the seats made of cast iron disc
blades off of old horse drawn vehicles.

Butterworth receives honor at Lexington
Malta (Clarkie) Butterworth of Lynn Grove Road, Murray,
the award of Kentucky Master Farm Homemaker at annual received
Kentucky Extension Homemakers Assocation at Lexington onmeeting of
Thursday,
May 17.
She, along with Mary Leathers of Bloomfield. were presente
d the honors at the awards banquet. They received special pins
and were made
Kentucky Colonels.
Mrs. Butterworth and her husband, Jackie, own.a 500acre farm and
rent and lease an additional 2,000 acres. They raise
dark -fired tobacco,
corn, wheat and soiteans. Jackie was present for..the
presentation at
Lexington.
Their country home, where they have resided for 18
on an slopping hillside with a pond on the east side, andyears, is situated
small stream in the yard driveway. Of special interest a bridge over a
is
northeast of the home which was reconstructed by Jackie the log cabin
and Martha out
of a logs from a tobacco barn. The cabin is filled with
primitive antiques.

The Butterworth home is filled with special family pieces and other_
special things designed, made or planneo with special care by Martha
and
Jackie.
Other special interests of the Butterworths are their two Arabian mares
and their new baby colt, their vegetable garden, four-wheeling, traveling,
etc.
The Butterworths are active in several community and
agricultural
organizations including their church, South Pleasant
Grove United
Methodist Church. She is a member of South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club and has been active in the Calloway County
Homemakers
Organization.
Mrs. Butterworth is the third woman from Calloway County to receive
this honor. Mrs. James (Judy) Stabler of Rt. 5, Murray, received the honor
in 1983; and the late Miss Erin Montgomery of 1619 Miller Ave., Murray,
formerly of New Concord, received the honor in 1930.

Preparing to open her refrigerator in her kitchen
Is Martha
Butterworth.
Staff photos by Jo Bilfilttll
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Linda Let Lester

Lester named
president-elect
di pin
while•at PSI meeting

2

her
.ch.

Linda Lee Lester, CPS, was
elected president-elect of the Kenstucky Division of Professional Sectetaries International at the division's 38th annual meeting held
May 18-19 at the Galt House in
Louisville.
Lester is employed as legal
assistant and office manager for the
law firm of Overbey & Overbey.
Lester has worked for attorney
Donald Overbey for 12 years.
In 1984, Lester attained the certified professional secretary rating.
Also that year she was selected as
The Secretary of the Year for the
Murray chapter of PSI. She has
served the Murray chapter as corresponding secretary and president
as well as serving on and chairing
numerous chapter committees.
Her previous service at the Keniicky division level includes serving as secretary in 1987-88, historian in 1983-84 and chairman of
the annual meeting seminar in
1983-84 and 1986-87.
Lester is married to Clinton Lester and they reside in New Concord. They both are active members of the Blood River Baptist
Church where Lester teaches the
Erin Reed Sunday School Class, is
a GA Leader and a member of the
choir.
Lester is also a charter trustee of
the Main Street Youth Center, Inc.
and is currently serving as treasurer
for the center.
Lester's parents are C.R. and
Rebecca Avery who also reside in
New Concord. ,
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Self-styled political activist Don
Wiggins says Kentucky taxpayels
will revolt on Election Day agairst
the tax increase passed by the 1990
General Assembly and he is doing
his part to foment the revolution.
Wiggins, a Winchester resident
who claims to have led consumer
causes on a number of issues, has
bought newspaper advertisements
in several newspapers around the
state, mostly weekly publications,
to publicize his cause.
The advertisements list 50 legislators who voted against House
Bill 940, the bill to redesign Kentucky's school system and increase
taxes by an estimated $1.3 billion.
Wiggins calls these legislators
Good guys," who are worthy of
re-election.
Wiggins does not list the "Bad
guys," who voted for the bill, but
urges "you and your friends not to
re-elect them."
The ad also solicits contributions
to Concerned Citizens and
Businessmen of Central Kentucky
inc., the organization Wiggins
created to carry on his fight.
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On Saturday May 5th, the
Mayfield -Graves County United
Way raised more than $2,000 for
the charity, said Randy Langston,
the executive director of the United
Way.
Ninety-two players participated
in the nine-hole scramble, which
raised S2,096 for the local United
Way. First place winners in the
championship flight of the tournament was the duo of David Featherstone and Mike Williams, while
Mike Wade and Brian Henson
earned runner-up honors. Thirdplace finishers were David Hudspeth and Tommy Armstrong, and
Mike Findley and Tommy Draper

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, 1990

took fourth.
Other top finishers included: first
flight, Larry Work and Wayne
Waggoner, first place; Jerry Wade
and Ricky Bradley, second place;
Chuck Young and Mark Buck,
third place; Ricky Garret and
David Clymer, fourth place; second
flight, Jack Goodwin and Chris
Paule, first place; David Herndon
and Keith Lester, second place;
John Byars and Fred Green, third
place; and Mark Gray and Joe

- Smith, fourth place.
In the women's division, there
was a tie for first place between the
team of Sid Lemond and Carolyn
Howard and the duo of Misty
Drake and LaDonna Drake.
Before the scramble, 11 girls
from the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State University volunteered to be auctioned as caddies. A total of $440 was raised for
the United Way and the girls' favorite charity. Other proceeds for the

United Way came from a Derby
Celebration and Sports Celebrity
auction.
Among those assisting with the
event included: South Highland
Country Club, Associated Battery
in Calvert City, Jeff Hicks, Carolyn
Howard, Jim Hayden, David Hemdon, Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority,
Frances Erbschloe, Sherie Lane
Langston, Judith Reeves, Delores
Sirls, Kay Cole, Paul Thompson,
John Spivy.

Memorial Gardens
plans veterans
memorial service
Murray Memorial Gardens has
scheduled their annual Memorial
Day service for Monday, May 28 at
9:45 a.m.
Capt. Randy Post and Rev.
David Roos will be the guest
speakers, according to Charles
Bell, owner of the cemetery. The
entire program will last about 30
minutes and is open to the public.
Capt. Post has been in the Army
for 12 years and is currently an
instructor at Murray State University with the ROTC Department.
Roos was paster of the First
Christian Church for 19 years.
In years past, the ceremony has
been designed to pay tribute to the
memory of deceased veterans who
were interred at Memorial Gardens
and also to pay tribute to anyone
interred at the cemetery.
Flags will be placed on the
graves of deceased veterans who
have notified us that their spouse
was a veteran. Family members
may remove the flag as a momentum of the occasion on the day
after Memorial Day.
Light refreshments will be
served at the ceremony.

Pictured above is the Calloway County High School Band performing
in the 1990 All-American Musk Festival recently held in Orlando,
Fla. The "Laker" Band earned all SUPERIOR ratings and wasi
awarded 3rd Place in Class AA Concert Competition. Bands representing the state of New Jersey, South Dakota, Tennessee, Alabama,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Georgia, West Virginia, Massachusetts, and Texas participated in the event. Directors Fred Ashby and Gary Mullins
complimented the band's high achievement and expressed their
appreciation to parents and school officials for making the trip
possible.
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Unemployment
drops in April
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
large increase in farm employment
and gains in almost every other
sector of the economy helped push
Kentucky's unemployment rate
down in April, the Cabinet for
Human Resources reported.
April's unemployment rate was
6.1 percent, down from 6.3 percent
in March. The unemployment rate
in April 1989 was 6.5 percent.
Ed Blackwell, state labor market
analyst, said Tuesday that agriculture employment grew by 17,600,
the second straight month it led
employment growth.
Blackwell said employment grew
everywhere but in government during the survey conducted by the
Department for Employment
Services.
There were modest employment
gains in trade, services, construction, manufacturing, transportation,
communications and utilities.
The U.S. Department of labor
estimated there were 1,665,900
Kentuckians working in April, up
13,400 from the March total and
53,000 more than in April 1989.
The unemployment statistics are
based on estimates and are used by
officials to measure employment
trends rather than as an actual
count of the number of people
working.
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Paducah Newspapers Inc. suing racing commission
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Paducah Newspapers Inc. contends in a
lawsuit that a Kentucky Harness
Racing Commission panel improperly barred reporters from a meeting this month about the future of
financially troubled Bluegrass
Downs.
The suit was filed against the
commission Tuesday in McCracken
Circuit Court on behalf of The
Paducah Sun and WPSD-TV. It
accuses the committee that oversees quarter horse matters of vio-

lating the state Open Meetings
Law.
The news organizations asked
for a restraining order barring the
commission or one of its committees from future violations of the
law. No date has been set for the
hearing.
Dr. James Rudolph of Murray,
who acted as chairman of the May
17 meeting, contended reporters
should be barred because discussions could lead to legal action
against the race track.

The Open Meetings Law states a
meeting of a public agency may be
closed if there is to be "discussion
of proposed or ptnding litigation
against or on behalf of the public
agency."
At the meeting, Sun reporter Bill
Bartleman objected to it being
closed, saying the reason given was
too broad and there was no pending
or proposed litigation against the
track.
Rudolph said he was acting on
the advice of the attorney general.

No one from the attorney general's
office as at the meeting.
However, Assistant Attorney
General Brent Irvin said Rudolph
had been advised about "exceptions within open meetings law."
Irvin declined further comment
because of the newly filed lawsuit.
Bartleman also objected that
only reporters were being excluded
and representatives of the race
track, horse owners and others
were permitted to attend the closed
session.

An affidavit from Bartleman that
was filed with the suit also claims
there was no vote to &SC the
meeting, which is required under
the law.
The affidavit also said Ben
Wood of Hopkinsville, the other
commission member at the meeting, made a public statement that
he did not object to reporters being
allowed to attend.
The meeting was called to discuss the quarter horse track's proposal to suspend live racing because
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of financial problems. During the
session, horse owners agreed to
take a smaller cut of the betting
handle and track officials said they
would attempt to continue operations with the additional money.

Probation given
to John Fletcher
who introduced
Bakker to Hahn
CHARLOTTE (AP) — Evangelist John Wesley Fletcher was sentenced to three years' probation
Tuesday after pleading guilty to
charges of lying to a grand jury
about the reasons he introduced
Mt founder Jim Bakker to Jessica
Hahn.
Fletcher, 50, is the last of six
defendants to get his day in court
after the 1987 PTL scandal. Bakker
resigned from the television ministry following reports of his sexual
encounter Ms. Hahn.
Four other defendants — Bakker,
top PTL deputy Richard Dortch,
Bakker's personal aide David Taggart and his brother and PTL interior decorator James Taggart — are
in prison.
Perjury charges against the fifth
defendant, former PTL pastor Sam
Johnson, were dropped.
Fletcher was accused of lying to
the special grand jury that investigated the ministry's operations
under Bakker's leadership. Perjury
is punishable by five years in prison, but under federal sentencing
guidelines, Fletcher faced from 6
months to 12 months in prison.
Fletcher told the grand jury during one appearance that he didn't
introduce Bakker and Ms. Hahn
with the idea that they would have
sex. But during another appearance
before the grand jury, Fletcher said
that sex was the motive behind the
introduction.

Senatorial bill
to rid nations
of chemicals
harming ozone
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
group of 11 Senate Democrats,
challenging President Bush, introduced legislation Tuesday that
would authorize money to help
developing nation's phase out
chemicals that damage the ozone
layer.
The Bush administration refused
last month to go along with international efforts to help developing
countries curtail the use of such
chemicals as chlorofluorocarbons,
or CFCs, that are damaging the
ozone layer.
The ozone layer protects the
Earth from ultraviolet radiation.
Under a plan floated by several
European countries at a conference
in Geneva, 5100 million would be
provided by industrial nations over
three years.
But the assistance plan reportedly was opposed by John Sununu,
White House chief of staff, and
Richard Darman, director of the
Office of Management and Budget.
Legislation introduced in the
Senate on Tuesday would authorize
the spending of $25 million annually for the assistance program over
the next three years. It was not
known Tuesday whether efforts
would be made to specifically earmark money for such assistance in
approprations legislation.
"We cannot accept the
adminstration's preference for
environmental negligence and we
will not allow the United States to
become an environmental outcast,"
said Sen. Al Gore, D-Tenn., one of
the sponsors.
The other co-sponsors of the
legislation were Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell of Maine
and Sens. Claiborne of Rhode
Island, Patrick Leahy of Vermont,
Timothy Wirth of Colorado, John
Kerry, of Massachusetts, Max Baucus of Montana, Joseph Biden of
Delaware, Brock Adams of
Washington, Alan Cranston of
California and Dale Bumpers of
Arkansas.
--
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Representatives of the Murras High School class of 1968 present
a
donation of $500 to the Murray Foundation for Excellence in Public
Education Tuesday. Pictured from left are Foundation President Fred
Schultz, Foundation Treasurer Sue Overbey and class members
Audrey Brown and Becky Jo Jones.

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The Lower
Mississippi Delta Development
Commission will cut its staff of 28
by more than half on June 1.
Gwen Harmon said Monday that
she and 11 others will stay to store
the commission's records and distribute 50,000 copies of its final
report.
The commission goes out of
existence on Sept. 30.
"I haven't sent out one resume.
1 haven't even revised it," Harmon
said. "I guess I'll start focusing on
that in the next month or so."
Tasks also include guiding newly
trained doctors to health clinics in
the Delta and teaching volunteers
how to run a fire department.
"Those of us who are going to
be left behind are the networking
crew," said Harmon, who left a
public relations job at Tougaloo

College last year to become assistant to executive director Wilbur
Hawkins.
"My first choice is staying here
in Memphis because I have a son
and I don't want to uproot him,"
she said. "I don't want to leave the
region."
Congress created the ninemember commission to study the
poverty-stricken region that straddles the Mississippi River and to
chart its path to prosperity. Its
recommendations were presented
May 15 in a 186-page report,
"Delta Initiatives: Realizing the
Dream ... Fulfilling the Potential."
"All of us are going to keep try-

ing to work on things that we know
need to be implemented, but from
the outside," said Sidney Coffee,
who left Louisiana Gov. Buddy
Roemer's staff to join the
commission.
Coffee said she'll stay with the
commission until Sept. 30 and then
will continue to promote the commission's work in a private-sector
public relations job.._
Ronald Register, the commiss i on's administrative services
director, leaves June 1 to direct a
Memphis project that seeks to
strengthen distressed families and
turn the tide of poverty in a
targeted neighborhood.

Kevin Smith, the COMMISSIOG'S
governmental affairs director, also
leaves June I. He wants to create
an Arkansas Delta Council to lobby
for the commission's
recommendations.
Stan Hyland, the commission's
research director, will join Hawkins in testifying at congressional
hearings on Delta issues this summer. He'll return to Memphis State
University as chairman of the
anthropology department in the
fall.
Ray Bryant, a commission specialist on natural resources, is to
return to his U.S. Department of
Agriculture job on Sept. I.

Sloane hunts for fall help
just under $3 million.
Brock, showing just $14,000 on
hand for the reporting period, was
nonetheless upbeat. His refusal to
borrow up to $250,000 for a finalweek advertising blitz should score
points with voters, Brock said.
"The only people I'll be indebted to after the vote next Tuesday
are the people of Kentucky,"
Brock said.
"I will owe nothing to politicians. I will owe nothing to bankers. But I will owe everything to
the good people of this commonwealth and I guarantee them I will
deliver if I'm elected."
Wilkinson had arranged a twoday campaign "fly-around" with
Brock, but pulled out Tuesday.
Wilkinson said there was "not
much point" since Brock declined
to take the plunge on advertising.
So, Brock said, he arranged his
own fly-around. Former Gov.
Edward "Ned" Breathitt would be

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. —"Dr.
Harvey Sloane, banking on victory
in next week's Democratic U.S.
Senate primary, hunted Tuesday for
bankrollers who can help him in
the fall.
His opponent, John Brock,
announced he would go ahead with
a flying tour of the state, although
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson had bailed
out.
Sloane was in Washington, D.C.,
to seek money from the Democratic
Senatorial Campaign Committee
and help from some incumbent
senators, including Albert Gore Jr.
of Tennessee and Terry Sanford of
North Carolina.
Sloane's latest campaign finance
report showed a balance of
$581,789 as of May 9. But Sen.
Mitch McConnell, the Republican
incumbent, showed a balance of

with him Wednesday in western
Kentucky. Dr. Grady Stumbo, a
Hindman physician who ran for
governor in 1983 and 1987, might
be with him in eastern Kentucky on
Thursday, Brock said.
Brock said he would be "more
comfortable" without Wilkinson
because the governor apparently
had given up on Brock's campaign.
Wilkinson had done "financially
very little" for his campaign.
"He's attended a few rallies,"
Brock said.
The governor said he had raised
about $100,000 for Brock's campaign. Brock said Wilkinson told
him he had about $40,000 on hand
and the rest in pledges.
Brock said he also was mounting
a modest television advertising
effort, taping a 30-second commercial Tuesday afternoon. "We'll air
it wherever we can find the space
to do so," he said.

%Mon

groups urged the Senate to defy the
powerful lobbying group and
approve the legislation.
"The NRA ... has almost completely alienated law enforcement.
We're not divorced, but we're
estranged," said Baltimore police
Col. L.J. Suspenski, who said he
had resigned from the NRA
because of its position on the
legislation.
The bill would ban import of
five foreign-made assault weapons
and halt U.S. manufacture of four
other types. However, the weapons
still could be bought legally from
existing supplies.
On other matters, the bill calls
for the death penalty for 30 federal
crimes and would overhaul the way
courts review the constitutionality
of individual convictions. It would
allow prosecutors to use evidence
gathered with flawed warrants if
police had acted in good faith.
It also would revitalize the Justice Department's independent
force of organized crime investigators, fine-tune the money laundering laws and allow death row
inmates to use statistics in appeals
designed to prove racial bias.
The bill initially was part of the
Bush administration's anti-crime
package, but has long since been
reshaped by majority Democrats
led by Senate Judiciary Chairman
Joseph R. Biden Jr., D-Dcl.
The administration now opposes
the measure, saying it would erase
all pending death sentences and
prolong the process under which
courts review criminal cases when
those convicted contend they were
victims of unconstitutional

procedures.
Evidence gathered in warrantless
searches would be allowed in some
cases under a rival, administrationbacked version.
An administration statement
issued Monday said the assault
weapons provision would be "burdensome, yet significantly less
effective" than a rival Bush plan,
which would ban ammunition clips
holding more than 15 rounds.
The administration already has
banned the import of a number of
foreign -made semiautomatic
weapons.
Administration allies in the
Senate have been painting the bill
as less stringent than it appears.
"It looks like a duck, it walks
like a duck and it quacks like a
duck, but let me assure you that it
is no such animal," Sen. Charles
Grassley, R-lowa, said Tuesday.
"It is only a turkey wearing duck's
feathers."
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Senate turns back weapons ban
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate defeated efforts Tuesday to
enlarge a feature of its omnibus
crime bill that would ban nine
semiautomatic assault weapons.
Conservatives urged more stringent
criminal laws instead.
"Help us put these sick, sick
people away in society," said Sen.
Alan Simpson, R-Wyo. "Let's try
'ern and fry 'cm. That will start a
lot of action in the United States
and we won't have to worry about
this stuff.'
The Senate voted 82-17 to kill a
move by Sen. Howard M. Mannbaum, D-Ohio, to expand from nine
to 21 the number of semiautomatic
weapons that would be outlawed.
Two Republicans joined 15 Democrats in the attempt to keep the
measure alive.
Conservatives then launched
efforts to delete any prohibitioreN
on firearms ownership from the
measure as the Senate worked into
the night.
Senate leaders had planned to
vote Tuesday night on a motion by
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, to drop
the assault weapons provisions
from the bill. But Majority Leader
George Mitchell, D-Main,
emerged from meetings at 10 p.m.
EDT to announce that the roll call
would not take place until
Wednesday.
The Senate rang with denunciations of the National Rifle Association, which lobbied hard to kill not
only Metzenbaum's amendment but
the more limited provision in the
bill that would ban nine varieties of
assault rifles.
Earlier, representatives of police
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Inside
Scoop
TO: David Stern, Commissioner, National Basketball Association.
FROM: David Ramey, disgruntled sports writer,
'occasional NBA viewer, basketball lover.
RE: Your league.
Mr Stern,
Since you recently were given a salary which compares favorably to a major league baseball player, I feel that it is my
duty to air some gripes of mine to you.
I have never been able to understand why I find the game of
professional basketball so boring. Every other kind of basketball
game I find exciting. High school and college basketball, for
example, I love. They are great games, they are exciting games.
Your games are BORING. Your regular season games put me to
sleep faster than a Congressional Debate.
Normally, in the spring, I watch the playoffs and normally, I
find the playoffs exciting and thrilling. But this year, the playoffs have made me drowsy.
So. if I may be so bold, and since I grew up in Indiana
where everybody knows more about basketball than most of
your general managers, I offer the following suggestions to
make your game a little more exciting than watching water drip
from a faucet:
Shorten the regular season and the playoffs
This one really gripes me. Why play 82 games to figure out
that the Detriot Pistons are better than the Minnesota Timberwolves, and then let two-thirds of the league into the playoffs?
The regular season is longer than the presidential nomination
process, and even they cut down to two afterwards. Letting 16
teams in the playoffs awards mediocrity, minimizes the regular
season even more, and makes the playoffs end about the Fourth
of July.
Get rid of the physical play
There is a media myth that the Detroit Pistons play great
defense. They play better defense than the Lions, maybe, but
they don't play defense. They grab, push, shove, scratch, bite,
claw, and generally do things that in most states would be a
Class D feldny. Pro basketball teams should be forced to play
good, solid, fundamental defense, and not throw more punches
than a George Foreman opponent.
If officials would curtail physical play, especially in the lane,
it would also help solve the next problem.
Stop the fighting
With the NHL cleaning up its act recently, it is getting to
the point where more fights are breaking out at NBA games
than hockey games.
Stop it. Stop it now. Don't fine people who makes millions.
Make them sit out two or three games at a time and we will
see the end of much of the fighting.
And, by the way, if they fight in the playoffs, don't wait to
the next regular season to punish them. If they fight in the
playoffs, suspend them for playoff games, suspend them for next
year's playoffs if necessary.
Let them zone, and give them 30 seconds
The illegal defense rule is a joke. If teams want to put four
people on Michael Jordan, let them. If four people are guarding
one. three are opcn, and in the NBA, the three open should be
able to hit the open shot. If they want to zone, that's fine, too.
And the only thing you should be required to do in 24 seconds is turn the channel if Dick Vitale is talking.
Get some coaches
How does a man like Bob Weiss (59-105) get another shot at
coaching? Why does your league continue to recycle the same
guys? Show some fortitude, get someone who hasn't lost 50
games in a season before and see if they can coach instead of
bring back the Gene Shues, Kevin Lougherys and the Hubie
Browns of the world everytime a coaching job opens up.
Get rid of the draft lottery
This made-for-TV event is stupid. Ping-pong balls should have
nothing .to do with determining draft position in a professional
sports draft unless you're starting a World Team Table Tennis
league. If you finish last, you pick first. It's that simple.
Do something with Bill Laimbeer
Ban him for life, preferably. He's a cheap shot artist who
whines like a two-year old. I'm tired of looking a>'im, tired
of seeing him being a thug, and tired of hearing hii4 talk. Ban
him for life in "the best interest of basketball", to araphrase
Bowie Kuhn.
There are my humble suggestions. In the meantime, please
notify me when the NBA Championship Series get to Game
Six. Until then, I'll be watching something exciting, like Braves
baseball.
P.S.: Would you also do something about the Pacers? Never
should a state that loves basketball as much as Indiana have to
put up with hoop incompetence for this long.
• • •
The National Hockey League is down to the Stanley Cup, but
local sports fans can't see it.
The NHL a few years ago gave their national cable package
to the regionally -oriented Sports Channel cable station, which is
great if you live in Chicago or New York, but is terrible if
you live in Murray, Ky., for example.
Taking their games off ESPN was stupid, and with ESPN
paying mega-dollars for both the NFL and baseball since then,
getting the NHL back on the all-sports channel may not be
easy.
In the meantime, the NHL is ignoring fans not in metropolitan areas. If you want to watch the Cup, find a friend with a
satelitte dish. If you want to listen to it, get a good AM radio,
and try to tune in WBBM, 780 on the dial out of Chicago.
You can start picking it up about 8 p.m., but be prepared for
static. If you can't pick it up, watch the NBA, but you'll fall
asleep on the couch.
• • •
The end of the school year means the end of some standout
athletic careers. I'm going to miss some or the kids that have
been standouts at Calloway County and at Murry High.
They have their whole lives in front of them, and I hope for
their sake that they will not later look at their high school athletic achievements as their best accomplishments.
They've given us many memories, arid they all, will be
missed. This year's football game between the two schools was
a classic, while three basketball matchups were nail-biting thrillers and the other sports had their share of thrilling moments,
too.
Thanks for the memories.
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Calloway's Travis Turner dives back to avert an attempted pickoff play during Tuesday's regional opener with Lone Oak. The Lakers downed
the Flash 6-3, thanks in part to a defensive snare by Turner in the top of the seventh. Calloway will face Graves Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Reagan
Field.
Staff photo by David Ramey

Lakers advance to regional semifinals
By DAVID RAMEY
Ladgor & Tim.. Asst. Sports Editor

Randy McCallon was forced to
make a "championship" decision
during Tuesday's opening round of
the First Region baseball tournament, and Travis Turner made sure
to keep his coach's title hopes in
order.
Turner snagged a line drive off
the bat of Lone Oak's Keith Barkley and started a 1-2-3 double play
to end the game and slam the door
on a Flash threat in the seventh,
giving the Lakers a 6-3 victory
over Lone Oak.
Thursday afternoon at 1:30 p.m.,
Calloway will face Graves County,

a 6-0 winner over Fulton County in said.
at first to end the game.
Turner will now take the mound
the second game Tuesday. In
So in the top of the seventh and
today's action, St. Mary faces Ful- the Lakers holding a 6-1 lead, against Graves County on
ton City at 1:30 p.m., followed by Adams scooted over to shortstop Thursday.
"I told Ivan to throw strikes and
Marshall County and Paducah and McCallon called to the bullpen
Tilghman at Reagan Field.
for pitcher Ivan Sewell. Sewell had that's what he did," McCallon said.
Laker coach McCallon just previously yielded one run in 10 "Travis came and did a nice job,
wanted to get past Lone Oak with- innings against the Flash, but after and made a great play to get that
out running through his entire Sewell got the first out, fouE double play."
pitching staff. The three top Laker straight Flash batters reached with
The Calloway offensive machinhurlers saw action Tuesday, after Chris Clark smacking a two-run cc, featuring four hitters hitting
McCallon pulled starter Scott single to bring Lone Oak within over .400, took advantage of
Adams. Adams went six innings, 'three.
cavernous Reagan Field by smackbut wouldn't have been eligible to
McCallon then called on Turner, ing doubles and triples in the gaps.
pitch Friday's championship game who yielded an infield single to The Laker outfield defense, which
if he had pitched the seventh.
features three seniors, covered
load the bases. But Turner snagged
enough ground to keep Adams out
"The main thing was that we felt Barkley's bouncing line drive, fired
like we had to have Scott back to to catcher Joey Waller at the plate
of trouble.
win the tournament," McCallon who in turn gunned to David Potts (Coned on page 15A)

Violation does not disqualify

this year

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray twiggy & Timm Sports Editor

PRINCETON, Ky. — What a
difference a year makes, at least in
the interpretation of golfs rules.
In last year's boys' regional golf
championship, an individual's rules
violation cost Murray High School
the regional championship and a
trip to the state tournament. Yesterday, however, at the Princeton
Country Club, an individual's violation of the tournament rules cost
him... two strokes.
As a result, Larry Joe Seay's
individual regional championship
stood and his team, the Graves
County Eagles, were allowed to
keep their regional team title.
It was a bitter pill for Judy
Muehleman and her Murray High
Tiger golf team to swallow. "We
were very disappointed with the
way they ruled," Muehleman said
after the decision.
Seay, who ended up with a 74
total after the two-stroke penalty,
had hit his ball into the water on
the No. 2 hole and chose to hit out
of it. His next shot cleared the
hazard, but rolled back in.
Despite clear instructions on the
rules sheet given to every player
before the start of the round — just
one hole earlier — Seay asked for
a ruling from a coach near the
hazard. He then took a one-stroke
penalty, dropped the ball near the
spot where the ball had landed
(across the hazard) and continued
play.
Rules dictate, however, that Seay
should have dropped the ball on the
other side of the hazard. On the
sheet which was presented to each
player prior to teeing off on No. 1,

Murray High's Adam Grogan kept his shoulder to the flag and his eye on the competition during Tuesday's regional tournament in Princeton.
Rule No. 5 says "On holes 2 and 9
— lake holes — use drop area —
remember any ball in lake must go
to drop area." (The words in italics
are underlined on the rules sheet.)
Another sheet of regional rules
distributed by the KHSAA notes
that players are not to ask a coach
or another player for instructions,
so Scay may have actually broken
two rules.

Last year, a Murray player and a
Marshall County player signed
incorrect scorecards at the completion of play. As a result, both players were disqualified, with the disqualification costing the Tigers the
team championship and the Marshall player a trip to the state as a
qualifying individual.
Yesterday, however, the rules
committee decided that a two-

stroke penalty was enough. The
committee was composed of tournament director Al Giordano of
Caldwell County, Buddy Perry of
Trigg and Lanny Lancaster of Mayfield; Lancaster withdrew from the
group because his team stood to
benefit if Seay were disqualified.
Fulton's Lynn Newton was added
to the committee to replace
(Cont'd on page 15A)

Defensive Dumars gets offensive for Pistons
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
— Joe Dumars has made such a
splendid name as a defender that
teams tend to forget what an offensive threat he can be.
When Dumars scored 27 points
in the first game of the Eastern
Conference finals, Detroit teammate Bill Laimbeer called him
sneaky.
He scored 31 more to lead the
Pistons to a 102-93 victory over the
Chicago Bulls Tuesday night as
Detroit took a 2-0 lead in the bestof-7 series.

"This is the time of year," said
Dumars, who averaged 17.8 during
the regular season, second -highest
on the team. "It's when everyone
is keyed up and you come out
keyed up for every game."
Dumars, who was named to the
NBA's all-defensive team this season, hit 12 of 19 shots. He scored
10 points in the first quarter when
Detroit raced out to a 15-point lead
and had 11 more in the third quarter when the Bulls suddenly made a
game of it, taking a short-lived
one-point lead.

"Once everything starts clicking,
everything is easy," Dumars said.
"You take better shots, you make
more cuts to the basket, you get to
your spots and you get your
shots."
The Bulls, who trailed 53-38 at
halftime, surged to a 67-66 lead
with 3:35 left in the third quarter.
But a basket 58 seconds later by
Dumars put the Pistons ahead to
stay.
"It's a funny game," Detroit
coach Chuck Daly said. "You
know, shooting comes and goes.

Anybody know if there's a change
in the moon?"
Dumars, of course, played a key
role on defense, o.
With Dumars plastered on him
like a second skin, Chicago's
Michael Jordan was held to just 20
points, half the 39.6 he had averaged throughout the playoffs. He
was held to 34 points in the first
game, eight in the second half.
The action now shifts to Chicago
Stadium for afternoon games Saturday and Monday.

'THE

Little League
West Kentucky Insurance and Roy's Pharmacy were winners vi the local Little
League action Tuesday night. WKI defeated Hutson Company, 13-3, with David
Green pocking up the win while banging out two hits. Preson Weatherly and Shane
Wilkerson each doubled tot WKI, while Marcollous Foster doubled lot Hutson.
Scott Eanvood was the winning pitcher in Roy's 1-0 win over Fraternal Order of
Police. Sean Stonecipher singled and doubled for Roy's while Greg Miller tripled
for F 0 P
• • •
Robert Braden, of the Allergy and Asthma Chnic team was inadvertently left ott a
report of Thursdays gams that appeared in Friday's Ledger and Times Braden
doubled in AAC's game with Walter's Pharmacy

Kentucky League
Dennison-Hunt defeated SimMons Security 16-2, while Pickens Supply downed
Faye's 21-3 in Kentucky League action Tuesday. John Eric Yezerski paced
Dennison-Hunt, knocking four hits, including a double and triple, while winning
pitcher Mark Stockon had three hits, including a double Jeff Nix homered for Pickens Supply, while winning pitcher Ryan Pickens banged out three hits, including a
double and triple Mitch Ryan also had three hits, with a double, while Matt Roberts
had two hits, with a triple. Two doubles by Brandon Jones. and a double by Terry
Billington led Faye's.

Pony League
The Kiwannis pounded Lyon County 27-1 Tuesday night at Lyon County. Casey
Williams led the Kiwannis with four hits, including a three-run homer and a basesloaded double Clay Bolen and Clay Cowan each doubled and had three hits, while
Rob Carpenter and David Lay each had two hits. Robert Weatherly and Jay Paul
Herndon combined on a one-hitter, with Weatherly helping his cause with two hits,
including a double.

Tennis — local
CALLOWAY CO. — Calloway County High School will once again be offering
mer tennis camps for all age groups at the school's tennis courts. Camps sumwill be
held (Monday through Friday, 830-1130 a m.) July 16-20 for 1st through
6th graders and July 23-27 for 7th through 12th grade students, at a cost
of 140. Adult
camps will be held July 16, 17 and 19 (Monday, Tuesday and Thursday) from
5.30-8 p.m., with a $25 fee.
'Registration should be completed by July 11. For more information or to register,
contact tfle Calloway County Board of Education at 753-3033 or Sue Outland,
753-8682.

Basketball
INGLEWOOD, Calif. — Magic Johnson won his third NBA Most Valuable
Player
award in the last four seasons in the closest balloting since the vote was
given to
the media 10 years ago. Johnson narrowly beat Charles Barkley of the Philadelph
ia 76ers The Los Angeles Lakers star had 636 points on 27 first-place votes
from a
panel of 92 media members. Barkley who had the most first-place votes,
38, finished 22 points behind Johnson. Johnson averaged 22.3 points, 11.5
assists and
6 5 rebounds in leading the Lakers to a league-best 63-19 record. The
previous
closest vote was in 1981, when Julius Erving beat Larry Bird 454-423
• • •
ATLANTA — Bob Weiss, who was 59-105 in two seasons as head coach
at
Antonio, became the head coach of the Atlanta Hawks. Weiss replaces San
Mike
Fratello, who resigned last month after the Hawks finished 41-41 and
missed the
NBA playoffs for the first time since 1985. Weiss was fired by San Antonio
following the 1987-88 season. He played 12 seasons and was an assistant with
Orlando.
Dallas and the LA Clippers.

"I am not a good hitter, that
'
s for sure,
" said DeLeon, a career .100
But '
I ve
hitting streak now. I think '
I ll work on
II
it.

got a two-game

hitter.

DeLeon had a triple in his last start against
Cincinnati and is 3-for- 15
on the season. He left after the eighth inning
when he when he felt a
slight twinge in his right shoulder after trying
to check his swing on a
third strike.

General

Boxing
NEW YORK— Rocky Graziano, the middleweight boxing champion whose life was
turned into a movie, died of cardio-pulmonary failure at New York Hospital. He was
71. Graziano, who entered the hospital on April 8, died at 7:24 p.m., according to
Diana Goldin, public affairs director for the hospital She said he was hospitalized
after suffering a stroke

MIAMI — Drag racer Darrell Gwynn will undergo spinal surgery to alleviate the
pain from injuries caused by a 240 mph crash, but a reversal of his paralysis from
the mid-chest down is unlike;y, according to Dr. Barth Green, director of neurosurgery at Jackson Memorial Hospital. Gwynn, 28, suffered a broken neck and
crushed spinal cord in the accident April 15 at Bedfordshire, England. Part of his
left arm had to be amputated.

"Thc veterans came to the forefront and showed what it takes
to
win,
" Glenn Anderson said after

lead in the best-of-7 series, which
they can wrap up in Game 5 Thursday night at Boston Garden.
"We knew our line had to score
for our team to win,
" said Anderson,

referring

himself.

runaway victory in the Stanley Cup
finals. "Tonight, we dominated

for

showed

we

can

beat

this

club.
"

4,

The

Oilers' top

11

Simpson

points.
had

assists, while

The victory gave the Oilers a 3- 1

the

so-called

Line" that includes Mark
Messier, Craig Simpson and

scoring two goals and assisting on
two others in Tuesday night
'
s 5-1

and

to

"Main

two

Anderson,

goals and

two

Messier contributed

three assists.

The Extra-Business Copier...
Only from Toshiba!

New Toshiba BD-4910!!
All the standards of a basic business
copier plus. .
065% to 200% Zoom!
EJ Auto Exposure!
0 True Edge-to-Edge Copying!
Li Statement to Ledger Size Copying!
En Stationary Ilaten!
Get extra business copying capability
. and quality! See the new Toshiba
BD-4910 Extra-Business Copier today!!
'AM your neighbors about their Toshba"

(Cont'd from page I4A)
"This place makes you step up to
the big-time,
" McCallon said."The
kids looked forward to playing on
After Calloway wasted a firstinning triple by Joey Waller, Alan
Miller led off the second with a
walk, stole second and scored on
Turner'
s base hit to centerfield to
put Calloway up 1-0. Lone Oak
tied it in the top of the third, as
Brad Robertson doubled home Jay
With one gone in the third, Pookie Jones hit a ball to right field
that hit the yellow line on top of
the fence, but bounced back in for
a triple, instead of bouncing over
for a

Calloway scored twice in the
fourth, as Turner started the inning
with a ground single to left. Jason
Greer reached on a fielders choice

Oakland
Chicago ..
IA nresolla
Seattle .
Texas .
Caltornia
Kansas City
z-denotes fib game wee a win

when the Lone Oak hurler tried to
get Turner going to third, but Turner slid under the tag. Adams
bunted Turner and Greer to second
and third, and with two outs Jones
scored Turner with a single to left.

15A

home run. With

two outs,

A Lone Oak error scored Greer and
Calloway led 4-1.
Potts tripled over the centerfielder'
s head to lead off the fourth,
and after Miller walked for the

Wedneeday's Games
Chicago (King 2-0) at Baltimore (Johnson 3-2).
635 p m
Kangas City (Saberhagan 2-3) at Boston (Harris
4-2). 6 35 p m
Texas (Jeffcoat 0-0) at Calico (DuBois 1-2). 615
pm

third time in the game, Benji Kelly
hit into a force play, scoring Potts.

Muchlcman, who accurately pre-

Lancaster.

dicted

"Having been a coach with a
team where three of the members
went through a pretty heartbreaking

team scramble for the top, was not
disappointed with the performance
of her team, especially considering

decision last year, I feel it wasn
'
t
interpreted the way it should have

conditions.

will, or

seeking

to

the

last

year'
s individual and team disqualification. Rules are rules, however,
and her team was punished for an
individual
'
s mistake last year. "It'
s
not old sour grapes; it
'
s still a disappointment for the kids, and we
'
re
in

it for the kids,
" she said.
After the ruling, Graves County
defeated Mayfield in a playoff for
first place. Both teams had finished
at 326, with Murray and Paducah

the wet grounds and chilly, windy

for itself,
"and noted that the recent
death of a classmate was a factor in
the minds of her three seniors, one
of whom was close friends with the
boy'.
Behind Sims
' 77, Brock' Peycr
carded an 82, eighth-grader Adam
Grogan fired an 83 in his first regional tournament competition, and
Bill Fandrich shot an 85 to round
out the team scoring.
Calloway
in

the

County finished

team

18th

competition, led

by

Chad Jenkins
'88 round. Mike Wil-

Tilghman one stroke behind at 327.
Had Scay — and Graves — been

son carded a 95, Jeremiah Rayburn

disqualified, Mayfield would have
won the regional outright and Mur-

a

ray

and

Tilghman

would

have

entered a playoff for second place
and the right to advance to the state
we

had

no

guarantee

of

going even if he (Seay) had been
noted.

"However, it would have, changed
the

individuals

who

qualified

to

go.
"
The

top

with

individuals

standing

(37- 39-76)

the

two

as

it

did,

and

Murray

Chris

as individuals.

•

break than usual before the start of
next season, as the KHSAA moves
the sport into the fall schedules.
Muchleman noted the fall comnot

a

Bell

dead

issue."

Many golf coaches have expressed
disappointment

GB LIC Streak Horne Away
z-4-6 Won 2
10-6 16-6
7-6-4 Loat 1
15-6
64
z-7-3 Lod 1
6-5 13-12
6-4 Loge 1
7-10 13-11
z-3-7 Won 1
9-10 11-12
6-4 Won 2
7-11 10-12
4-6 Won 1
7-11 7-12

New York (Leary 2-4) at Minnesota (Dntminond
0-0). 735 pm
Mieraukes (Weiner+ 2-0(11 Oakland (Moore 3-31.
9 05 p m
Cles•land (Baia 4-1) at Sasaki (Hanson 3-3)906
pm
Toronto (Stab 5-2) at C,allomia (Abbott 2-3), 935
pm
Thursday's Gaines
SAlwaukee at Oakland. 215 p in
Kansas City at Boston. 505 p rn
Texas at Derroit, 6 35 p m.
Chicago at Baltimore. 6:35 p m
New York at Minnesota. 7 05 p m
Clevetand at Seattle 905 pm
Toronto at CallOnly 93$ p in

with

the

move,

r

STROLLS
Andre Dawson drew a make leaguerecord five Imentional woks In Chicago's 2-1, 164nning victory over
Cmonnat The Cub received seven intentional oaks, tying the rrepor league ma*
STARTERS
Toronto's Duane Ward is scheduled to make his Iry wan in nearly three years Thursday
at Collard
STOPPERS
.1•15 klontgornery got Ns fIrst WI* in live tries Tuesday met lot Kansas City Royals relievers are
lust 6 tor 16
'n lass OPOolluniles INs season
STARS
'Ake Marshall. Mett hrt a grand slam and drove in in runs against fanner hem as New Vat
bed Los
Angeles II 3
STATUS
Kirk Gibson all begn a nahabiltaton Thursday at Los Animas' Trwie-A teem in Abtsuorous He has
not
payed since alt July 22 because d a torn narretnrig
SIDELINED
Tom Henke spent Tuesday night in a hospital prang antibiotics lot an infected
WI stow He WI pin 7oronto
today in Calfornia
SCOIJT1NG
Pncher Ben McDonald came oft the 21 -day disabied 11s1 Tuesday and was sent to Baltimore's
TrIske-A Nam in
Rochester to continue Ns renabilriabon trom a strained muscle in Ns torso.
'
SPEAKING
Aftek:ome to the knucklebal " — Clortikand rookie catcher Sandy &lomat who had a pair passed
of
bass
on
Tom Candiort3's favorite WO Tuesday right
SEASONS
May 73
1901—The Cliweland tnaans'coma Nne runs ath two out in the nint inning to beat the Washington
Sena
tors 14-13
1935.—The IT rata-league night game. who& was scheduled to be played in Cinannal
was canceled due
to rell •
1954—Five Cardinal players went to bat in the eighth Iming Kanto Cincinnati. tut Ed Baley.
the Rids catcher. did not handles pitch Serving on the first pitch from Jackie Odium, Red Schoendionet
also singled or the fib offenng. and Coaum was rebated by Frank Smith Smith threw only singled Stan Musa'
three Maw as Ray
Jablonski. Tom -AisSon and Flo Repuieki fled out The Reds won 13-6 at Si Lan
1962—Now Y01111 Joe %piton* fat tvro hornets in We eigiMA ',MN in the Yankees' 13-7
axonal over Kansas
City
1970—The San Dego Padres and the San Francisco Giants hooked up In a 15-inning
see-law bane with the
Padres coning out on top rah,17.19 Immo Par Colter led the San Diego assault
with five hes and Pow
RBIs
iggis_The Dorms Tres ,won weir 16th 'comma:be road game 4-211
CalforNa tying the Amencar League
record
•

which will put golf in competition
football and

band

The Lady Tigers, who finished
second

in

Monday
'
s

Jane Rogers Insurance

activities.

• • •

leading

(41-36-77) were the trio qualify-

,
,

I/

Golf teams will have a shorter

not

senior Todd Sims (38-39-77) and
Paducah Tilghman's Mike Wilson

ing

106.

with

three

teams qualify for the state tournament as individuals. With the decision

a 103 and Brandon Lucas turned in

petition "is

disqualified,
" Muehleman

GB L10 Streak Home Away
5-5 Won 1
124 10-6
5-5 Lod 1
12-8
8-9
z-3-7 Lo• 2
14-13 7-7
1-5-5 Lost 3
12-8
7.11.
7-3 Lost 1
7-12 11-11
z-5-5 Won I
9-10 6-12
z-S-5 Won 1
9-12 6-9

3TA TS
Seattle s Anm Davis *d riot reach base Tuesday for the first orris in
38 gabs ths season
STREAKS
Cal Fipnen has played 1 289 straight games la Baltimore He kw Tuesday
nioM's game in Me ninth inning,
only the ninth tme dunng Ns Wreak hes come out early
SLUGGERS
Oakland's Joao Canisecti hit he first regular-season grand slim Tuesday nigM
He 1st one in the 1968 Wan
Sense
-lel;
SLAMS
The Prnsburgh Rube Id not hit any grand Warns tn the 1968
and 1969 someone Boob/ Bonilla and Barry
Bonds each hove hit grand gams in ths Ise five days Bonds did it in Mauston
the Areas fib stem at ens
Astrodome once Roberti Clements connected there in 1969
Th. 1•4•61 WhO had only one grand slam last
year Neve he two in two days
SLUMPS
San F ramose° has lost 10.0 straight home garnes The Garb are 6-15 at Cars:baba Park
SWINGS
Mckey Tereton NI Ns failh horn. nin in six games Tuesday night lis didn't hit any in Batman's
first 33
games

closeness of the four-

She noted that Sims
'77 "speaks

avenge

613 110 Streak Home Away
6-4 Lost 1
124 14-4
5-5 Lod 2
13-10 6-10
7-5-5 Lod 1
12-12 64
7-7-3 Lost 1
10-11 5-11
z-5-5 Last 4
6-15 119
24 Lost 1
11-13 6-12

FAST BALLS

(Cont'd from page I4A)

She added that she wasn't wishing Graves County or Scay any ill

GB 110 Streik Hans Away
1-44 Won 1
10-5 14-10
6-4 Won 2
84 14-10
44 Won 3
124
8-12
z 5-5 Won 2
134
6-11
5-5 Won 1
01-11 13-11
z-6-4 Won 1
1-11 10-10

Pittsburgh Mak 4-31 al Houston (Guilickson 2-3),
735 pm
San Franoaco (Knapper 2-21 it St Louie /Mathews
0-31. 735 pm
Only games scheduled
Thuividay's Godes
San Francisco as Si Louie 123$ p m
Los Angeles at Chicago, 120 p m
Cindnnat at kilontreat 635 pm
San Dego at New York, 635 pm
Atlanta at Phiedelphia, 635 pm
Only games scheduled

East Division
W L Pct
22 14 611
—
20 17 541
2'4
21 20 512
3',4
19 19 500
4
18 23 439
64
17 22 436
13'h
15 21 417
7
Wed Division
W L Pct
28 12 664 —
21 14 603
34
21 17 563
5
20 21 .41111
TiS
17 22 .436
Li
17 23 .425 10
14 23 3711 114

Tuesday's Genie
Aferaukes 3 &woo 2
Oakland 5 Toronto 4
Nevi York 5. Chcago 2
Baltimore 10 lannuaota 2
Texas 5, Boston 4
California 8. Cleveland 3
Kansas City 9, Neat 8

Violation...

regional

_
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

in

Murray, and Sims will have a practice

round Tuesday at the state
tournament sites (Elizabethtown for
the girls, Vine Grove for boys).
The tournament will be held Wednesday' and Thursday.

1

Subby's

"It's been said the best advertising is a satisfied
custom. Let us introduce you to our best advertising: our long list of satisfied insurance clients.-

CALI_

,.
Subs-N-Yo•urt-Cheesesteak
Subby's Party Trays
— and -Veggie Party Trays
*10
*
*
97 OFF For * °

DALE WILLIS
at our
Murray Office

753-8810

Memorial Weekend Only!
4--,
*

(24 'Hour Notice Please)

*

New Summer Hours
(M-S 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. Noon-10 p.m.

L

•

Mlwaukee
Bova"
Toronto
Cleveland
Daron
Baltimore
Nam York

David Potts continued his hot hitting with a single to left to put the
Lakers up 2- 1.

King.

TOSHIBA

116 N. 7th Mayflald
Call: 1400433-7296

PAGE

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Lakers advance...

line combined

Like

Tueeley's Genes
C=Ipf
ia Cirsonnalt I. 16 innings
P
4. San Franasco 2
Now Yak 5, Los Piga.* 3
Montreal 6. San Diego 1
St Louts 4, Atlanta)
Pine:sop 6. Houston 4
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles (Belcher 3-3) at Chicago (Harkey 4-1),
1 20 pm
Sir Diego (Hurst 3-4) at likontreal (Boyd 2-2)
635
pm

Pedro Guerrero opened the inning with a double
and Pendleton walked.
Todd Zeile forced Guerrero at third but
Pendleton and Zeile advanced on
Ernie Whitt'
s passed ball. Lilliquist struck out Milt
Thompson, then
walked Oquendo, but DeLeon spoiled the
strategy.

associated

Oilers take 3-1 lead

East Derkelesi
W L Pa
24 16 415 —
22 16 579
VA
21 16 SW
3
19 19 SOO
44
19 20 467
5
16 21 442
6
Meade
W 1. Pa
Cmasn
26 10 772
—
Los Arvid
.
.. . . ....................... .. 19 20 467
lb
San Diego .............................................................. 18 20
474
9
Ansa'
15 22 405
11'4
San Rambo,
15 24 385 12'4
Houston
14 25 350 13,4
t -denotes Slat gine sus a sib

DeLeon (4-2) walked two and struck out 10
in ending Atlanta's threegame winning streak. He yielded two runs in
the first inning on Jeff
Treadway'
s RBI single and an RBI double by Dave Justice,
who has hit
safely in all seven games since being recalled
from the minors.
Lee Smith pitched the ninth for his third
save. He gave up a run on
doubles by Treadway and Justice.
DeLeon had a two-run, two-out single with
the bases loaded in the
fourth off Derek Lilliquist (2-5), who had walked
Jose Oquendo intention ally to get to the pitcher.

"So

Bruins.

MO

Phl=ii...........--.•-•....................--.......-----......
Phi
.
......_.........
Modred
New Yoe
Chicago
Si Lam ....... ...................
West

Atlanta manager Russ Nixon agreed that "
the pitcher getting the hit
was the big hit of the game.
"

tournament.

Auto racing

Boston

23,

NATIONAL LEAGUE

hurt us. It

been,
" Muchleman said.

GAINESVILLE, Fla, — The University of Florida, under NCAA investigat
ion for
nearly a year, received an official letter of inquiry alleging rules violations
in its
football and basketball programs. Such violations, if proven, could lead to
suspension of the football or basketball program for a year or more because the
football
program was placed on probation in 1984. Schools found to have committe
d major
rules violations twice within a five-year period are liable for suspension, commonly
termed the "death penalty."
• • •
CORAOPOLIS, Pa. — The NCAA placed the Robert Morris men's basketbal
l program on probation for two years and ordered it to return up to $186,000
ment income for violations involving a player's financial aid. Robert in tournaMorris also
cannot play in postseason competition or appear on live television next
year and
must eliminate two basketball scholarships. The violations involve
a player
recruited in 1986 who was not eligible to play his freshman year because
his SAT
score was 10 points below the 700 minimum

ly ran over the

WEDNESDAY, MAY

MIMI

"He
'
s all right. We just didn
'
t want to take any chances,
" Manager
Whitey Herzog said. "He pitched a wonderful
game and got the big hit
for us.
"

•

COLORADO SPRINGS, Cob. — Four players from national champion UNLV
two from runner-up Duke were among the 25 players who survived the first and
cut in
assembling the U.S. men's national team. The roster will be pared to 15
after
a
minicamp at Duke on June 15-17. Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski will head
the team
that will represent the United States in the Goodwill Games and the World
Championships UNLV's Larry Johnson, Stacey Augmon, Greg Anthony and Anderson
Hunt made the cut, as did Christian Laettner and Bobby Hurley of the Blue
Devils.
Danny Ferry, who starred at Duke before playing in Italy this past
season, also
survived

EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) —
With their "Main Line" in
full
throttle, the Edmonton Oilers simp-

TIMES

same good neighbor." 4itio
.. ,
305 N. 12th
Like a good neighbor,
(Next To
State Farm Is there,
Century 21)
Jane Rogers
Stake Farm insurance Convene*
753-9627
'
,
shine Oifice Bioomington, illinas

ATLANTA (AP) — Jose DeLeon is known
for his pitching, not his
hitting. Tuesday night, the St. Louis righthander did both.
DeLeon scattered four hits in eight innings
and drove in two runs and
Terry Pendleton also had two RBIs with a pair
of hits to lift the Cardinals
to a 4-3 victory over the Atlanta Braves.

this field."

•

&

DeLeon delivers again
SCOREBOARD
from mound and plate "New f

Actions& Reactions
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LEDGER

MURRAY

Dixieland Shopping Center
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753-SUBS

The Exceptional Name In Insurance
SINCE 1924
.

gy6

Paducah
443 7420

Benton
527-M621

Mayfield
247-4852

Memel
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Introducing a Brand
New Store Based
on Some Old Ideas.
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U.S. Hwy 641 North
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Associates
10,IYA-36

V

'ei>•

,

Front Row: Hal Crouch, Suzette Sharp, Debbi* Day, Barb Robartson, Tonna Page,
Brenda Jordan. Back Row: Frances Walker, Pam Kirks, Kathy Paschall, Cindy Pace,
Linda Hale, Dab' Black, Cindy Wilson.

These WAL-MART associates have been with the Murray store since it
opened.

4

MART
WAL
ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE
ON THE BRANDS YOU TRUST
S

HAVE A SAFE FUN
MEMORIAL AY ICNIC!
We reserve the right to limit
quantifies and correct printing errors.

Packaged Fresh For You
U.S.D.A. Choice

Vidalia Sweet 8 Juicy On A Hamburger
Onions
Lb.
Jumbo
Baking Potatoes
Lb.
Whole or By The Slice

49'
59'

Ice Cold Watermelons

12 Oz. Pkg.

99'

.
2.39
9

Field - Great On The Grill
Kentuckian Ham _Lb.

Fresh Lean

Pork Steak

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!

Hunts

KETCHUP
32 Oz. Bottle

et
WHIPPED

PINGE
PING

Maxwell House ADC Or REG/Elec.
Perk Master Blend

COFFEE
11.5 Oz. Vacuum Packed Bag

LAUNDRY A6aiTERGENT
42 Oz. Box

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW, DIET MT. DEW
2 Liter

Kraft All Flavors

Luzianne Family Size

BAR-B-Q SAUCE

TEA BAGS

18 Oz. Cottle

24 Ct. Crt.

tsj

Delta Jumbo Roll

TOWELS

Trail BroCildrillation

_
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KEA to challenge
reform law section
By TM ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT,Ky. — The Kentucky Education Association will
ask a court to strike down a section
of the state's new education-reform
law that bans school employees
from participating in school board
campaigns.
The organization endorsed most
of the reform plan enacted by the
1990 General Assembly, but contends that the ban violates school
employees' free-speech guarantees
in the U.S. Constitution.
KEA President David Allen said
the group's directors all agreed last
Saturday on trying to get the ban
declared unconstitutional.
Allen said the directors endorsed
a recommendation by attorney John
Frith Stewart to "proceed with all
haste in seeking that the law be
declared unconstitutional" as limiting political freedom.
The first step will be to ask a
court to issue a declaratory judgment, Allen said. Stewart will
choose an appropriate court, he
said.
Stewart, of Louisville. declined
comment Tuesday.
The Task Force on Education
Reform, which proposed the ban,
said it would shield school affairs
from undue political influence.

Police investigating
thefts in southeast
area of county
Calloway County Sheriff's deputies are investigating two thefts
which occurred in the southeast
area of the county off Kentucky
444, according to reports.
A suspect or suspects reportedly
stole a 5750 boat motor and several
boat equipment items from a boat
owned by George Haneline which
was parked outdoors at the home of
William Lawrence of Rt. 1, Hazel.
about 15 miles southeast of Murray, police said.
A 9mm bullet was also fired into
the rear of the boat and several
more rounds were fired into the
ground at the rear of the boat,
police said.
The theft and shooting occurred
sometime between May 18 and
May 21, according to the report.
Ott Tuesday, a suspect or suspect
took a $400 toolbox and an assortment of tools from a truck owned
by Dennis McKnight of 1103 Mulberry Street. police said.
McKnight's truck was parked on
Kentucky 444 about 4 miles east of
New Concord when the theft
occurred. The theft occurred
around 11 a.m. as McKnight was
cutting wood some distance away
from his truck, police said.

Allen said the KEA board also
urged that seniority within a school
building determine who will be
transferred under the law's limited
ban on employment of a principal's
relatives in the principal's school.
KEA officials will urge local
school boards-to adopt the interpretation that if a principal's spouse
had more seniority at the school
than the principal, the principal
should be the one transferred, he
said.
House Democratic Whip Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown said he was
disappointed by the KEA's decision to challenge the ban on participation in school-board elections.
But House Education Committee
Chairman Roger Noe agreed with
the KEA.
"I believed all along that we
were on very shaky ground supporting that provision ... and I
believe it will be declared unconstitutional," said Noe, D-Harlan.
Noe and Rapier served on the
task force's governance committee,
which developed the ban.
Noe said he preferred an alternative proposed by Rep. Ernesto
Scorsone, D-Lexington. Scorsone's
plan would have allowed school
employees to take part in board
campaigns. But his plan barred
politicking on school grounds and
penalized school administrators or
board members who improperly
pressured school employees for
political support.
Scorsone's plan was added to the
House version of the reform bill
but was removed in the Senate.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. guy Hill
Mrs. Guy Hill, 80, the former
Norma Hilda Collie of Calloway
County, died Tuesday after a long
illness in Madison Heights, Mich.
Born Jan. 21, 1910, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Hiram Lafayette Collie and
Mary Huie Collie. She attended
Faxon High School.
She is survived by her husband,
Guy Hill; two daughters, Mrs. Oma
Barnhart Wright of Rochester,
Mich., and Mrs. Barry (Mary Ann)
Steele of Port SL Lucie, Fla, formerly of Murray, one son, Jack

David Allen Vaughan

Hill, Madison Heights.
Also surviving are five grandchildren, Rob and Ron Barnhart,
Rochester, Mich., Stacey and Tod
Hill of Madison Heights, Mrs.
Rodney (Tina) Esker, Port St.
Lucie, Fla., formerly of Murray,
Mrs. Keith (Tammy) Rogers of
Calloway County, and Tracey
Steele, Port SL Lucie; five greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Hope-Croft
Swanson Funeral Home, Madison
Heights.

Charles Johnson (Bear) Williams
Charles Johnson (Bear) Williams, 71, Rt. 3, Mayfield, died
Tuesday at 4:12 p.. at his home.
He was a member of Cuba
Lodge No. 644 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born Oct. 15, 1918, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
J.T. Williams and Maude Johnson
Williams. He also was preceded in
death by two sisters and one
brother.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Nell
Rhew Williams; one sister, Mrs.

Comfort Motheral, Mayfield; one
niece, Mrs. Loretta Daigle, Riverview, Mich.; one nephew, Jimmy
Williams, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Leamon Blalock and James Shockley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Clarks River Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Kentucky's firstliver transplant
done at Jewish Hospital in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky man became the first
recipient of a liver transplant in the
state when he underwent a combined liver and-kidney transplant in
a 13-hour operation at Jewish
Hospital.
The 50-year-old patient was
listed in critical but stable condition in the hospital's intensive care
unit, hospital spokeswoman Linda
McGinity said Tuesday. He was
not identified at his family's
request.
"The surgery went according to
plan," she said. "There were no
complications noted, and the
patient is progressing as expected
at this time."
The operation began at 5:30 a.m.
EDT and ended at 6:30 p.m.,
McGinity said. University of
Louisville transplant surgeon Frederick R. Bentley was assisted in
the operation by Drs. R. Neal Garrison and David J. Richardsgn, also
U of L faculty members.
Although Tuesday's operation
Amin.

was the first liver transplant in
Kentucky, the procedure has
become common elsewhere. There
were 2,160 livers transplanted in
the United States last year.
Dr. Carlo Tamburro, a U of L
liver specialist, said the Kentucky
man's liver was damaged by hepatitis C. That's a viral infection
most commonly acquired through a
blood transfusion. The infection
was discovered in 1988, when he
tried to donate blood.
The hepatitis also may have
caused his kidney disease, said
Tamburro, who has treated the
patient since 1989.
The survival chances of liver
transplant recipients depend greatly
on the patient's condition going
into surgery. In this case, the man's
condition was average for someone
with liver disease, meaning he has
about a 70 percent chance of living
one year, Tamburro said.
Tamburro said the man probably
would have lived another year or
two without the transplants. But his
health would have deteriorated if
he had waited until then, lessening
This
his chances for survival, the doctor
Weeks
said.
Special
Undergoing a combined liver
-0 a and kidney transplant would add
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plants were done. That university
has the world's largest liver transplant program, under the direction
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of Dr. Thomas Starzl.
Starzl performed the world's
first liver transplant in 1963, but it
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
wasn't until four years later that he
' had a patient survive.
It's not unusual for a liver transplant to last 13 hours, especially
when a kidney is sewn in at the
same time.
Bentley told reporters last month
that patients with liver failure tend
to 'bleed during surgery. That's
because their blood does not clot
Well and they have "tortuous,
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.
dilated, thin-walled blood vessels"
in their abdomens that are easily
injured during surgery.
Liver transplant patients require
No one would think of playing eliminated.
an average of about 50 units of
tackle football without wearing
Most old-style mouthguards, such
blood products during surgery,
shoulder pads and a helmet. Yet, far as those we see boxers using, are not
according to Dr. David E. Jenkins
soo many youngsters play contact very easy to wear because they are
Jr., director of blood services'for
sports, without wearing protection bulky. Talking is just about impossithe Louisville region of the Amerifor then. mouths. This results in all ble. Many players prefer to talk and
can Red Cross.
TOO many cases of split lips, broken, be comfortable and risk the chance
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ray. The students at Murray High
School have also begun plans for a
David A. Vaughan Memorial Scholarship Fund. Donations of checks
or money orders for the fund
should be made out to Murray High
School and mailed to Tom Thurman, 1203 Dogwood, Murray.
Mr. Vaughan, 18, 1623 Locust,
Murray, died Monday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his parents,
James T. and Joan Vaughan, and
two brothers', James Andrew
Vaughan and Timothy Vaughan, all
of 1623 Locust Dr., Murray; his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Vaughan, Martin, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Bates Aldridge, Trenton, Tenn.

William Edison (Ed) Burkeen
Funeral rites for William Edison
(Ed) Burkeen were today at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis officiated. Music was by Jody Lassiter,

Lutricia Thompson and Janice
McClard.
Nephews served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Jeffrey Cemetery.
Mr. Burkeen, 72, of 314 lrvan
St., Murray, died Monday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Wood, Frank Hill, Randy Young
and Johnny Young.
Honorary pallbearers arc Fred
Patton, Frank Parker, Cecil Cleaver, Ernest Bohannon, Howard Steely and Donald Ellis.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Burchett, 75, Rt. 7, Murray,
formerly of Penny-Airport Road.
died Mondday at 12:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
The leadership
Rubye M. Young Burchett; two one of Paducah's is changing at
oldest institudaughters, Mrs. Toni Bohannon tions. Dr.
Donald J. Clemens
and husband, Johnny, Murray, and announed at
a board of trustees
Mrs. Becky Gore and husband, meeting recently
he is resigning as
Max, Rt. 3, Benton; one son, Mike president of Paducah
Community
Burchett and wife, Debbie, Rt. 1, College.
Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Pawnee
The resignation will
&dwell and husband, Oacus, Rt. 3, effective January 1, 1991.become
Benton; one brother, Cloy Bur"A planned exit is almost as
chett, Stewart, Fla.; six grandsons, important as a planned entrance
for
Todd and Tyler Bohannon, Shawn a college president," said Clemens.
and John Gore, and Josh and Brent "I want to leave while I'm still
in
Burchctt.
love with the job and institution."
During the summer a presidential
Search Committee will be
appointed by UK Community College
System Acting Chancellor Ben
Final rites for Philip Piazza were
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Carr. The committee will be made
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The up of faculty, students and board
Rev. Sammy Cunningham offi- members, with the aim of having a
ciated and Mrs. Anita Smith was new president named and ready to
take office January 1.
organist.
Clemens noted another factor in
Pallbearers were Rollin Byrne,
Raymond Proctor, Glen Stubble- making the transition includes the
field, Russell Moss, Wavel Osborn need to start long-range planning
for a new outreach facility and a
and Dave Rottman.
Burial was in Murray Memorial new administration building, facilities the college needs now and
Gardens.
Mr. Piazza, 82, New Concord, must have as soon as possible.
PCC has grown and changed
died Saturday at Murray-Calloway
during
Clemens' 24 year associaCounty Hospital.
tion with the school. First serving

Swagcr, Eugene Manning and J.R.
Smith.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the f neral
home.
Mr. Jones, 63, Kir
, died
Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Don Clemens leaving PCC
after 22 years as president

Philip Piazza

two years as academic dean, Clemens assumed the college presidency in 1968.
Since that time enrollment has
tripled, and two programs of study
have expanded to 11. In addition,
new facilities on campus include
the Matheson Learning Resource
Center, the Student Center-Theatre
Phase I and II, baseball field, tennis courts, television studio and the
soon-to-be constructed Allied
Health Btlding.
In addiiton to physical facilities
and academic programs, Clemens
organized the Development Office,
which last year raised over
5150,000 in support of the college.
He also pioneered the field of telecommunications, starting the college's television program and most
recently pushing ahead with plans
for an interactive TV network.
There have been difficult points
as well, most notably the dropping
of intercollegiate basketball last
year.
As for future plans,,Clemens
says he will be available to help
the new president with the transition, then he'll take some time for
himself and consider future plans.

Views On
Dental Health®

PREVENTING SPORTS INJURIES

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Murray High School Class President Gene Cook speaks to the audience gathered Tuesday night
for
memorial services for classmate David Vaughan who was killed in an automobile accident Tuesday morning. The services, held at the Glendale Road Church of Christ, attracted approximately 300 students,
parents and friends. Vaughan was killed four days after graduating with honors from the school.
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of injury rather than wear one.
However, a modern mouth-guard.
made to in accurate model of a boy's
mouth doesn't interfere with mouth
breathing, stays in. place when the
mouth is opened,allows clear speech
and is comfortable.

rn

Memorial service

$259

chipped and knocked out teeth. For
example, fifty two percent of all
football injuries occur in unproikcted faces and mouths.
The best way to prevent all this
tnouth damage, is to wear a mouth
protector Bars across football helrrlets don I do the same job They
filbn't protect the teeth and jaws from
th upward blow on the chin - only
from a blow straight against the face.
tiental injuries to football players
wearing proper mouth protectors
have been almost completely

esd

Maurice Glen Jones
Services for Maurice Glen Jones
will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Van Russell will
officiate. Music will be by Mr. and
Mrs. W.A. Erwin and Mrs. Gela
Edwards.
Pallbearers will be Tony Jones,
Rodney Jones, Mark Jnes, Robert

Clinton Burchett
The funeral for Clinton Burchett
is today at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Harold !Nan and John Dale are
officiating. Song leaders are Jerry
Bolls, Ronald Hargis and Dan
Wyatt.
Active pallbearers are Jimmy
Lockhart, Keith Norsworthy, Doug

Services for David Allen
Vaughan will be today at 3:30 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
John Dale will officiate and Jerry
Bolls will direct the singing.
Pallbearers will be Ryan Malone,
Heath Ryan, Gene Cook, David
Weatherly, William Beale, Lance
Allison, Jon Rose and Marty
Scarbrough.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements
by Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Friends may call at the church
until the funeral hour.
The family requests that expressions take the form of donations to
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Building Fund, P.O. Box 107, Mur-

* FREE Installation
*-GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty

U.S. 641 - 2 mi. North of Murray

759-1333
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House panel approves dairy support
program that sets $10 guarantee
WASHINGTON (AF') — The
House Agriculture Committee voted Tuesday to establish a national
dairy program that guarantees farmers $10.10 per hundred pounds of
milk as long as surpluses stay
below 5 billion pounds.
The section of the 1990 farm bill
differs from a plan approved earlier
by the panel's subcommittee on
livestock, dairy and poultry.
That proposal included producer
assessments and set up a two-tiered
price support system that would
have given farmers one price for
the bulk of their milk and a lesser
price for the amount considered
excess by the government.
Rep. Charles Stenholm, D-Texas,
chairman of the subcommittee, said
the bill brought before the full
committee was changed because so
many people in Congress and the
industry disagreed with the original
plan.
"This is an effort to allow

_
...
everyone taliave an opportunity to - next five years the current price
of
have their opinion heard," said $10.10 per hundredweight of milk,
Stenholm, who presented the new
if surpluses bought up by the govplan with Rep. Steve Gunderson of ernment are betwee
n 3.5 billion
Wisconsin, the ranking Republican
and 5 billion pounds. If surpluses
on the subcommittee.
fall below 3.5 billion, the govern"This is a dairy support program
ment would pay $10.55 per
to provide stability to producers," hundredweight.
said Gunderson.
However, if dairy farmers proThe two lawmakers successfully
duce between 5.01 billion and 7
fought off amendments offered in
billion pounds more than the markcommittee that would have further et will bear, the government will
pay only $9.85 to $9.60 per
redesigned the dairy program.
The government traditionally has hundredweight
supported dairy farmers by setting
If more than 7 billion pounds of
a price it will pay for storable dairy surpluses result in any one year of
products, such as cheese, butler and the five-year farm bill, the Agriculnon-fat dry milk, that aren't bought ture Department would be authorby processors in the open market. ized to establish an inventory management program.
However, overproduction has
Stenholm emphasized that the
been an expensive problem for the price support system
does
government that lawmakers have include assessments or a rigid not
quobeen trying to correci
ta system. These portions of the
The plan adopted by the commit- earlier version of the bill were
contee Tuesday would maintain for the sidered its main problem.

Fired editor sues Wall Street Journal
for libel, seeks over $12 million damages
NEW YORK (AP) — A former
editor for The Wall Street Journal
sued the newspaper Tuesday for
$12.64 million, claiming he was
fired and his reputation smeared by
a false charge of plagiarism.
Jonathan Kande11, the Journal's
assistant foreign editor prior to his
dismissal May 2, also demanded
the return of notes and other documents that he contended the paper's editors had kept, knowing they
would support his position.
The Journal fired Kande11, 43,
after accusing him of lifting uncredited material from another writer's
book for a page 1 article about
three private entrepreneurs in eastern Europe.
Roger May, a spokesman for
Dow Jones & Co. Inc., owners of
the Journal, said, "Dow Jones
believes the §uit is utterly without
merit and the company intends to
defend itself vigorously."
Kande11 quoted Paul Steiger,

deputy managing editor of the
Journal, as having said his alleged
offense was "the most serious
transgression to take place at the
Journal since the Foster Winans
case."
R. Foster Winans was convicted
in 1985 of using his position as a
Wall Street Journal columnist to
profit from insider stock trading
information. He was sentenced to
18 months in prison, a $5,000 fine
and five years' probation.
In his lawsuit, filed Tuesday in
U.S. District court in Manhattan,
Kande11 contends he was libeled
and his professional reputation
destroyed by the Journal. He
demanded $10 million in punitive
damages and $2.64 million in compensation for "willful, wanton and
reckless disregard of the truth" and
"actual malice" on the paper's
part.
He said the libel was contained
in a letter of apology that the news-

paper sent to the author of a book
dealing with the same subject and
in a subsequent article in the weekly newspaper Village Voice about
Kandell's case. The Voice was not
named as a defendant in the suit.
Kande11's article, in the March
30 edition of the Journal, profiled a
Soviet machine tool maker, a Czechoslovak inventor and a Hungarian banker as examples of individuals succeeding in the private
sector.
Kande11 said he based the story
on interviews with the three individuals in their countries after hearing them speak at a meeting in
New York last November, sponsored by the Council on Foreign
Relations.
He said that at the same meeting,
he also learned of a book, "Communist Entrepreneurs," and met
the author, John W. Kiser III. He
said he later "read the book once
and put it aside."

The Apnl 26,1986 explosion at the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Plant in
the Soviet Ukraine was the worst nuclear accident in history.
The
losses — human, matenal and economic — have
been extraordinary.

•Explosion occurred at
1:23 a.m , releasing large
amounts of radioactivity
across the Soviet Union
as well as in neighbonng
European countries.

•First evacuation began 36 hours
after accident — 40.000 people
within anlEknile radius.

•Accident blamed on
IN More radioactive
operator error and lack
material was released
of safety features
than during the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and •Took 12 days to
Nagasaki in August 1945,_.__ extinguish fire.

The inanan toll
•Two were killed in the accident:
29 have died of radiation
sickness. Some reports say
as many as 250 have died.
•50,000 people worldwide are
projected to die in the next 50
years as a result of Chernobyl.
Also, countless people will
have birth defects.
IN Valery Legasov, deputy director of
Soviet Institute of Atomic Energy,
committed suicide on second
anniversary of accident.

• More than 135,000
people have been evacuated;
200,000 more will be evacuated by 1992.

How accident
affected policy
•Soviet government has been
reappraising nuclear safety.
•Officials are turning to West for
advice.
•General public, local governments
have protested and halted nuclear
power station construction. 11
nuclear plants or prclects have been
closed or canceled.

Chernobyl:Cost $14 billion for cleanup

The Cost $1 billion for cleanup; $2

and resettlement of residents; $26 billion for
medical care. Officials say $320 billion will
be needed for next 10 years for further
environmental cleanup and for health care.

billion for loss of the plant; $1 billioh for
replacement power while TMI was
down for six years. (Accident occurred
March 28, 1979 near Harrisburg, Pa.)

SOURCE: William C Potter, Monterey institute of international Studies;
'Final Warning. The Legacy of Chemobyr, by Robert
Gale
and Thomas Hauser: Congressional Research Service, National Geographi
c, Library of Congress: Research by LILY DOW
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House passes rights package for disabled

POO., as of 10:00 AM

strengthen enforcement provisions.
Currently, wronged employees
may ask a judge only for back pay,
WASHINGTON — The House
voted 403-20 Tuesday to approve reinstatement and attorney's fees.
legislation guaranteeing equal The defeated amendment by Rep.
access to employment, transporta- F. James Sensenbrenner Jr., Rtion and other rights to millions of Wis., would have deleted the Title
disabled Americans, including VII reference and locked in the
Anent remedies.
AIDS sufferers.
It would be quite a hit to the
Passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act followed defeat, business community to subject
227-192, of an administration- them to punitive and compensatory
backed amendment that would have damages for a newly enacted and
prevented disabled workers from comprehensiv piece of legislaseeking damages from employers tion," said Sensenbrenner.
Rep. Don Edwards, D-Calif.,
who willfully discriminate.
argued that splitting the disabilities
The bill must go to House and
Senate negotiators after the bill apart from the Civil Rights Act
Memorial Day recess because of an would create a discriminatory douamendment in the House that ble standard.
"The victims of discrimination
would keep AIDS-infected employees from handling food. The Senate based on disabilities must not have
passed its version of the bill 76-8 lesser rights than others," he said.
The Senate version of the Amerilast September.
Three Democrats joined 17 cans with Disabilities Act was the
Republicans in voting against the result of negotiations between the
White House and Senate supporbill in the House.
The lead House sponsor of the ters, and contains exemptions and
bill, Rep. Steny H. Hoycr, D-Md., timetables aimed at easing business
said he believes the Bush admi- concerns.
Last Thursday, however, the
nistration will support the overall
bill despite defeat of the employer House approved an amendment by
Rep. Jim Chapman, D-Texas, that
sanctions amendment.
"He will sign whatever he gets would let employers reassign workon the ADA, in my opinion," said ers with infectious diseases so they
wouldn't be allowed to handled
Hoyer.
President Bush has urged speedy food.
Opponents said the amendment
passage of the entire legislative
package, which backers say would was a setback for AIDS sufferers,
do for disabled Americans what the who are protected under the DisaCivil Rights Act of 1964 set out to bilities Act. The bill already
do for blacks and other minorities. exempts from protection anyone
The disabilities bill would guar- whose disease endangers others.
antee equal access to employment, AIDS is spread through intimate
business and services, telecommu- sexual contact or by contaminated
nications and transportation.
hypodermic needles or by blood.
Congressional researchers estiAmong key provisions of the
mate that at least one in six Ameri- bill:
cans — 43 million — is disabled.
—discrimination against the disThe administration is concerned abled in hiring and on the job
because the provision on employ- would be prohibited. The requirement discrimination says sanctions ment would be phased in over two
would be based on Title VII of the to four years, depending on the size
Civil Rights Act.
of the company. Companies with
Congress is due to consider this fewer than 15 employers would be
year a new Civil Rights Act of exempt.
—Hotels, restaurants, shopping
1990, which would change Title
VII so that employers who inten- malls, drug stores, and business
tionally violate anti-discrimination and professional offices, along with
laws could be sued for damages. any other "public accommodaWorkers could ask for a jury trial. tions," would have to be accessible
The Bush administration opposes to disabled people. Accessibility
legislative attempts to overhaul the includes structural adjustments,
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to such as wheelchair ramps and
By TM ASSOCIATED PRESS
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widened doors, and services.
—Transportation, public and private, would have to be accessible.
Fixed-route bus systems would
have to be accessible for people
with wheelchairs. Amtrak, Greyhound, and commuter rail systems
are covered. Timetables for
implementation vary according to
system.
—Speech- and hearing-impaired

people would have access to telephone service by means of relay
services. These services woujd
have to be provided by phone coinpanics within three years.
Voting against the bill were:
Reps. Bill Archer, R -Texas;
Richard Armey, R-Texas; Joe Barton, R -Texas, Herb Bateman,
R-Va.; Dan Burton, R-Ind.; Jim

Sikes: cable competition to rise
ATLANTA (AP) — Federal
Communications Commission
Chairman Alfred Sikes told cable
television executives Tuesday that
an era of increased competition is
imminent in their industry.
The head of an industry association said, however, that he still
believes Washington will avoid
drastic regulatory changes.
Sikes told a meeting of the
National Cable Television Association that it should accept government action to open the marketplace. The cable industry has been
deregulated since 1984, though
both Congress and the FCC currently are considering steps to
reimpose some regulation.
"You cannot expect government
to continue sanctioning, indeed,
protecting and promoting cable as a
sole-source provider of video services while at the same time foregoing the regulation that historically has been placed on monopoly
operations," Sikes said.
"The American people, in short,
will not tolerate an unregulated
monopoly indefinitely."
Though cable TV has soared in
popularity over the last decade —
it is now received in 57.1 percent
of all U.S. homes with television
— the industry has been beset
recently by complaints from consumers about poor service and rising rates.
Sikes said that during a visit last
week to his home state of Missouri,
he was besieged by questions —
from people who usually care little
about FCC issues — regarding
cable TV.
The FCC is scheduled to take up
cable issues at its July 26 meeting.
NCTA President James P. Mooney, whose association is holding

its annual convention this week in
Atlanta, said following Sikes'
speech that the FCC chairman shed
little new light for him on the cable
regulation issue.
Mooney said he stood by his earlier assessment that he expects the
FCC or Congress this year to modify regulatory policies for cable but
that the changes will not be drastic.
"I think we can say today it
looks highly likely that Congress
will support a moderate cable poli-
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cy," Mooney told the NCTA
gathering Monday.
Sikes said he is going into the
July 26 meeting supporting regulatory approaches "which foster
growth and diversity and, as a
result, far less need for potentially
debilitating government
intervention."
If the cable industry resists opening the marketplace, it could find
itself in a utility-style regulatory
environment that would inhibit
entrepreneurs, Sikes said.
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FOODS We Reserve The
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Cooper, D-Tenn.; Philip Crane, RIII.; William Dannemeyer, R-Calif.;
Tom DeLay, R-Texas; Mel Hancock, R-Mo.; Wally Herger, RCalif.; Jim Lightfoot, R-lowa; Ron
Marlenee, R-Moni; Howard Nielson, R-Utah; Jim Olin, D-Va.; Ron
Packard, R-Calif.; Norman Shumway, R-Calif.; Bud Shuster, R -Pa.;
Charles Stenholm, D-Texas; Bob
Stump, R-Ariz.
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Vanderbilt Chemical expansion boosts capacity by 50 percent

- 1Y

by Edward Noga
Rubber & Plastics News Staff
R.T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc.'s latest
expansion at its Murray rubber
chemicals plant increases capacity
50%, with the option of adding to
that capability in the future.
The $6 million, recently completed project boosts the facility's
production capacity to about 10
million to 16 million pounds,
according to Ed Shinners, Vanderbilt vice president and general
manager."We could get up to 15 to
20 million pounds if needed," he
said. The plant produces-dithrbamate, thiuram and xanthate
accelerators, imidazole and dithiocarbamate antioxidants, chemical
intermediates and Veegum, an
emulsion stabilizer.
"There are a lot of changes open
to us. Our capacity is dictated very
much by our product mix," Shinner
said.
Capacity for rubber accelerators
at the 19-year-old complex was
doubled in 1981. The operation has

been engineered to allow for manufacturing capability 200 percent
beyond the original rating.
A key feature of the project is
the replacement of pneumatic and
electrical instruments used to control the process with a computerized system of programmable logic
controller. The devices run every
aspect of the manufacturing process, and prov;de accurate data
used to develop statistical process
control charts and customer quality
control reports.
Much work also was done on
inder-ground improvements at the
complex, involving water, sewer
and storm drainage systems. The
above-ground electrical compressed air and steam power sources also were upgraded.
A 5,000-sq-foot sample room
was built, which gives Vanderbilt
the capability of providing 15,000
samples a year of the more than
900 chemicals Vanderbilt markets.
The complex doesn't deal with
any highly toxic materials, Shinner

Hainsworth earns medical degree
Dean Hainsworth of Murray was
awarded an M.D. degree from the
University of Kentucky College of
Medicine at special commencement
ceremoneis held May 12, 1990. Dr.
Emery A. Wilson, dean of the College of Medicine, presided during
the ceremony which was held at
the UK Singletary Center for the
Arts.
Hainsworth was among 83 members of the twenty-seventh graduating class of the College. The class
received greetings from Dr. Peter
P. Bosomworth, chancellor, UK
Chandler Medical Center.
Among his accomplishments,
Hainsowrth served as president of
Alpha Omega Alpha, Honor Medical Society, Beta Chapter of Kentucky. He graduated with high
distinction.
Hainsworth is the son of Jerome
and Norma Hainsowrth of Murray.
Hainsworth was recipient of the
Albert B. Chandler award, which is
given to the graduate with the high-

est grade point average in the class.
Hainsworth, a Murray High
School graduate who did his undergraduate work at Brigham Young
University, will continue his medical training at Lexington, where he
has been accepted for residency in
opthalmology.

said. Still, a variety of safeguards
have been built into the facility
including a lagoon to draw water
for potential fires. The land is
sloped toward the lagoon to handle
any runoff.
The facility uses carbon disulfide, a chemical that can be explo-

sive. Hugh B. Vanderbilt Jr., vice
president of mining and manufacturing, pointed out that although it
is legal to store carbon disulfide
above ground, the company keeps
the material in a cement vault surrounded by water to enhance
safety.

Scuba diving meeting set
An organiational meeting to
register students for three scuba
diving courses at Murray State
University is scheduled at 6 p.m.
Monday, June 4, in room 106S of
the Carr Health Building on the
campus.
All of the classes — open water,
advanced open water and rescue —
are sanctioned by the Professional
Association of Diving Instructors
(PAD!), the largest certifying organization in the world. Each of the
four instructors is certified by the
PADI, and they collectively represent more than 25 years of teaching
experience.
The open water class will meet
evenings June 6-8 and June 13-15.
Open Water training dives are

scheduled on two Saturdays, June 9
and 16. The final written exam wIl
be announced.
Advanced open water and rescue
dive classes will be arranged to
accemmodate participants.
Students in the open water class
must provide mask, fins and snorkel. Advanced open water and
rescue dive classes must provide
their own equipment.
Anyone who would like to
obtain more information or to preregister may call: Ross Meloan at
762-3762 or 753-0387 or Dale
Bucy at 753-6811 in Murray, Carl
Trella at 247-3538 in Mayfield or
Danny Robbins at (901) 642-3493
in Paris, Tenn.

All seals and valves are checked
daily for leads with "sniffer" detectors, LOO.
"We don't have any underground
process lines or storage tanks,"
Shinner said. "Most chemical companies have some kind of underground chemical storage. We built
this plant just when the environmental concerns started, so we're
in pretty good shape."
Vanderbilt ships products to all
points out of the Murray plant, the

Louie's
Steak House
Famous For It s 100 Item Food Bar
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL:
5-21 thru 5-26

7 oz. Ribeye, Baked Potato,
Toast with Food Bar

Rushing places in spelling bee
Bart Rushing, a sixth-grader
from Murray Middle School,
placed eighth overall in the
1989-90 Kentucky Education Association President's Spelling Bee
Saturday at the Capital Plan Hotel
in Frankfort.
Overall honors went to Aaron
Wenger, an 8th-grader from South
Oldham Middle School. First
runner-up was Roni Aldridge, a
7th-grader from Dawson Springs
and second runner-up was Johnah
Perry, an 8th-grader from Beech
Fork Elementary in Leslie County.
The top three winners received
U.S. Savings Bonds: $150 for first,
S100 for second and $50 for third
place. The state champion also won
a set of Worldbook Encyclopedia
and the runner-up received a twovolume Worldbook Dictionary.
KET will breackast the contest

company's largest processing facility. Much of it goes out in just-intime shipments — 60 percent within 48 hours, according to Roger K.
Price, vice president of the firm's
Rubber Department. "People want
minimum inventory, even to the
degree they. will pay more for
freight rather than inventory the
material," he said.
The facility employes 83 and
pumps about S5.3 million into the
local economy annually, Shinners
said.

June 5 at 12:30 p.m. and again on
June 13 at noon.
Richard Farrell is president of
the Murray Education Association.
Open: Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Fri., Sat., Sun. 11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
The William's Family Welcomes Your Business
406 N. 12th (Hwy. 641)
753-2244

List
Stock #90177

l'07-750

Factory Inv. 10,024"
Factory Rebate -1,000°°
Peppers Rebate
-500°°

0% A.P.R. Available on This Vehicle!

With a rugged,commercial-grade engine
built specifically for cutting grass,a
LAWN-BOY mower lasts longer.
The LAWN-BOY two-cycle engine puts
out more horsepower with less weight,
so the mower is easy to maneuver, yet
won't bog down in thick, heavy grass. And
since the engine delivers more torque,
the blade turns with more consistent
power for an even cut.
To get more power for the money,see
your local LAWN-BOY dealer.

•
•
•
•

Two Tone Paint
Cast Aluminum Wheels
Dual Remote Mirrors
5-Speed Manual

•
•
•
•

Air Conditioning
Tilt Steering
AM/FM Stereo
Power Steering/Brakes

All In-Stock Sundances '500 Below
Factory Invoice — You Keep the Rabate!
5600

Below Factory Invoice

1990 Dodge Monaco LE

List irara4sa
king-runfriing tnithtion.

00
$27991
MEMORIAL DAY
BLOWOUT!
or
s11 per month
Lawn Boy
Financing

Store Flours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

'11frfre17ca's long-runiung tfruditunfr.

Stock #90138
• V-6 MFI
• Automatic
• AM/FM/Cassette

Factory Inv. 14,55665
Factory Rebate -1,000°°
Peppers Rebate
-6000°

Equipped — Not Stripped!
0% A.P.R. Available on This Vehicle!

All In-Stock Monacos '600 Below
Factory Invoice — You Keep the Rebate!

"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."
2400 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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Residents urged to use caution when leaving pets in cars
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Summertime
means school vacations and play to
humans — but can pose special
dangers to pets, especially those
left in cars in hot weather.
Each year countless pets die
because their owners don't realize
how hot a parked car can get on a
summer day, reports the Humane
Society of the United States.
Even leaving the windows partly
open doesn't help much. The inside
of a car can get hot enough to give
a dog heatstroke in minutes.
Just the time it takes to run into
the store for a few items can be
deadly.
The Humane iociety points out
that dogs can't sweat. They cool
their body by panting, and if they

are simply inhaling hot air, that
doesn't help.
The simple answer is, leave the
dog at home.
If your dog does get overheated,
danger signs include heavy panting. glazed eyes, rapid pulse and a
deep red or purple tongue.
If this occurs, take it to a shady
spot or inside where there is air
conditioning.
The Humane Society recommends applying ice packs or cold
towels to the dog's head, neck and
chest and then get the dog to a
veterinarian.
Let the animal lick ice cubes or
ice cream but do not give unlimited
water, the society says.
Both dogs and cats are sensitive
to hot weather and should be provided with a shady place and plenty of water during the summer.

Don't walk them on hot asphalt
and remember that shorthaired
breeds are susceptible to sunburn.
Don't be alarmed if the animal
eats less in hot weather. That can
be normal.
It is not unusual for cats and
dogs to nibble grass, especially in
the heat or when they do not feel
well. But pesticides and other lawn
chemicals can be dangerous, so
keep them away from these products and lawns treated with
chemicals.
Be careful with treated wood
widely used on decks and lawn furniture because it resists rot. Many
of these woods contain arsenic and
can endanger pets that chew.
Worms, fleas and ticks are also
plentiful in the summer, so check
the pet's skin regularly and have
the veterinarian check him for

worms.

Heartworms are a particular
problem, but are easily prevented
with regular medication available
from vets.
Traveling with a pet can be fun,
but also presents special hassles.
Many motels welcome pets,
though some charge a couple of
dollars extra. But check in advance,
because many do not allow pets.
It can be helpful to put two collars on a pet, with ample identification on each. That way, if he slips
one off and gets lost, there will still
be an ID tag.
Carriers can be safest for pets in
a car, and they are essential if
traveling on an airplane or train.
Talk to the airline well in advance
and make sure you understand how
"live cargo" is handled.
The Humane Society urges pet
owners to avoid sending pets on a
flight that the owners won't be on,
and to be careful about flights that
stop en route and those in the hottest part of the day.
If you decide to leave the pet in
a kennel, get referrals from the veterinarian and friends.
Then check out the kennel —
use your ,eyes, ears and nose to
make sure it's fresh and clean and
the pets appear happy and well
cared for.
Examine the kennel carefully in
advance to check on heating, cooling, ventilation, provisision for
exercise and diet. Ask if a veterinarian is on call and if you can leave
special toys or blankets with the
pet.

Donot leave your pet at any
kennel that will not let you tour the
facilities and view the area where
the pets are kept.
Finally, the Humane Society
notes that some summer vacationers adopt local pets during the summer only to find they can't take
them home for one reason or
another.
These abandoned pets are often

simply left behind or turned loose
in the country to fend for themselves. What they do is die, the
society reports.
People who decide to take in an
animal must realize that it is a permanent responsibility. If they cannot take that on, take the pet to an
animal shelter or find it a home
with someone else.

Universal Studios Florida
opens for `sneak previews'
By IKE FLORES
Associated Prime Writer

ORLANDO, Fla. — Universal
Studios Florida opened its doors to
the public Monday for three weeks
of "sneak previews" of a
Hollywood -style attraction
expected to draw up to 6 million
visitors in its first year.
Guests will pay slightly more
than half-price and take in about
half of the major rides and shows
that will be functioning at the
444-acre Orlando complex.
The $600 million attraction will
officially open June 7.
Universal, owned by Californiabased MCA Inc. and Rank Organisation PLC of London, is going up
against stiff competition.
The Disney-MGM Studios theme
park, which opened a year ago just
a few miles down the highway, is
based on a similar concept. It
reported about 8 million clicks of
its turnstiles during that period.

Universal, which relied heavily
on filmmaker Steven Spielberg's
advice and creativity, will spend
$110 million in marketing the Florida park before the year is out,
officials said.
Not to be outdone, Disney has
stepped up its own marketing campaign for its three Florida dUraCtions: the Magic Kingdom, Epcot
Center and the 135-acre DisneyMGM Studios. Entertainment analysts say the company is spending at
least $50 million this year on
advertising.
Disney officials underestimated
the appeal of their studio park, and
Disney Co. Chairman Michael Eisner earlier this year announced a
10-year expansion plan that would
double its size.
In the head-to-head competition
with Disney, Universal executives
emphasize the new park's larger
size, the greater number of rides
and shows and what they consider
more sophisticated technology.
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ELECTION FRAUD IS A CRIME
The Attorney General's Office will monitor the upcoming election to make
sure Kentucky's election laws are obeyed.
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Election violations include:
• Voting more than once, voting when not entitled to do so,.or voting
in another person's name:
• Buying or selling a vote;
• Unauthorized possession of absentee ballots:
• Bribery or attempted bribery of election officials or voters;
• Electioneering within i(X) feet of a polling place;
• Preventing authorized challengers of poll-watchers from being present
at the polls or from witnessing the counting of ballots.
Citizens who observe these or other election violations are urged to notify
the Office of the Attorney General at dur toll-free number.

Fred Cowan
Attorney General

ELECTION FRAUD HOTLINE
1-800-328-VOTE
1205 Chestnut, University Plaza, Murray

753-0100

SAMPLE BALLOT
1st TURN SWITCH RIGHT
TO CLOSE CURTAINS
2nd MARK YOUR BALLOT AND
LEAVE MARKS
SHOWING—*

o
WARNING — YOUR
MARKS MUST BE
SHOWING FOR VOTE
TO REGISTER

DEMOCRATK
PARTY
PRIMARY FT ECTION
MAY 29, 1990
COLUMN A

COLUMN B

Nonpartisan
parties will
not be
eligible to
vote until
Nov. 6th
election.

lst Congressional District

(Vote for One)
Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray

al
N2
83
#.1
15

..Courthouw
Lily Hall

Murray #6
Special 14. Bldg. (N. 16th St.) Murray #11
..c.hristian Community Church
Murray #7
—........—..._Robertson School ,*Almo........ ......
..........Almo Grocery
klurray #8
Vocational School Cilloway.
_Calloway Co. High School
Murray #9 —.Army Rectr%e Bldg. i(enter Dr.) 'Cherry Corner...... Good

.....
Middle School
...................Dwain TOor Ches.
MSt Racer Arena 'Murray 110.........Treas Lumber Do-It Center

• ledkatri s.ew Voting Location

Mitch
McCONNELL

Shepherd Meth. Church
Clayton Creek.......—.— East Elementary School

G. Harvey L
SLOANE
Coldwater
Coldwater Church of Christ
Dexter ..........
--Dexter Community Center
Faxon ......................................Burkeen's Grocery
Harris Grove...—. Southwest Elementary School
City Hall
Hazel

Jackson.......Kirksey Woodman of the World Bldg.
Kwitny .......Kirksey Woodman of the World Bldg.
Lynn
...................Deanie's Hair Care
New Concord... New Concord Church of Chiist
Providence........................ Herndon Seed Mill
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Better Hearing, Speech Month

Local pathologists seeking understanding during month
(Editor's note: May is Better
Hearing and Speech Month and the
following is one of a series of articles intended to make the public
more aware of some hearing and
speech disorders.
Each year, nearly 750,000
Americans suffer a tragic reversal
when serious head injury or stroke
leaves them with severly diminished physical and mental capabilities. Basic routines become difficult, familiar environments can
seem strange, and for many, communication becomes nearly
impossible.
As part of May is Better Hearing
and Speech Month, speech language pathologists in West Kentucky want the public to understand
how aphasia, the inability to understand and use language, affects an
individual. They also want the families and loved ones of these people
to know that help is available.

"While total recovery may not be
possible for an individual with
aphasia becuase of extensive neurological damage, many individuals
are able to make significant progress through a systematic treatment
program with a speech-language
pathologist," says Dr. Jo-Ann
Hammons bf Murray State
University.

interfere with language," says Dr.
Hammons. Treatment is then tailored to the patient's individual
strengths and weaknesses.
"Regardless of the treatment

approach taken," says Dr. Hammons, "it is important for the
speech-language pathologist to provide adequate counseling to the
patient's family and hospital staff.

Aphasia strikes people of all
ages, according to Dr. Hammons,
although the majority of cases
occur in older persons as a result of
stroke. In recent years, however, an
increasing number of young people
who have sustained head injuries in
automobile, motorcycle and sporting accidents also have the
disorder.

They need to underdstand the
nature of the communication disorder and how to deal with it, if they
are to provide the support that the
patient needs to recover."

Mortgage Loans
that top them all
Republic Savings Bank has the loan you need
to buy or build the home of your dreams. Plus
we've got loan options that top them all:

The speech-language pathologist's role in treating aphasic language disorders begins with "identifying the impaired processes that

Stuffed animals recalled
by company because they
may pose choking hazard
WASHINGTON (AP) — A California company is voluntarily
recalling six models of stuffed animals imported from China because
their eyes can detach, posing a
potentially fatal Lhoking hazard,
the government said Monday.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission said there have been
no known deaths or injuries caused
by the toys, all of which contain
music boxes and are distributed by
the San Francisco Music Box Co.
The six toys have eyes with
washers on the back and the company discovered defective washers
that allow the eyes to become
detached, posing the choking
hazard, the CSPC said.
The CSPC, in a statement, said
the six toys have wind-up keys
protruding from their backs and a
small white tag sewed to the side
or bottom that reads: "The San
Francisco Music Box Company,
Emeryville, Ca., Reg. No. PA-2642
(RC) All New Materials Made In

For more information on aphasia
and other communication disorders,
contact Dr. Hammons at 762-2446
or call toll-free 1 -800-638-TALK
(8255).

• Lot Purchase Financing
• Fixed Rate Construction Financing
• A Variety of Mortgage Loan Options
- Up to 30 year terms
- Fixed or Adjustable Rates
So,if you have time for just one call about
a mortgage loan—call us!

China."
Approximately 2,866 of the
stuffed animals were distributed
nationwide from December 1988
through June 1989, the CSPC said.
Consumers should return the animals to the retail outlet from which
they were purchased for a full
refund. Additional questions can be
directed to the company by calling
the toll free number,
1-800-227-2190.
The names of the animals, their
model numbers and the song played by the music box are:
—White Jointed Bear, 55-0046,
"You Are My Sunshine."
—Beige Jointed Bear, 55-0061,
"Don't Let Me Go."
— Beige Small Jointed Bear,
55-0038, "It's A Small World."
—Pink Bear, 55-0079, "A
Baby's Lullabye."
—Pink Monkey, 55-0095, "Z pa-dee-doo-daa."
—Beige Articulated Santa Bear,
55-0368.

Sally Hopkins or Kenny Rose

If we were you,:we'd bank with us.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201
\lain Lltryt.'t

\ltirra‘, Ketittick% 42071
711 1/ I
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FDICFDIC
Benton•Bowling Creen•Elizabethtown•Frankfort•Lexington•1,4
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MEMORIALSHcDE SALE
4.87

SAVE 23%

sand&O

3

6.47

SAVE 24%

.87EVERYDAY
Ladies Or Girls Canvas

SAVE 34%

Beachcombers For The Family

Ladies Beach Sandals

Nylon and suede straps Cool and comfortable for
Summer days Flexible sole Colorful wedge design
Choose from assorted colors

Woven strap design Soft and comfortable with
cushion -like construction Flexible sole Great for
Summer activities

Ladies Leather Sandals
Quality leather straps. suede leather insole with
comfortable padding Easy slide-in styling, textured
flexible sole

Canvas uppers ,n an assortment of colors Textured
rubber sole

Ligicr awing
Reg.
9.96
SAVE 35%

SAVE 2800

SAVE 21%

Hens Fabric Casual Oxfords

Children, Character Sandals

Hens Footbed Sandals

Fabric upper Cushioned sock, durable sole

Choose from Mickey or Minnie Disney character stvi#s in bright tun colors Soft cushioned insole with padded
vamp and straps Elastic back strap, comfortable sole

Adjustable buckle Strap Cushioned insole
lightweight sole

WALIMART
Hwy. 641 North—Murray
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12-6

ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE
ON THE BRANDS YOU TRUST.
191j2W

WALMART S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—ft s our
to have even, advetttlie0 tern ,h 510t
'Pelson th mhoents90 lens ft hel a*a• able

,,Itient.or
t the to any utatweetteh

toS, OLIrchase Wal-Man wo,
sse a Ram Check or naciunat to, ihe.--erchandisii tabs purchasso at
"re sko• Oho* .V0,ffseieet 8014.1000 0, P.I 5li yOu a 3.11.1ef Nem at a
(es.," the r.9P, to hmtt Quant.t.ell
,,,,Pa*A0N raclucho9..n
,
,htattotts uoett 1. New Maketco
*990 INAL-MART STORES INC

SALE PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 28
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Your Individual
Horoscope

%11$\

Frances Drake
F THURSDAY MAY 24, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 1)4)
Communications with others are
highlighted now, but in business you
lhould be somehat closemouthed
about your. activities. Behind-thescenes moves. however do pay off
for you.
TAURUS
(Apr 2010 May 20)
You'll be joining friends in a special
project today. Though it's not a good
time to seek financial advice. you'll
still be making some important
monetary decisions now.
GEMINI
May- 2110.101W 20'i
A career' move II'day has long
range raindicani ins that will be of
benefit to you. VoilfrV not ready to•
make a decision about an investment.
Self 1 4
impnwes nipw.
CANCER
(June 21 to.July 22)
A research project may soon he on
your agenda. Partners work well-as a
team now You'll be making plans
nigether abisit your future_ Mims for
travel are in the works
LEO
(Jui 2111. Aug 22i
Tti
Y1 .1,1ne
tI I
get together
anXii.US
Often With yOlif friends. but
exciting work develi +merits today
may take priority liver social activities Keep hong range goals in view.
VIRGO
. sit
. A ug. 2.114)Sept.= to
a
romantic
single. veer closer
c•iimmtment couples make imporant deeisn Ins regarding a child's
eltar•:' Sew in -ginning, arc favored
ii litsiti.-ss AMI (or the t•ip
LIBRA
Scpt2.1 liii 4t 22
e
wit•
g•ot kit day fi kr making travel
plans Changes at Nam. base are
likely IiIe.% /1- 1111 plaN
asked to do a
tavAt tin- a relative. Strain could exist

wnh an in-law.
SCORPIO
((lct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You're feeling more confident and
are ready to tackle a task that you've
been putting off. Serious mental work
is favored today. Decisions about
joint assets are made now.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Partnership interests are happily
highlighted today. You may be making a major purchase for the home
Evening hours will find you and a
close tie having a difference in taste
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Once you put hesitation aside and
act upon your ideas, you'll feel much
better. Morning hours are your most
productive time today. Get sufficient
rest tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
An idea on the back burner gets
new life today. Money talks are
confidential. Don't withdraw into
yourself, but go places and do things
today. Accent fun activities.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•a▪bl▪ ix
You could rise to a position of
leadership now in connection with a
group interest. It's not the best time
for company. You'll be making an
important family decision.
YOU BORN TODAY work well with
groups and often achieve a position
of leadership in that capacity. Once
you overcome restlessness and develop a sense of responsibiliv you'll go
far. You are creative, often high
strung. and capable of work that's
ahead of its times. Usually, you'll
succeed in creative areas and your
humanitarian leanings are also very
strong. Binhdate of: Bob Dylan,
singer; Elsa Maxwell,socialite maven;
and Siobhan McKenna, actress.

Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
Our Rates...

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

Retiring MCCH
employees are
honored at tea

753-0489

On Saturday May 11, 1994 in Reidland, Ky. 250 people gathered to witness the official opening of the
Western Ky. Children's Home. The home, supported by area wide Churches of Christ and interested
individuals, is the first private child-care facility of its type to be established in this region. The home will
receive children from both the state and private referrals who have been in abusive and neglected environments. Those officials on hand to witness the ribbon-cutting and opening ceremonies were: Tony Kinne,
field representative for Carroll Hubbard; Bill Morgan, the current President of the West Ky. Children's
Home Board of Directors; Don Wright, fund raiser for the WKCH; Cliff Holladay, the Program Director
fo the WKCH; Hilton Royster, current Vice-President for the WKCH; and Don and Dee Campbell, the
houseparents for the new home in Reidland. Terrell lee, the minister of the Reidland Church of Christ,
was the Master of Ceremonies for the activities. According to Cliff Holladay, Program Director for the
home, with the number of abused and neglected children on the rise today, it is important that caring
people step up and try to make a difference. The WKCH will attempt to provide a loving, caring, Christian environment for those children who are just not getting the love and care they need to become welladjusted productive adults in later life. According to Bill Morgao, President of the WKCH Board of
Directors, the goal is to establish similar homes in every county of West Ky. Those associated with the
children's home wish to express their thanks to all the citizens of West Ky. who have helped to make the
children's home a reality. They also urge the citizens of West Ky. to continue their support of the home

Harmless skin rash usually fades
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 34-year-old
son has pityriasis, for which our doctor says there is no cure. What causes
the disease, and are there any new
treatments that are effective?
DEAR READER: Pityriasis rosea
is an extremely common, harmless
skin condition that usually causes
consternation because it looks worse
than it is.
The rash begins as a "herald" patch
on the trunk: an oval, slightly raised,
scaly lesion. Rion thereafter, other
round reddish patches appear, often
coalescing into large, irregular,
slightly itchy areas that may cover
the body and the extremities; the face
is usually spared.
New lesions continue to appear for
days or weeks. Finally, out of desperation, the patient seeks medical attention, only to be told that there is no
treatment. be patient. the rash will
eventually disappear. Lotions and
creams often help the mild itching
that accompanies this skin ailment.
The cause of pityriasis is unknown.
The condition is not associated with
any disease and, once the lesions fade.
they rarely return.
To give you more information

WE*
CARLO ROSSI
TABLE WINES

about two other, more serious skin
ailments, I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report "Eczema
and Psoriasis." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1.25
with their name and address to P.O.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: The doctor is
positive my husband has ocular myasthenia, even though tests are negative. What is this disease, and will it
lead to myasthenia gravis? When my
husband gets fatigued, his eyes go out
of focus and the lids droop.
DEAR READER: Myasthenia gravis is a disorder of nerve-impulse
transmission. leading to muscle
weakness that can be severe. The eye
muscles are commonly affected,
causing periodic double vision and inability to raise the eyelids. Patients
may also experience trouble swallowing and speaking. as well,as arm and
leg weakness.
Ocular myasthenia is'a subclass of
the generalized disease in whft only
the ocular muscles are affected, the
rest of the body is spared. I am not
aware that ocular myasthenia will
progress to the more serious myasthenia gravis. Both conditions are diagnosed by blood tests, electrical

tests of muscles and the edrophonium
challenge (intravenous administration of this drug leads to sudden,
short-lasting improvement in myasthenic patients).
The treatment for the two conditions is similar: pyridostigmine(Mestinon) or neostigmine (Prostigmin).
Both drugs relieve muscle weakness
by re-establishing normal nerve
transmission. Myasthenia can be difficult to manage. I believe patients
with the condition should be under the
care of experienced specialists, such
as neurologists. In you husband's case,
the neurologist will want to re-test
him to confirm or disprove the doctor's tentative diagnosis. -

DINNIX WINES
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Ernestine Miller

ments in the department which
resulted in several changes for the
better."
At the tea, Miller, who has two
daughters, six grandsons and one
great-granddaughter, was presented
with a Howard Miller pendulum
wall clock by administrator Stuart
Poston on behalf of the hospital.
1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
She also was given a gift certificate
from Pier One Imports by the food
service morning shift, a diamond
Armitron quartz watch from the
DR. GOTT
afternoon shift and a J. C. Penney
gift certificate from fellow retiree
Linn.
PETER
Linn, who prepared meats on the
GOTT, M.D. patient tray line, said she has made
mistakes through the years, but
always did her job the best she
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ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
DEPARTMENT
HOURS MAY VARY
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GIN
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S

Alcoholic beverages available only
at Phar-Mor stores with licensed
departments Prices subject to state
and 'Mal taxes. We reserve the right
to limit quantities and to correct
pricing errors Rebate dates may
vary, void where prohibited Check
store for details
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Two retiring food service
employees at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital were honored at a
tea there this month.
Ernestine Miller, 62, route 1
Dexter and Velda Linn, 64, 214 S.
11 St., said they will miss their fellow employees whom they
regarded "like a family."
"Sometimes those people are the •
only ones you have to tell your
problems to," said Miller, who prepared desserts for the tray line in
the cafeteria.
"Ernie took pride in her job and
our department in general," said
Ann Newberry, MCCH food service manager. "In fact, she offered
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could. She recalled an experience
she had with a pot of coffee.
"I had just started working at the
hospital, and I was trying to do
everything right," Linn said. "I was
in a hurry, and I started the coffee
without a filter. It was a mess."
Newberry said of Linn, "Velda
has high personal standards, and
she always kept the patients' needs
as top priority."
Linn received a Hamilton chiming mantel clock on behalf of the
hospital from Jim Taylor, assistant
administrator, at the tea. She also
received a gift certificate from
Bright's womens store from the
morning shift, a diamond Armitron
quartz watch from afternoon shift
and a white gold necklace from
Miller.
Upon retirement, Linn said she
plans to visit her sisters in St.
Louis and North Carolina and
become more involved in her
church. Linn, a mother of three and
grandmother of four, has several
relatives employed at the hospital.
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Charcoal
Lighter

FOOD STORES

99'

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
Prairie Farms

2 Liter Products
Fluffy Hamburger
or Hot Dog
Prairie Farms

Georgia

Peaches

12 Pk. Can Products

491b.
Imitation Margarine Spread
Texas Buttermilk Biscuits
Imitation Cheese Singles
Cream Cheese

2 lb

79'

12 oz 59°
12 oz
8 oz

95'
75'

Ground
Beef

J. Higgs Cheese Curls

12 oz.

Pretzels

8oz

Round Tortilla Chips
Cabana Potato Chips

12 oz

99'
63°
79°

Seitz or Country Brand

Hot Dogs

119

Biscuits
Soft Margarine

31b. $599

Pork
Steak

* * * * * * * OPEN MEMORIAL
20 Lb. Russet Potatoes
Red Del. Apples
Tomatoes

3/$1

00

$399

49'
ib. 59
lb

Swift Brown & Serve Sausage
Savory Bacon

16 oz'99°

Canned Hams

31b

TAV Sliced Bacon

Bubba
Cola

$6
"

"
16 oz. $1

_Potato
Chips

12 pk

8 oz

DAY

10 lb Bag

Cabbage

lb

Jumbo Yellow Onions

lb

99'
27°
49'

Bacon

99

* *

Turkey Franks

12 oz

Country Brand Meat Wieners

12 oz

Hillshire Smoked Sausage
TAV Sliced Ham

Red. Del. Apples
Broccoli

Market Pack

$129..

lb

16 oz

12.

16 oz $129

Family Pack

Carrots

59°
oz 19'
16. 49°

English Muffins

lb

* * *

* *

*

65'
69°

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage
Turkey Wieners

$189

Seitz Meat Hot Dogs
Seitz Thick Bologna

16 oz $279

Salad
Dressing
Qt.

1b.

16 oz

$1
"

3 lb

$2
"

,
5 12.

69'

16

Paper
Plates
100 Ct

69' 994
Seitz Meat Bologna
Seitz Variety Pack
Seitz Big 8 Hot Dogs
Seitz Pickle Loaf
Hillshire Italian Sausage

16 0,

$139

16 oz $1 59

16.

99'

16 oz $1 39
lb

$1 99

Salad Dressing
Whole Dill Pickles

32 oz

99'
99'

Mustard

24 oz

59°

Sweet Relish

22 oz

-We

Barbecue Sauce

28 oz

$109

Cr

Graham Crackers
Krispy Saltines
Animal Crackers
J. Higgs Cheese Bits
Ralston Snackers

16 oz
16 oz
44 oz.
16 oz
16 oz

89°
85°
69°
$119
$109

Apple Juice

01

Prune Juice

40 oz

Lemon Juice
Pink Grapefruit Juice

..32 oz

46 0,

$109
$1 19

99'
99'

MOWA

Hamburger

saitat
'BEANS
..41% ()mom
- -

Dill Pickle
Slices
32 oz

-The man who can own up to his error is greater than he who merely
knows how to avoid making it "
Cardinal de Retz.

Eook over South's play of today's
game. Did he make an error, or was
he the victim of a bad break?
South won his diamond king, drew
trumps and led a heart to dummy's
jack-. losing to East's queen. East returned a diamond to dummy's ace.
and South ruffed a diamond to eliminate that suit. South then played
ace and a club, hoping to endplay
someone. but East won and exited
safely with a club. forcing.South to
ruff. With no other chances left,
South led a heart to dummy's nine
and that finesse also lost. East won
three hearts and one club for one
down.th
Sou
did well in the middle
game. trying his best to keep from
going down. But his efforts came
too late He should have used some
imagination on the very first trick.
Instead of winning his diamond king
immediately. South should duck.
(West's lead is surely not a singleton.) East wins and continues a diamond to South's king. and South
rashes the ace and queen of trumps.
A club is led to dummy's ace. a club
is discarded on dummy's diamond
ace and South ruffs a club. He
reaches dummy via the trump king
-to ruff dummy's last club and leads
a heart to dummy. inserting the
jack. This loses as before. but East
IS stuck. He has no safe lead, and
South holds his losers to only three
tricks. '

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
A3
WELCOME
WAGON'
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call_

NORTH
•A K 7 5
•K J 9
•A 7 3
•A 6 2

24

EAST
44 3
•A Q 10
•Q J 9 5 4
•K 107
SOUTH

•Q J 10 9 8 6
•65 3
•K 6
+84
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: East
The bidding:
East

South
West
Pass
2+'
Pass
Pass
3 46
Pass
Pass
Pass
'weak jump-overcall
Opening lead: Diamond deuce

Lease For LeSS at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Chevrolet Cargo Van
$33464 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease
GLASS Replacement tor
home auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size Marra
frames and picture frames.
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office Calls
and other out of hospital expenses FOr
free information
Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

VIDEO DATING Paducah,
Murray, Benton, Mayfield...
Confidential.. For complete details send S.A.S.E.
to P.V.S. PO Box 1911,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

•43
•A Q 10
•Q J 9 5 4
K 107
North
1+
2•
ANSWER: Two no-trump.
though two hearts was non-forcing. BAD Credit? Learn exactly
this hand is worth another bid.) Two how to fix your credit report
no-trump denies adequate support - get loans - credit cards,
etc. Amazing recorded
for North's majors and shows club
message reveals details
stoppers.
305-770-5307.

$5000-GOLD Card Guaranteed! No credit check. No
deposit! Cash advances!
Also easy VISA/MC, no deposit! Free call
1(800)234-6741, anytime

Send' bridge questions to The Ace,.. PO Box DOC'S Cafe Bar & Grill
CM Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed, New juke box, new dance
stamped envelope for reply
floor, video games, pool
Cops right 1990 I oiled Feature Ss ndu rte
room. Happy Hour 8-9prn,
open 3-midnight, Tues-Sat.
LADIES WELCOME!Available for parties Doc's Cafe
Hwy 69N Cottage Grove,
Tenn.

Lpok at all the
birthday candles
shine, Shirley's
no longer 39.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
SHIRLEY!

BOAT mechanic for Evinrude outboards, OMC in
MerCruiser stern drives
Call Sportsman's Boat
Works. For interview between 9ain-Ipm Mon.-Fri.
only. 502-354-6569.
EXPERIENCED service
technician on air conditioning, heating and refrigeration. Apply at Buford Heating & Air 1928 N. 8th St.
Paducah, Ky

We Have An Immediate

SPECIAL NEEDS
4 OOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-93
46
aosaft,js
AFVUCRY COMEt FOR MINA*

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess lngeborg King 492 8348

1 DECIDED
NOT TO 60
TO SUMMER
CAMP THIS
YEAR..

"Wow,this place is really packed -or maybe it's
just my compound eyes."

ACROSS
1
5
9
12

YOU
PROBABLY
DON'T
REALIZE
PiOvi OFTEN
HE'S
liTTEN
ME!

Petitions
Merry
Legal matter
Aleutian
island
13 Hitchcock
film 01 1948
14 The self
15 American or
National
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Sunburn
19 Eat away
21 Conducts
23 Put in
27 Note of scale
28 Bullwinkle
e.g.
29 Metal
31 Permit
34 Equally
35 Cooking
meas
37 Pinch
39 Negative
40 Encountered

Also
Unthinking
Concerning
Praises:
encomiums
Cut of meat
Venturesome
Goal
Babylonian
deity
Seesaw
In favor of
Sicilian
volcano
Roman
tyrant
Indian
weight
Edible
seeds
Biblical
weed

ANN'S Country Kilc
NEED sitter for 2 children
Hazel, Ky needs a full time for summer Call 753-7696 ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
day waitress day cook and after 5pm
after 5pm
night cook. dishwasher
(days and nights) Al posiBUYING aluminum cans,
tions available immedibattery,
scrap metal, cop*********
ately Apply at Ann's Counper and junk cars KGA
*
HOMEMAKER'S *
try Kq‘chen or call
Recycling 492-8183 days.
DREAM!
498-8785 nights
492-8195
it We're back and better*
MOVING, cleaning out
4( than ever' Christmas ArDR$VE for more get more ▪ ound the World is now
house or sheds, used or
miles get home every two .1( hiring for the 1990 sea- A, antique furniture, glass,
weeks get more benefits If •son WWI( from your.
; tools, quilts. One piece or
house full 642-6290,
you're good enough to L.' home, weekly paycheck.
drive tractiia0rver the :
492-8594 after 6pm.
I, bonus !nos, FREE train;Ar`
road for
enters,
ing, FREE $330 sample*
you're good enough to 7" kit No tnvestrnentl Call*
drive the best equipment SC 1400-321-0260
for*
out there and bring home iE more exciting details' 41(
more money, more often
1989 WOODS commercial
You're good enough to k********
TOWEN with 241 hours on it
earn up to $45,000 a year
and get more respect from STORE clerk - part time Has Kubota diesel engine
the company that puts driv- and full time ground main- and 61' mower deck
ers first Get To A Phone tenance Sportsman's 437-4171
61 5 - 2 4 4 - 1 8 9 2 , Campground For interview 2 AIR conditioners
800-231-5209 MS. Car- between 9am 4pm M F 18 75Obtu with energy
riers Delivering Your only, call 502 354 6568
saver, 5000btu, 1 gas heatFuture
The Courier Journal has ing stove Cat after 5pm,
immediate opening for one 753-2131
HOSPITAL JOBS Start of their in-town Murray
3'4 TON. air conditioner
$6 80/hr, your area. No ex- routes Must have cash a
n
perience necessary. For bond, reliable transportastraight eleCtric heater unit
info call 1-900-990-9399 tion If interested contact (not a
heat pump) Unit is
Hussey,
6arn-8pm, 7 days $12 fee. David
54
years
old General
1-800-866-2211.
Electric
LAW ENFORCEMENT No
Model
experience necessary for UP to $15 hour processing OBTC042E100B0 $500 or
application information. mail weekly check guaran- best offer. Phone
Call 219-662-1136 Ext. Ky. teed Free details, write, 753 7667
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia,
109 Sam-Etpm, 7 days.
Suite 230- TKY Ontario, Ca- CASE YT108 yard tractormower. 8hp, electric start,
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- lif. 91762.
very good condition, $675
INGS. NEED a job? A
436-5610.
GED? Hope for the future?
ELECTRIC hospital bed,
You may qualify if:'You do
bedside commode, bath
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are CLEANING, childcare, seat, Duncan Phyfe couch,
between the ages of 16 8 cooking, laundry, etc. Will washer(2 weeks old), all in
21. We are an E.O.E. This do in your home Robin and excellent condition.
753-5436.
project is funded by the Stacy, 753-0370.
Western Kentucky Private
FACSIMILE Machine Omni
Industry Council- J.T.P.A DEPENDABLE lawn mow- Fax G-66,$750,Sharp CalCall
Out Of School ing and trimming. culator IL-6100S, $750.
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , 753-7639.
753-3647.
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
DEPENDABLE lady will do FOR
Saki: Used refrigeraNEED experienced, de- office and house cleaning. tors, ranges, washers/
pendable babysitter for one Cal 753-8759.
dryers, freezers, and furni4-year-old Prefer my home GENERAL house
and of- ture. Wed-Set, 104 30pm,
or within- city limits. fice cleaning. References Sun 1-5pm. Charley's New
759-9842.
supplied. 753-4897 or 8 Used Hazel, Ky
502-492-8175.
NEED
permanent 753-6737,'
babysitteritiousekeeper in I am available is stay with SNAPPER lawn mower
my home Mon-Fri. Must be the sick or elderly. Call $300. 26in. cut, new 8hp
Mature,dependable,excel- 753-4590 after 3-30pm motor, pull crank. Call
lent with children and have afternoons
753-7951 afternoons.
own transportation. References required. Call Frank IF you need your yard STEEL-toe work boots, •
Hinton, 759-1144 days, mowed, trash hauled off, or western boots, army pants
any kind of dean up work and jackets, new and used
759-1206 after 6pm.
done, call James Sills at guns, motorcycle helmets
753-4468
and much, much more
Drivers Wanted
Jerry's Sporting Goods,6th
LET
me
help
take
care
of
For Dominos Pizza
you. Very light duties, part- & Walnut, Mayfield
Must be 18 yrs. of age
time, live in or out.
or older. Proof of in753-0785.
surance
required.
Apply in person.
NEW 13,500 BTU,3-speed
air conditioner, Carriers
best, quiet & energy saving.
PART-TIME cashier Apply
Never installed. Large copat Propel 401 Sycamore
WILL keep children in my per grill w/hood. 16 gallon
No phone calls please
home. Excellent refer- wet/dry vacuum. Like new
POSTAL JOBS Start ences. Call 753-0827.
502-753-5593.
$11 41/hr For exam and
application information call
(219)769-6649, eat KY
109 8am 8pm 7 days
**POSTAL JOBS- Start at
$11 41/Hr For exam and
application info. Call
(219)-836-8157, ext 770 8
to 8 (CST) 7 days.

BAY
PLACE
SA
AVERTS
A IDLES
AEIBIR
LE
KALE
ERA
a E CI T S M
R E IMIU NG SA P
SEAR
ALEC
Lig
P0
H AU
R YU 0011
ANET
ONTO
SO
MU
TORPEDO
TEA
RAAD
U
. E
PEED
ALTER
GL
STA LAG
EMORGE
ALATE
USE
NA
3 Greek letter
4 Imply. hint
5 Large
6 Behold,
7 Likely
8 Transaction
9 Sell to
consumer

10 Mild
expletive
11 Beau and
1 Sodium
Jeff, to
chloride
Lloyd
2 Shoshonean
16 Uneasiness
Indian
20 Damp
22 Printer's
measure
23 Moham- 1
3
2
4
5
6
9
10
9
11
medan priest
24 Face part
12
14
13111
25 Therefore
26 Noise
15
18
in small
16171
UU 30 Eat
bits
19
20
21 22
32 Grafted.
heraldry
23 24 25
26
27
33 Pedal digits
36 Vessel
28
29
30
31 32 ill 38 Cautious
41 Earthquake
43 Eye: poetic
36
34 III
35
3'
38
39
45 GuidO'S low
I
note
43
40
42
41
44
45
47 Babylonian
deity
481491.111 49 Jots
ilill
50 Weakens
mil
53
51 Weary
52 Retain
54
55 ill
57
58 111111 56 Devoured
,
58 Beverage
61
62
63
64
59 Go astray
60 Fish eggs
65
63 Sodium
ill
symbol
66Ill

11

ill

III

111
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A-I PERSON BUSINESS
COFFEE
iTOP NAME IN U.S.A.,
WHOLESALE ROUTE
Restock From Car
Work Own Hairs
$ON Investment

2 GOOD gold chairs and 2
maple finish end tables
Call 753-3450.
3 MOBILE homes full of
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap' Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal

IrighL phasort Ingh pre& ROUTE
'
01.-Rull(PROM CAL)keel
((Alm Yea bud MK 111 carts
°caul % YF.AR OLD PRODUCT
mocked by every mayor foal acre
Fajoy. Wenn moat tenon.
Mtut wire up to

INCOME OF
$40,000 YR. UP
TRASH Ipplusuout NOT coteentend
lotereteen voted 0S1Y to anal,
QUALIFIED pre-wrested amino*
euteanusg(a uon of nagasdusg to (04..-^
eV the folkorms
(I) Ton meiotic to serme nceuou'L
(Nye, Blow Walk mai)
(2)SILSTINCLIMI.DOCUMENTED
PROOF of ngunid SACCO for moustory
NOW LN BANX (ST TIME OF RE.
SPONTIING TO AD)
ill Yen Cot and Rune Swam 9/nte
PO Box 1040Q Murray.
Ky

CADIZ Antique mall now
open. Spaces for up to 100
dealers. Rent from $15-$65
per space. Call Jack Gibbs,
522-7880.

MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
Good conditi'on. Call
492-8566 after 5pm.

PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
age Bulls and Heifers,
ready for breeding Only
top performance animals
offered for sale All animals
guaranteed to breed. Smith
LOCAL Vending Route Broadbent Farms Cadiz,
42211
Day
(Cold Drink, Fruit Juice, or. KY
Snacks) Company equals (502)235-5182 Night
your investment, Minimum (502)235-5170.
investment $10,000.00
Potential Annual Income of
$21,000.00, For details by
mail Call 1-800-548-1613.
Ask for Operator CJ.
E -Z-GO Golf Carts,
Electric. Softball & beaebeN
bating capes now open.
North 16111 St. 753-1152,at
Sullivan's Per 3pollcouree.
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY. Local
sub yogurt shop Doing a
very good business and
lots of growth potential Call
for
appointment
618 524 3388

200hp Evinrude 77 model
or sale or trade or
85-115hp 753-8731.
FOR sale or trade; 1953 A FIREWOOD for sale.
Mercedes. all original, good 437-4887.
upholstery, runs good,
needs paint Irvin Cobb Resort 436-5811.

WEDNESDAY, MAY

CLASSIFIEDS
320

240

OUR good grade 8x 12 storage buildings on sale for
$795 Acreo Portable Budd
irigs 1-2477831
POOL SUPPLIES From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories
Above ground to in ground
pools, water testing available 1. shock $1 99, algaecide $7.95, pace SWISS
9Ibs $29.95. CJ's Pool &
Patio, 106 N. 4th St. Murray, 759-1911
WE buy junk batteries $2
per automotive unit 87 No
Main Benton, Ky
527-7122.

Miirray Ledger & Times
Used
Cars

182 BR apartment fully
furnished Heat and water
included 759-1743 after
5pm 759-1999 days.

FINE quality Arabian
horses 5 priced to move
Mayfield 345 2479

1BR apartment, low utilities, $155 No pets References required 753-3949
AKC male German Shepherd puppy, $100.
492-8745

2BR apartment nem University No pets. 753-5992.
2BR duplex in Northwood.
$300/mo. 759-4406.

AKC puppies, various
breeds. 901-746-5355

2BR duplex Northwood,
$300 753-8715

AKC Registered Dashsund
and Dalmation puppies
901-352-2416 nights,
901-986-3693, days.

2BR duplex available June
1 All appliances furnished
753-4390

BOXER bull puppies
437-4442.

APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
• 2 bedroom, near downBusiness
town Lease required
Services
753-4109
KIRBY vacuum repair 20
CONVENI
ENTLY located
years experience Jerry's
Sporting Goods 6th & Wal- near university. Large 2br,
2 bath apartment. Central
nut, Mayfield
heatair, washer/dryer
PRIVATE Investigator with hook-up, appliances and
22 years oty and state in- water furnished. No pets.
vestigation experience References required.
*Accident •Criminal 'Civil 753-3949
'Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call LARGE and very nice.2BR
Confidential Investigations, apartments. Central H/A.
appliances furnished,
(502)753-2641
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898
270
Mobilo
NICE 1br partly furnished
Homes For Sala
$200/mo plus deposit. No
12x65, 28R, new central pets. 753-1953 days,
host/air with electric ser- nights 753-0870.
vice pole. $5500. NICE 2 bedroom duplex
436-5279.
Central H/A, all appliances
12x65 HORIZON, 2br, furnished Coleman RE,
753 9898
stove, refrigerator, washer
dryer, 2 air conditioners, NICE 2br duplex for rent,
deck and hot tub
carpeted, stove, refrigera759-9826.
tor, and air conditioner furn14x70 VILLAGER, 2br, ished. $285 Call 753-9612
W/D, central H/A, newly after 5pm
remodeled Must see to ap- NICELY furnished 1,
2,
preciate 489-2557 or 3BR apartment
1-3BR
753-4837.
house. 1-4BR house, both
1974 FLEETWOOD 24x60 near MSU Days 753-6111,
3BR, 2 bath mobile home after 4 30prn. 753-0606
Reasonably priced Call VERY nice
3BR, 1.5 bath
753-0212 7am-5pm, townhous
e. Central H/A,
436-5459 after Erprn
appliances furnished Cole1986 CAVALIER 14x80 man RE 753-9898
3br, 2 bath Will sell for
equity Payments only
$225 per month 753-1522
or after 5pm, 759-4806
250

WHAT'S SO DFFERENT
ABOUT THE HAPPY JACK
3-X FLEA COLLAR? It
worksl Now Available for
Cats'
CALLOWAY SERVICE,
SOUTHERN STATES
GIVE someone a lot of love.
Give a Pug pup
502-527-8907.
REG Eskimo Spitz puppies. 753-9979.
Peg's Dog Grooming.
753-2915.
Public
Sale

YARD
SALE
415 N. 6th
Just Moved!
Thurs., Fri., &
Sat.
8 a.m.-Dark

NEW 3br, 2 bath Kentucky
Lake waterfront $94,900
362-7346, 554-3595

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
17,987
'39 Toyota Tell
19 Ford Escort
30
'6987
Real
89 Toyota Corolla
1,487
Estate
'39 Toyota Carry
11,987
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
11 liaida 929
13,487
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bed489-2266
88 Ford T•Bid
'9987
room brick located on large
KOPPERUD REALTY of- lot in Canterbury Estates.
'88 Toyota Corolla LE '9487
fers a complete range of L R., DR. Den iv/wood
1989 CAVALIER trailer
Real Estate services with a burning fireplace, break- '88 Toyota Cam
110.487
3br, 2 bath, set up in Fox 3BDRM
17, bath, central wide selection of quality fast, Lg foyer, 2'4 baths, 2
Meadows Immediate pos- gas
homes,
all
.prices
. car garage. Owner anxious '87 Toyota Camry
heat and air located
487
session, $18,500. West
near Murray High $475 00 753-1222, toll free to sell. Phone 7538050
Kentucky Properties plus
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext. between 9 and 4 or '87 Ruda 626 LX
'6.987
deposit 753-6350
759-1161.
711L.
753-0914
after
pm
6
'87 BOW 325IS
NICE 2BR house and also
17,987
a IBA apartment Both re2Fi0
SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
17
Toyota Celica GT 1,987
cently rertiodeled. Lease
Motile
home. Double lot, As heat,
Lots
required 753-4109.
Homes For Rent
owner financing. $59,900. 17 Criry LE
For Sale
'9.937
1613 Farmer 753-5703.
NICE 3BR, 1.5 bath. Close 21 ACRE hill 10
2BR trailer for rent
14.987
mile view of
17
Toyota
Tercel
to town. Garden spot and tree tops
753-9866.
(Mangle bounded
470
more. Coleman R E
by 3 roads) center of Mar87 Plymouth Reliem 1.987
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished 753-9898
shall County Look down on
or unfurnished Some new
Motorcycles
'86 iltralrf Cougar 16.437
furniture, natural gas- WELL insulated 17, story Benton's lights! Deer and
1977
wild
HONDA
turkey
550
$62,500.
$800
house,
Joe
near
Murray
electric, air conditioned
Eat-in
'86 Pontiac Grrd Prik _1,987
753-6519
Nanney, 753-9622.
kitchen, DR, LA, bath, 2BR
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
on 1st level. Garden, gar1337
3 LOTS together, located in 1985 YAMAHA Virago 5 Toyota Corolla
RENT or rent ta..own 2BR age.$300/mo.
No pets Re- East Y subdivision
on 720cc excellent condition
mobile home in Getaway ferences. 753-7551
5
Ford
LTD
1Vgi
1447
Westside Drive Call or see $1750 753-1379
Bay Recreational developRoger Hudson, 753 4545
ment near Aurora, Ky Re'14
Toyota
Ca
mry
LE '4,987
1986 Virago 1100 4700
or 753-6763
creational facilities availmiles, excellent condition
14
Bud
370
Part
Ave
able to renters or owners
'5,917
753-6125
460
Livestock
For information call
'34
Porgrovm
Victoria
'4,987
1987 VIRAGO 535 5000
Homes
1 -es
753-2613, after 5 30pm
miles, nide bike, must sell
For Sale
753-0840
84
Buick
CentLry
12 PURE bred American
'4,487
753-6063.
gray Brahma cows, some 3500sq.ft. 1 -story brick at
33 Nissan 3XIn3
1,987
with calves 753-8539 or 1306 Doran Rd • Iry , din . 1990 SUZUKI RM 125
Business
753-4832
753-6088
den et/vault coil & wd
'83 Pont. Grand Ftir 1,907
Rentals
burn - fp , 3 full baths, 3
AMERICAN Saddlebreds
490
SPACE suitable for small stud service World champ- bdrms widress area, exer'83 Toyota Celica V 4,417
cise & Jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
Used
office or apartment located ion bloodlines Live
foal Ig kit &
'32 Fad Crcerm
Cars
breakfast area
near MSU on Coldwater guaranteed also quality
&pantry, laund rm , lg. 2
Road 753-9393
saddlebreds & pleasure
1966 FAIRLANE 500 one '12 Pont. Trrs
.....
car garage. Ig attractive
horses for sale 753-9390
owner, 26,000 miles looks
STORAGE Building
brick & quarry tile patio. Ig
like new 435-4579
'12 Toyota Tercel
1387
1850sq ft. with a loading BEAUTIFUL registered
3 lot (150x225') phone
dock arid a double door year old Tennessee Walker 753-0335 after 6-00 P M
1973 FORD
LTD '11 Datstai
1,N1
Prime location Call gelding, $1200 well broke
Brougham 2 door, hardtop
753-8809
436-5634 or 759-1320
good shape, one owner,
TRUCKS
HOMESELLERS extra nice actual miles
Call 753-5007
'89 Toyota SRS 4X4 13,181
REALTY
Wallace's U-Pick
753-0375
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta '89 Toyota4X4Ex. Cr 13387
505 S. 12th St
88, extra clean Call
Strawberries ct GRFAT
ct Startin
753-9832
'13 Chevy Silverado 12,987
BUY IN FAXoN
g Thursday!!! 547/90
REA, 2 story charmer
1975
MONZA
2
door
hatch'11 Dodge Caravr 1.187
Many improvements. 3 miles
Time: Tues., Thur., Sat. - 7:00 a.m.; Mon., Wed.,
back, 4 speed, 350 engine,
om lake. 1 acre+. $49,600
Fri. - 4:30 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
from
Cenie
62.500.
needs work 753-7238
f'..,edeey!
Kidtc'e
'81 Toyota 404
10.487
Price: 60' at. You Pick; $1.25 Qt. Ordered
Rd. 436-3468
.1976
CAMARO
,
black
with
Location: Poor Farm Rd. & N. 16th Extended
18 Toyota Tritk
1,987
BRICK ON 3 ACRKS1
black interior, aluminum
Phone: 753-0195
Near Atom 2bd, lba, brick
wheels, very sharp
17 Dodge Caravr SE _1,987
wl.P gas heal. 3 trailer path.
753-9409 after 5pm
°miser wants offer. $49,500
Duncantown Rd. 753-1148
17 Toyota PN
'6,487
1976 TOYOTA Celica, runs
good, $450, 1974 EL Ca
SOKRWO
1.937
17 Astro Vai
PORRKST
mono no motor, $300, 1971
shape
NURSING HOME COSTS: Great2haareaiaODintip-top
Sherwood
110,987
Mercury Marquis, runs '17 Toyota Val
Forrest A must see bekore
good, $300 492-8846
WHO PAYS?
you buy $97,500
808
16 Crery S10 Ex Ci 404 '7,487
Nottingham 753-9930
1977 CAPRICE good con"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost
'6,987
'16 Ford Bronco II
dition, runs excellent, $775
RENTAL POTEP411Ali
• Medicare pays less than 2°.
753-0919
Dome .is having vinyl 'siding
'Eti Toyota SR5 Long Bed '4917
applied, new roof ilk carpet.1
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
1979 FORD Mustang
Mock from MSU. S17,300k
less
'6,487
162*(Sive 753-0373.
hatchback V6, AC,73,000 '85 Chevy Blazer
miss, new tires and bat• An estimated one in four Americans over
NEW LISTING,
Great
15 Chevy Silverado 404 1,917
tery, $1500 759-1414
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
bey. 31.16, /ha 55ith 4 room
wpm*, apartment that rents
'2,987
1979 PONTIAC Suntard 2 '11 Chevy Siverado
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
for S175 mo 346,s0g
door, 120,xxx miles Runs
year.
per
1,387
71 Toyota Pli
well $750 OBO 345-2520
GREAT wATERFRoN11
Excellent work car
• Medicaid, the government program for
71 Chevy Star* 1,487
this Ii., is nest to finest
the "poor" only provide
OWNER says sell! 3bedroom, 1 bath frame house,
older home,9 acres of land
House has approximately
1,900 square feet under
roof, located East of town.
Priced at $35,000 00. Call
Roberts Realty at
753-1651.

r

100g

fireeNitfief 753-4446

s help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkInsvIll• Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

homes on lake Gradual
slope. deep ,sater $37,500
Call CM net at 7S3 2723
•

GREAT LOCATION,
Vitality built, 3 bd. 2 ba neer
Glendale Rd. beene
Separate workshOp.
sunroom $04 BROE)
751-1690
SA7.500
VA
homes ('alt

Reporaemed
for tnformatiost

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

Boats
I Motors

1513 London Of 3BR 2 1984 MAZDA
626 LX
bath brick ranch Privacy Loaded all the
way, electric
fence, deck, many extras sunroof, great running
car,
$89,900 753-5703
great condition 489-2763
or 753-2295
3BR older home in country
on 280E. City water. 1984 PONTIAC Firebird 4
cylinder, Pf3/PS. AM/FM
$195/mo. 436-2759
cassette, $3003 or best ofBEAUTIFUL 3BR home in fer 492 8600, 753-7456.
Canterbury Estates Cen1985 NISSAN 300ZX: red,
tral heat and air, all ap
phances, all curtains excellent condition, 72,000
custom-made, exquisite actual miles Call 436-2169
landscaping Backyard after 5pm
fenced, automatic lawn 1985 TEMPO GL.
61,000
sprinkler Excellent condi- miles, stereo, cruise,
delay
tion.Priced to sell Call wipers, nice car. 753-6063
owner 759-1073
1986 FORD Tempo:
BEAUTIFUL 1./r story 5-speed, air,
GL package.
house in Woodgate Subdi- p/s, pib, sport instrumen
t
vision 3BR, 2 baths, den center, console monitor,
and dining room, kitchen styled road wheels,
1
and utility room. Extra large owner, low mileage
.
walk-in closets, breezeway 436-5684.
and 2 car garage Priced in
the $90's. Call 753-4449. 1986 TAURUS LX: digital
dash and door entry, all
BY OWNER: IMMACU- equipment, 56,000
miles,
LATE 2 story, 3-4BR, home $5495 437-4723.
in Candlefite Estates. 2
bath, 2 car garage, large 1988 LINCOLN Continenwalk-in closets. Also 2 ad- tal, mint condition, 20,000
joining lots available. miles 753-1169.
$75,000. Call 753-0864.
1988 SABLE GS, 32,000
FRESH on the market, well miles 1988 Taurus GL wamaintained, 3 bedroom, 1 gon, 46,000 miles. Both
bath, jacuzzi, 7 feet cedar loaded. $7950 each.
privacy fence, low utility 437-4723.
bills, well insulated A must
1989 GRAND Prix SE,
to see! Call Roberts Realty
white, loaded. 753-6065.
for your appointment today
at 753-1651.
1989 NISSAN Sentra, 2
door, blue, cassette, air,
PRICE REDUCED!
warranty, 9000 miles,
Older home with 4+ bed$5600 527-7174
rooms, 2 modern baths,
eat-in kitchen, formal di- 1989 TOYOTA Tercel, 600
ning, sun porch and much miles, It blue Call
more. Phone Coleman 753-8128
Real Estate 753-9898

d40
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Apartments
For Rent

Miscaltivieous

23, 1990

1982 MAZDA RX7
5-speed, air, $2800
753-0560

• 1982 OLDSMOBILE
Cutsag Navy, looks and
runs
good See at 405 S 8th ST
Cal 753-3584
1984 BUICK Century Es
tate Limited Easton wpm
1 owner. V-6,
automatic,
air, tilt, cruise, AM/FM
cassette, power door locks and
seats Extra nice. 759-1543
or 753-0609

Open til 7 p.m.
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Chris Beardon
Mark Elkins
Unit
Chid Cochran, Sales MGR

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, Ky

Phone
7534961

Services
Offered

24f1. DELUXE Riven' KENNEY Trays Trucking
'cruiser tachometer, 2 fuel gravel, dirt fiN sand and
tanks, enclosure, 70hp white rock Call 759 1039
Evinrude motor, tilt and evenings
cruise, low hours
KITCHEN CABINET RE
901-642-5422
MODELING with wood
28ft HARRIS pontoon grain formica, all colors
boat Silver Anniversary Free estimates Wulff's Re
Edition, 1404 Evinrude covery, Murray 436 5560
motor, stereo/tape player
LAKESHORE Construction
Boat's at Darnell's Manna - home remodel
ing
Financing On The Spot
on 94 East
Call resideneal/cornmercial re
901-885-3444
or novation, plumbing, con
901-885-9245, or see Gary crete, trim/frame
carpentry
Domed
4355598
Everything
PONTOON boat slips for LEE'S CARPET
CLEAN
We Sell Is Under
rent Also, pontoon boats ING For all
your
carpet
Five Thousand Dollars for rent For more informs" upholstery cleaning For &
a
Don call, Cypress Bay Re- free estimat
Price 8 Payment Displayed
e call
sort,
901-232-8
221
753-5827 Satisfied
On Each 1/ehid•
YAMAHA Wave Runner 2 references
CARS
passenger with trailer Like LICENSED elefirici
an
'88 Pont WC
'4987 new, cost new $4500, sell James Gallirnore electrical
at $3300. 753-4981
service Commercial and
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn '4987
residential Fast, courteous
'88 Ford Festive L
530
'3987
service 759 1835
Services
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4967
MASON with 3 years ex
Offered
'87 Chevy Celebrity ..... '3987
penence seeks employ
ment Calf 435-4161
'87 Plym. Horizon
'3987
MOODY'S
mower repair
'86 lsuzu I Mark
'3,987
Pickup and delivery All
'86 Mustang LX
'4987
work guaranteed
753-5668.
'86 Cavalier Wgn.
'3487

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

YES

'85 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
'82 AMC Eagle
'2987
'81 Toyota Corolla

'1987

John Austin
Hauling & County
Sanitation Service
Home-Yard-Shop

TRUCKS
'87 Dodge Ram Van '4987
'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
'85 Ford Ranger....... "4487
'84 Chevy S10
'4987
'84 GMC 515

'4987

.'82 Ford Van

'3987

'81 Ford 350
'81 Ford Van

'3987

'77 Chevy Van

'2487

'3987

Have Yeu Been Turned
Doerr Elsewhere?
Credit Problems ,
4 OK
No Credit
OK
Divorce V OK
Ws sell dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim kb)
,
1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Zig et°'

FREE
ESTIMATES

436-2971
A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal. Spraying
and feeding. Also free estimates. 35 years experience. Glen Joiner owner.
753-0906.

PAINTING, patching stain
ing Handyman Services
by the job or hour Free
estimates 436-2201
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL clean•
mg, commercial arid resi
dermal carpet cleaning
window cleaning, etc.
753-7533 or 753-7617.
QUALITY Construction'
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

RESIDENTIAL plumbing
HIGH grass headaches - 436-2156
Problems with weeds - Call ROCKY COLSON Home
us for help. Bushhogging, Repair. Roofing, siding,
mowing, trimming, arid tree painting, plumbing, conremoval. 492-8254 for free crete. Free estimates Call
estimates
474-2307.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates
489-2303.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL, Junior Thom. operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations. etc
759-4664.

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing and services 753 4545
or 753-6763
ROOFING plumbing, tree
removal yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
753 2869 4 36 5895
753 7036
SHANE S Quality Painting
and Wallpapenng Service
Free estimates, reasonable
prices 753-8455
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811
STEWART'S Upholstery
Large selection of material
Free pickup and delivery
and free estimates 10%
discount on fabric and labor
on all items through May
31. 436-5236 and
436-5280
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
TREE trimming and brush
removal Also handyman
work dock repair and
inboard,outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530
WILDEY'S Welding Port
able and Shop Hwy 121
Coldwater 489-2125
WILL break and disk garden also landscape. level
driveway, bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169
WYATT Masonary brick
block, stone or concrete
will do any type or large or
small Jobs 753 2056

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

Ps

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop

by 8

see our

ShOWfoorn

R.B. Mitchell Paving
son
Used
.Truck
1975
ton Chevrolet:
Automatic, P/S, P/B, air,
high mileage, $1450.
759-9856.
1987 CHEVROLET
ton
step-side. Fuel injected
V-8, automatic with OD,
PS/PB, air, stereo, rally
wheels, 16,500 miles, excellent condition. $7800
OBO. 901-644-9179.
1987 CHEVY $10 4 wheel
drive, short wheel base, roll
bar, very clean Call
753-3518.
1988 DODGE Ram 50.
black and silver, dub cab,
chrome wheels, tinted windows, extra sharp Must
see! Call 753-5102.
1988 DODGE Ram 10"
truck. 1 owner, 24,000
miles, air, 5-speed. 85600.
753-3647.
MUST SELL. 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT; Excellent
Condition; LWB; Blue, &
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyt.;
Auto.; Bedliner; -Super
Nice Truck.'753-1916, Ask
for

Driveways & Parking Lots
A Specialty
Also Seal Coating & Hauling
Contact R 8. Guy or Rock.,

753-1537
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work.
763-5476.
CONSTRUCTION New
homes, framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Twin Lakes
Builders
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration. Installa
tion and repair. Free est
mates. 753-7203.
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663

REDUCED'Nice 1984 4x4
white, PEI/PS. 6 cylinder.
Chevy Must sell Call
759-1578 or see at 1312
Poplar

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

SNAPPER nding mower
8hp electric start Call
753-3618

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing, tree work
4362542

;in
Campers
1974 TERRY 2711 self
contained, air, excellent
condition $3000 firm
759-4032
25ft WILDERNESS travel
trailer Roof air, awning tv
antenna, extra clean Call
753-5810 days, or
753-4074 after 5pm
1

Spies
& Masts
16h LARSON runabout
75hp motor, plus trailer
753-3096
1988 19ft CHEETAH Ru
nabout 165hp1/0 $11.000
Days 7537688. nights
759-4703

GRASS getting away while
mechanics play? Why wait
weeks? We'll repair your
lawn/garden equipment
quickly and expertly Midway Small Engine Repair.
492-8543
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and coramere.ial continuous gutters
installed for your specific:a
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free (mimeo.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free es
weeps 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Tmnreing 345-2312

VIP-VERY IMPRESSIVE PROPERTY!
Large lovely home phis 40-beautiful KITS located less
than five miles southwest of Murray. Home and smaller
acreage also available. Just substantially reduced

Kopperud Realty
711 Nlain St.

753-1222

r- SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156
492-8529

„
'
1:74

3

J.
,

4

12 acre farm with 3 bedroom, 2 bath b: is house. 2
car garage,freplacefmsen, central air. heat pump,
draPes, all appliances, paved drivev.ay, satellite
dish, 60'x56' barn (21'x60' enclosed workshop/
concrete floor), greenhouse, 12'x12' well house,
stocked pond. and timber.$95,000.Call 436-2787,
,tIk'r 1 r m

Absolute Auction
Sat., May 26th 9:30 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Canton, Ky. 10 miles west of
Cadiz off Hwys. 68 & 80.
Large house on two lots. Furniture
- tools - lots of miscellanedus - few
antiques & primitives - household
Owner: Mr. & Mrs. D.B. Redd
Phone 522-3101

DELL FREEMAN
Broker-Auctioneer
Cadiz, Ky.

a,

sit
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Adcock selected for WKU biology/program
Michelle Adcock, a sophomore
at Calloway County High School,
is one of 20 Kentucky high school
students selected A° participate in
the National Science Foundation
Young Scholars Program of the
Department of Biology at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green. The program will begin on
June 10 and will extend for five
weeks in the summer.
The program, Research Experience in Molecular Biology for

High School Students, will
emphasize the use of molecular
biology in solving problems in four
major areas: DNA replication,
DNA sequencing (utilizing computer applications), eukaryotic cell
structure and function; and the
activity and biological role of
enzymes. During the five-week
summer program each participant
will initiate a research project in
molecular biology under the direction of a faculty member at WKU.

Students will be exposed to career
development activities and be
involved in discussions concerning
morals and ethics in science.
Research activities will continue
through the academic year at Calloway County High School. Mrs.
Jane Sisk, a biology teacher at
CCHS, will serve as mentor teacher
during the 1990-91 school year.
At ;CaJloway County High
School Michelle is a member of
the Laker marching band and jazz
band, the Lady Laker track team
and the geometry team. She is the
daughter of Rebecca Dawson Rushing of Murray and John F. Adcock
of Dawson Springs.

Republic Savings Bank
Tennis Tournament fl
to benefit W.A.T.C.H.
-Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped.

Saturday & Sunday
June 2-3
Men's A & B Singles
Women's A & B Singles
Men's Doubles
Women's Doubles
Mixed Doubles

Call Kenny Rose at
Republic Savings Bank
759-1630 or 753-8099 for details

V•r•TAKI11.:4.14K•7•:•7•7•7•7•7•7•7•7•7•7•74/7•7•1*.WW.1Mr•74.7•7•7•14

DEAR ABBY: Paul (not his real
name) and I have been married for
two months. Paul is 35 and I'm 27.
This is my first marriage. Paul was
married briefly in college and has a
14-year-old daughter who lives with
her mother in another state. His
daughter is coming to spend the
summer with us. She's a sweet girl
and I like her, but Paul has told me
that while his daughter is here we
will have to put our lovemaking on
"hold."
At first I thought he was kidding,
but he explained that he has this
little hang-up" — he can't perform
sexually unless he Iv's total privacy,
which means there can be nobody in
the next room, or even in the same
house! I tried to tell him that it's
perfectly normal for married people
to make love,and it shouldn't matter
whether somebody is in the next
room or not.
Paul can't understand why I don't
accept his little hang-up, but I'm
losing sleep over his obsession for
total privacy because it may be indicative of other little hang-ups I
don't know about. Besides, we're still
honeymooning.
Your opinion, please.
LOSING PATIENCE
DEAR LOSING: Paul could
have been "surprised" during
lovemaking at some time in his
life, which may account for his
obsession for total privacy.
However,asking you to put your
honeymoon on hold for the entire summer is expecting too
much.
For his sake and yours, Paul
should seek counseling from a
psychiatrist or sex therapist in

order to hang up this"little hangup" once and for all.

DEAR ABBY: This
is in response
to "F.om Conn9cticut" who complained about screaming babies on
airplanes. I have a feeling we've met
before, and here's why:
While stationed in Wyoming with
the USAF, my family had to fly to
Connecticut for an emergency. The
flight took all day, and we had to
change planes twice. My husband
took charge ofour 2-year-old daughter and I carried our 5-month-old son
in my arms. The baby began to
scream the minute we took off. I did
everything I could to calm him, but
he continued to scream as though he
were in terrible pain. I gave him
infant pain relievers, his bottle,
pacifiers — I walked and walked
him,sang endlessly,jangled donated
car keys before him, made faces,and
even gave him a lollipop to suck on —
and I don't normally give sweets to
children. I did everything I could
think ofto quiet him,but to no avail.
Most passengers were sympathetic. One very kind woman even
took a turn walking the baby for me.
I received some angry glances from a
few irritated passengers,which made
me feel terrible.
When we landed, I took my
sweaty,exhausted, crying baby into
the ladies room to change his diaper.
A woman who had been on my plane
said, "I don't know where you're
going, but you have no business
taking that baby on an airplane!"
I was too shocked to reply. Then
tears welled up. I was on my way
home — to bury my mother.
STILL GRIEVING IN PA.

*No Payments
With approved credit

JUST IN TIME FOR FATHER'S DAY!
Multi-Position

Recliner

Modestly priced. fine
two-way recliner value.
It's traditional styling
is always popular. Enjoy quality at•savigst

3 Position Recliner

Recliner

$279
With
plush
button
tufted back & soft padded arms & seat. A
handsome chair to fit
any decor.

The superb comfort and
styieing of a convenient
rocker recliner can be
yours.Plush deep tufted
relaxation for a lifetime
of enjoyment

